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Portland Will Have It and
Will Invoke the Referen
dum.
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How to save
The man or woman who wants
to save and to make those savings
oarn more money and thus bring
n a continuous income, can:

—save by getting higher wages,
—save by cutting expenses.
—or save by both methods.

Here is the practical thing to
do: First determine that you will
save and then cut and watch ex
penses so that you can save.

You will find your wages in
creasing automatically because the
man or woman who is amart
enough to save is smart enough to
earn more, AND DOES

This safe institution protects
savings and uses them so wisely
that our members get exception
ally high earnings or dividends.

The Right Back
ground for Auto
Ownership
If you can’t afford insurance
you surely can’t afford a car
• • • •
To saorllice Insurance for any
accessory is foolhardy !
• * • •
'To turn a wheel without ample
insurance protection is to court
lisas ter !

Cover That New Car Now
with a hinder by phone until we
can issue you a policy.

The “American Companies
Only” Agency

E. C. MORAN & CO.
GENERAL AGENTS
425 Main Street - - Rockland, Me.

*

ROCKLAND

LOAN & BUILDING

ASSOCIATION
45-tt

IS YOUR CAR
READY FOR
SUMMER?
How About Your
Ignition?
IsItO.K.?
Remember—we sell the

Famous for its power and depend
able service.

While most batteries have ad
vanced in price PHILCO remains
the same.

Ford ...

.. $14.50

Dodge . .

..

22.50

NEW •
BATTERY
$14.50
In Exchange For Your Old
Battery

Dodge Battery $24.50

sea View
BATTERY SERVICE
Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.
SS-tf

.«.

ge .«.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
429 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

A strictly mutual savings
bank

.*.
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Will Be Invoked On At
Least Four Measures In
September.
The voters of Maine will lie rt>quiied to express their verdict upon
at least four measures at the Sep
tember election of the present year.
Amendments to the Constitution
have been submitted proposing a
$3,006,000 bond Issue for the,, con
struction of the Bath bridge and a
$6,000,000 bond issue for State high
ways and bridges. At the request of
Gov. Brewster in the closing hours
of the Legislature a referendum was
placed upon the act Incorporating
Dexter l‘. Cooper to develop tide
power in I’assamaquoddy Kay.
The Initiated primary repeal bill
will go to the voters without any sub
stitute hill, the Legislature hav ing de
clined to submit the so-called Anthoin-Oakes Bill. The act iniliated
primary bill Kills for the submission
to the people of an act which re
peals the present direct primary laws
and provides for a return to the con
vention system of nominations. The
substitute measure which the Legis
lature declined to submit called for a
modified convention system of nomi
nations, with an appeal to the pri
mary under certain circumstances.
other me.isures may be submitted
to the voters in September in case a
referendum is asked for hy 10,000
voters within 90 days from the ad
journment of the Legislature. The
only acts of the Legislature upon
which referendums have already
been threatened are the act dividing
the town of Jonesport and creating
the town of Beals, the act levying
a three-cent- gasoline tax, and the
act making daylight saving illegal.

Agents for—

Famous Explorer To Leave
Wiscasset June 27—Big
Undertaking.

MARINE ENGINES
Boat Brokers
Boat Building
and Repairing

wicfictd

Tuiishfofl/our
IfttchcnTwor

36-tf

Lowe Brothers Hard Drying
Floor Paint is made to with
stand the hard wear that
kitchen floors receive. It does
not scar or mar. It is easy to
keep bright and new. It dries
hard and stays hard.

FOR REST
AND COMFORT

HARD DRYING
FLOOR PAINT

Beds
Springs, Mattresses

You will be pleased to know
how quickly and cheaply you
can do over your kitchen floor
with this practical finish.

AT YOUR DEALERS

Stop in any time or call us
on the phone.

DRESSED CALVES

H. H. CRIE & CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

LIVE AND DRESSED
POULTRY

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

EGGS, APPLES, ETC -

H

PROMPT RETURNS

& CD.
CO. I
CHAS. P. DOW &
/Member

T. H. WHEELERCO.

Consolidated Stock Exchange
of Aew York

A RELIABLE

STOCKS and BONDS

COMMISSION HOUSE
93-101 Clinton St.
BOSTON

■

Publishers of the
WEEKLY FIAIA/MCIAL DIGEST
which is sent free to
investors upon request
|

I 10 STATE STREET BOSTON I

100-tf-Th

YOU’LIi be delighted with
a dinner eaten here
Food of proven purity served
in the style that will pleasi
you. Appetizing salads and
desserts that will cause you
to talk about us.
Get acquainted with aur

Portland will have daylight saving
time, in accordance with the vote
of its citizens at the last municipal
election.
“An order will be introduced at the
next meeting of the City Council,
proclaiming daylight saving time,
beginning Tuesday, April' 28.”
The above statement was made by
Councilman Philip J. Deering at P.
mass meeting Tuesday afternoon of
more than 100 Portland citizens at
the Falmouth Hotel.
Robert Braun explained that the
movement had originally started for
the pi/rpose o( obtaining daylight i
saving for^his year only. "As the’
question of invoking the referendum
began to he discussed it became evi
dent,” he said, "that there was such
a degree of interest in Portland and
elsewhere that there was a strong
ixjssibllity of the Anti-Daylight Sav
ing measure passed by the Legisla
ture being rejected by the voters."
A letter from Dr. J- S. Jamison
urged daylight saving as a health
measure.
It was announced at the meeting
that 3,000 petitions for a referendum
upon daylight saving would be cir
culated through the entire State.
Many of those present were so deep
ly interested that they went from
the meeting bearing petitions in their
hands and obtaining signatures on
the way to their homes.
The following petition to the City
Council was adopted prior to the
statement of Councilman Deering
that the City Council would take!
immediate action:
"The undersigned citizens of Port
land do hereby respectfully request
and petition that you proclaim day
light saving this year for the same
period as 1924, and as voted at the
last city election.
“While we are aware of the pas
sage by the State Legislature of the
so-called Harriman Anti-Daylight
Saving bill it is our intention to in
voke the referendum on the meas
ure. The bill therefore cannot be
come law until the referendum has
been held.
"Having all confidence in the fair
ness of the voters of this state that
when the referendum is held the bill
will not be sustained and that the
citizens of Portland will (be per
mitted to enjoy the same measure of
self-government as they have in the
past.”
The Anti-Daylight Saving Act
passed by the last Legislature would
not become a law until July 11, and
is suspended until an election can be
held, if a sufficient number of signa
tures can be secured prior to July
11. The earliest date for calling
such an election would be Sept. 14.

MacMlLLAN’S PLANS

nsist on Having

When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

.«. .*•

•••
•••

PEOPLE'S VERDICT

TEL. 661

START
SAVING NOW

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.
MARINE RAILWAYS

F. W. FARREL CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

•••

•••
Candor Is the brightest gem of
••• criticism.—Disraeli

Telephone 702-W

643 MAIN ST.

.«■

SIMON K. HART

Under a final program approved
Tuesday the forthcoming MacMillan
Arctic expedition will undertake the
exploration of several millions of
square miles of letritory believed to
have been hitherto unknown to civil
ization.
In addition to the vast terrain be
tween Alaska and the North Pole,
the expedition, with navy planes,
will cover the central portions of
Ellsmere Island, Grantland,
the
“Great Greenland ice eap,” the en
tire interior of Baffin Island and
northern Labrador.
Commander Donald B- MacMillan,
head of the expedition, announced a
base would be established at Etah.
about 700 miles from the Pole, from
whiefl flights would radiate over the
immense lielS selected for explora
tion.
It is proposed to leave Wiscasset,
Maine, about June 27, proceed to j
Sydney, N. 8., where fuel will lie .
taken aboard for the voyage and then ,
continue to LabradorThe cross- ,
ing to South Greenland will be made !
from the 55th latitude.
With Julianehaati as a base, stud- ■
ies will be undertaken of Norse set- I
tlements made In Greenland 1500
years ago.
“I believe the practical way. ot' '
erasing these ‘unknown arears,’ from ,
the maps." declared
Commander
MacMillan, “is by the use of the new ’
type of amphibian naval planes.”
j
From Julianehaab, the expedition |
will proceed north to Godthaab,
where there is reported a large group
of Norse ruins. The explorers hope
to prove a connection between the
builders of these and the Norsemen
who visited America 300 years be
fore Columbus.
Of particular interest to scientists
Commander MacMillan said, was the I
plan for exploring the “Ice Cap"
covering 500 square miles and re '
ported to rise 10,000 feet.
Neither
that territory nor Baffin I«md. dis
covered 425 years ago, have ever
been penetrated. Eskimos have de
clared there are thousands of large
lakes in the interior, filled with seais
which entered them from the sea,
and used as breeding grounds for
many species of water fowl. Among
the latter are expected to be found
hitherto unknown nesting places of
the blue goose.
The expedition plans to return
south along the shore of Ellsmereland and then around the northern
rim of Baffin.

: : Manufacturer of : :

Cemetery Work
: : And Dealer in : :

KEEP KLEEN KUFFS
For Men and Women

.*S Native & Scotch Granite
Telephone 911-M
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

Reekland’a Finaat Eating Place

Cor. Brick and Pleasant Sts.

Ships “Megunticcok" and “Joseph Jones,” the First Ships Built in the Town of Camden, About the Year 1840: With the Brig “Perfect.” Built In Mass*
achusotts and Owned In Camden. From a Contemporary Oil Painting Now In the Possession of Job H. Montgomery of Camden.

<S>_

and tariffs revolutionized trade and
traffic.
It would lie interesting to follow
iu detail, the story of those ships.
A Subject That Never Grows Wearisome—Here Are Two Their 'commanders were, men of
character, j*ble to judge winds and
Built In Camden More Than Eighty Years Ago.
tiileR, shores and hurricanes, and to
deal with notable persons, and for
eigners. Their crews were picked
The mere mentioning of “Ships"
The one in the foreground was men, front energetic and adventur
To lie a sailor
has life and action in the very sound named. "Megunticook," after Cam ous young people.
witli them, on sucli a ship, was
ot the word.
Recent articles in The den's highest mountain, a very dis
tinguishing name. It was the first enough to beguile the ambition of
Courier-Gazette treating of this sh:i> built in Camden. The yard In any venturesome youth.
topic interested everybody as much, which it was built is the present ' Thev sailed to many countries,
or more, than the biography of a Postofticc lot, and land about the withstood tiie storms and calms, and
notable person could have done. present Ayer's fish market lot. Bay i rested, at last, with the great things
Probably, more. The features of the View street did not then exist. The forgotten in the changing ways of
ship Frederick Billings were sought shipyard covered that region.
commerce, which does not preserve
out of her past more ardently than
The ship on the wind at the left, relics.
those of her builders, and will live sailing away, was the "Joseph
There is no one now to relate the
longer in the memories of more Jones," named for an old resident of history of these ships. The paint
Camden, probably the second one ing of them is hy a local artist of
people.
The accompanying picture of three built in the town.
their day. a Mr. McFarland, or Mcnotable sea-going vessels
repre
The two ships were advance types ' Farlaine.
it has withstood the ne
of
sea-going
.
vessels
of
that
early
sents Maine's earliest enterprise in
glect of time, having lieen rescued
time,
fast
sailers
and
strong,
the
the shipbuilding line. The two
more than 35 years ago from the
ships in the picture were built in forerunners of the American Clipper relic heap by the writer. The artist
Camden probably liefore 1840. They Ships, that carried in their day the has none to tell his story. This may
were real square rigged ships for commerce and travel of the world. he the only piece of hLs work re
They rivaled everything, until steam maining. It is done in oil und shows
sea-going, foreign or domestic.

THE ROMANCE OF SHIPS

EDNA ST. VINCENT MILLAY
To Take Part In Literary Institute
At Bowdoin College.

The Longfellow-Hawthorne cen
tennial committee of Bowdoin College
has announced that Edna St. Vincent
Millay is to take part in the literary
institute to he held in May. Miss
Millay is a Maine woman wno has
won an international reputation as a
poet in a remarkably short time. She
was born In Rockland in 1892
She
is a graduate of Vassar College and
is married to E. J. iBoissevain.
At
a very early age she wrote a re
markable poem called "Renascence"
which attracted the attention of the
critics.
In 1922 she was awardel
the Pulitzer prize for tiie best verse
of that year, and in the next year
she published her best volume of
lyrics and sonnets, “The
Harpweaver." She has also written sev
eral dramas in verse.
Her work ns a whole shows a rare
intermingling of serious feeling and
gay mockery. She looks at life as a
game, but a game that needs to lie
played with a fertain mystic fervour.
She employs precise and pungent im
ages, and yet her verse has constant
ly the old singing quality that at
tracts the general reader
During
the past year or so Miss Millay lias
been hailed by English reviewers as
one of the outstanding poets of the
present time.
Several of her pieces
deal with the coasts and countrysides
of Maine, und in one of her poems
she expresses a sharp yearning for
the sea-scenes that she was familiar
with in childhood.
It was also announced by the com
mittee that France would lie repre
sented at the Institute by Professor
Edmond Esteve, professor of litera
ture at the University of Nancy and
exchange professor at
Harvard.
Professor Esteve will lecture
in
French, taking the subject "Longfel
low in France”
His lecture will
come on May 14.
“CALL OF THE

WILD”

The resignation is announced of
Oscar A. Shepard, who has been for
the past 18 months publicity rep
resentative of the Maine Central
Railroad and editor of the railroad
magazine
lie will soon re-enter
newspaper work, having accepted a
position in an editorial capacity with
the Consolidated Newspapers of New
England, now publishing four dailies
and five weeklies in Central and
Western Massachusetts.
Mr. Shep
ard was for several years city editor
of the Lewiston Journal und prior to
that was_ connected with the editorial
staff of the Bangor News.

SHEET MUSIC 15c

BOOMING MAINE

ing in St. Petersburg, Fla., and who
“believe in the past, present and
future of the grand old Pine Tree
State, Maine," recently provided at
their own expense the large adver
tisement whirh appeared in the St.
Petersburg Independent. The ma
terial contained therein follows:
Maine Invites you.
Maine welcomes you.
Maine appreciates you.
The Summer Vacation Land of
America Invites You to Spend
the Summer Within Her
Borders
2640 lakes and ponds, teeming
with salmon, trout, bass and many
other gurney fish of the finny tribe.
3300 miles of rocky coast line
and wonderful bathing beaches.
10,000,000 acres of primeval for
est alwunding with all kinds of
game.
5000 rivers and streams alive
with gamey fish.
Splendid roads for motoring.
Unexcelled golf courses.
Tenuis, yachting, canoeing, rid
ing. hiking, Ivi thing, fishing, and
all kinds of outdoor sports.
Breathe the fragrance of the
pine and spruce laden woods
where hay fever is unknown.
Whether you wish to rest or
recreate, come to Maine, where a
cordial welcome awaits you.
Hotels unsuriHutsed, community
camps unequalled, comfortable
cottages, cosy log cabins, and tent
ing sites available for all at reas
onable rales.
There is a place In Maine for
the man of moderate means' as
well as the millionaire.
For further information, illus
trated booklets, road mails and
other literature, address
State of Maine Publicity Bureau,
200 Longfellow Square
Portland, Maine

THE AR3ORETUM BUDGET

N. W. Lermond, director or Knox
Arboretum, acknowledges the fol
lowing contributions toward the
needed budget of $1000 for upkeep
and development:
Previously reported .................... $161
J. A. Creighton & Co., Thomas
ton ...................................................
25
J. W. Walter Strout, Thomaston
5
F. H. Jordan, Thomaston .........
5
Dr. H. V. Tweedie. Kockland ..
5
T. F. Keating, Rockland ............
5
Total •............................................. $206

The Famous Sheet Music you see adver
tised in all the loading magazines.
Over 220 selections—send for
catalogue.

Three Crow pure Paprika.—adv.

MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.

The Best Reports

The Legion Canteen
Manufactured by
, UTILITY SLEEVE CO. Rockland
Alt Sizes On Sale At
I J. F. GREGORY 8ONS COMPANY

16 Limeroek St., Next to Postoffice
BOB WEBSTER, Prop.
Cigars,
Tobacco,
Cigarettes,
Candy, Fine Sodas and
Arguments
43-48

KILLED BY AUTO

skill anil imagination worthy of the
real artist.
The brig shown in the picture Is
not uninteresting. It was a Massa
chusetts vessel, named “Perfect."
It was purchased and brought to
Camden, and fitted out to take a
number of adventurous men around
Cape Horn to San Francisco about
1850, when the gold fever was so al
luring. The voyage was made suc
cessfully- From the appearance of
port-holes, she was prepared to re
sist every attack.. It was necessary
then. The brig became a relic on
the Pacific. Her crew and passenger
list was made up from the towns of
Camden, Hope. Lincolnville and
Searsmont. Some of them became
strong men about San Francisco.
Few returned
Their record also
would be interesting history.
There is a sentiment about ships.
They seem a part of reality. They
traversed the vast seas. The fierce
winds propelled them.
Nature in
willing but wilfull action was mo
tor to them. They led to discoveries,
bearing the adventurous in safety
to destinations remote and unknown.
J. H. M.

TEN MORE CASES

Loyal Residents of Pine Tree Miss Irma Sicotte, Formerly Turned Into Custom House
Strong Room By Vigilant
State Publish Big Ad. In
of Rockland, Victim of
Florida Paper.
Burnt Island Station.
Accident In Washington,
D. C.
The recent rum-running exploit in
Maine men who have been winter

OF THE

Marble Shelves, Etc.

Volume 80................. Number 46.

THREE CENTS A COPY

CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION

"Bill O’Fara”

Newbert’s Cafeteria

,J

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, April 16, 1925.

ALL THE HOME NEWS

There can be
harvest
unless we plant the seed

Thursday

BASEBALL GAMES
IN THE

BOSTON GLOBE

Penobscot Bay had its sequel yes
terday, when Chief Boatswain’s Mato
A. R Tabbutt, commanding officer of
the Burnt Island Coast Guard Sta
tion. brought to this port 10 cases of
Belgian alcohol which his crew had
found in the vicinity of Port Clyde,
some ashore and some afloat.
Presumably the liquor belonged to
the consignment thrown overboard a
few days ago from a rum running
sloop which was being hotly pursued
by the Coast Guardsmen.
This chase, by the way, had Its be
ginning within the jurisdiction of the
Burnt Island station.
Mr Tabbutt's
men can tell a rum-runner as far off
as they can see or hear It, and on this
particular night their sense of hear
ing was not at fault.
Mr. Tabbutt
started Immediately In pursuit, at
the same time telephoning to Capt.
Dunn of the Whitehead station to bo
on the watch. He planned his canijtxlgn so us to drive the fugitive craft
Into the Whitehead crew's net. and
being hopelessly astern himself,
proceeded to |>atrol between Southern
Island and Metlnlc against the con
tingency that the sloop might turn
back that way.
Mr. Tabbutt, ls maintaining a
double watch at his station and the
government will he given no occasion
to complain of his vigilance.
The liquor brought to this port yes
ABOUT “OLD GRADS" terday was turned over to the cus
toms officials.
Rumor says that some of the floa*Miss Edna Lamson Gladly
ing booze was salvaged by other than
Aids Rockland High— Coast Guardsmen, and that Vinal
has been having a little cele
Miss Wentworth’s Honors. haven
bration of its own this week. THomaston mustn't think it has a copy
‘1 am particularly interested in right on oases.
Rockland’s new High School building," writes Miss Edna E. Lamson,
BEN TURPIN RETIRES
dean of Spellman College, Atlanta,
Ga., “inasmuch as we are at the
Pen Turpin, motion picture comedi
present time building a new science an. has announced that he has de
hall which contains six science labo cided to quit the screen. His retire
ratories with three lecture rooms, a ment was made imperative, he ex
room fitted for general science, a plained. by the serious illness of hie
reading room, a room for stereoptl- wife, who recently suffered two
con lectures and other class rooms. strokes of apoplexy. According to his
1 just wish 1 could be in Rockland friends. Turpin Is doing his own
and enjoy with you the raising of housework to bo near his .sick wife,
the money for the new building.”
who cannot stand his absence and
Miss Lamson sends interesting in becomes irritated at the servants.
formation concerning Mary Melvina
Wentworth, another graduate o>f
Rockland High whose present ad YOUR FAVORITE POEM
dress is 9 Chauncey place, Cam
If I had to live my life again I would
bridge, Mass. .She has her A. B- de
have made a rule to read some poetry and
gree from IMt- Holyoke und her M. listen to some music at least once a week.
A. from the University of Califor The loss of these tastes is a loss of h&ppl*
nia. In June, 1924, she received her ness.—Charles Darwin.
l‘h. I), in psychology from Harvard.
HOME
At the present time she is engaged
I want to have a little house
as lecturer in the Department of
With sunlight on the Poor,
Education at Harvard University.
A chimney with a rosy hearth,
And lilacs by the door.
Miss Lamson wonders if the class
of 1901 has another Ph. D.. and how
With windows looking east and west
many other Rockland High School
And a crooked apple tree.
And room beside the garden fence
graduates have attained what Miss
For hollyhocks to be.
Wentworth has.
The Courier-Gazette will be glad
Oh. all my life I’ve wondered round.
But the heart Is quick at knowing
to publish such information.
Miss Irma S. M. Cicolte formerly
a Rockland girl, was almost Instant
ly killed in Washington. I). C. Sun
day night by an automobile, and her
mother, Mrs. A. M. Cicotte Is at
present in the Emergency Hospital
in Washington.
Mi's. William Pritchard (formerly
Madelyn Colson) who was a close
friend of Miss Cicotte, in this city
and In Boston, sends the following
newspaper clipping concerning the
tragedy:
“Arthur Cicotte of No. 28 Westland
avenue, Boston, was notified by the
police early today that his daughter,
Irma. 29 years old, was killed and
his wife, Anna, 65 years old, was
seriously injured when they were
hit .by an automobile while crossing
a street in Washington, D C. No
details of how the accident hap
pened were available.
■i.Mik. Cicotte was rushed
to a
hospital where she is reported on
the danger list. Mr. Cicotte and his
younger daughter, Willa, left for
Washington.
“Irma Cicotte was employed by
the Christian Science Publishing
Company. She and her mother left
Boston Friday for a visit to Wash
ington"

Movie Fan: Don’t you enjoy those
slow motion pictures?
Grower: No they remind me too
much of my credit customers.—The
Progressive Grocer.

Its own roof and its own bush
And its pwn boughs Lowing

And when I And that little house
At noon or dusk or dawn—
I’ll walk right in and light the lira
And put the kettle on I

—iNancy Byrd

Tutmt,
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SUPREME COURT ADJOURNS

THREE TIMES A WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Minimum Prison Sentence Meted Out To Philip Howard
In Forgery Case—Divorces and Other Matters.

Rockland. Maine. April 16. 1925.
Personally appeared Frank S Lyddie who
on oath declares that he is pressman ln the
office of The Courier-Gaaette, and that of tho
the issue of this paper of April 11. 1925,
there was printed a total of 6.555 copies.
Before me.
FRANK n MILLER.

Notary Public.

Serve the ixiril with gladness:
eotne before his presence with sing
ing. Fpr the Lord is good: liis mer
cy is everlasting: and his truth en- [
durfcth to all generations.—rsalm
100:2, 5.
PORTLAND AND DAYLIGHT

Portland is quite within its rights
in asking for a referendum in the
matter of daylight saving, but we of
these eastern regions, who for long
years have had our hopes set upon a
bridge over the Kennebec River,
and now see those hopes on the eve
of realization, trust that our friends
of the metropolis city, in their zeal
for daylight saving, will have in
irgeilelmin importance to us
such overwhelming
of the east. There- is certainty, we
believe, that as public sentiment in
all parts of the State now stands
registered, the September referen
dum will set its approval upon the
bridge measure If to the same
referendum daylight saving is nowadded, is it not possible that the
same public sentiment which in the
legislature supported the brid^ bill
but emphatically rejected daylight
saving will, in rallying to oppose the
latter measure, put the bridge pro
ject in grave peril? We confess that
to us of the eastern section the mat
ter presents a serious appearance
We also, many of us, want daylight
saving, but the bridge is vastly more
important, not only to us but to
every interest in Maine as well. If
Portland is to insist upon her refer
endum. will she not see that it is set
for some other dwy than that on
which the bridge is to be voted
Upon ?
>
JUST MAINE FOLKS

'

Ready to receive Visitors—
Suits received SINCE

Easter
If you didn’t purchase your

Spring suit for Easter—then

be sure that it wasn't in RockI
land before Easter.
On Sunday, April 12th, this

stock looked as though a storm
had struck it.

By noon, Monday the 13th—
the sun came out again and we

unpacked a complete new stock

so thaL the men who came

after Easter wouldn't feel as
though they had come “After
the Ball.”
NEW!

I
FRESH!

^liddi-diade Blue Serge Suits.

Philip Howard was arraigned eight years. Mr. Davis charges that
Tuesday afternoon on two indict his wfife was rbntinualiy nagging
him and that she wanted him to give
ments alleging the forgery of Lucy C. her the house in which they lived—
Farnsworth's name to twu notes, one a house which had been bequeathed
of which was discounted by the Se to him liy his mother, subject to the
curity Trust Co. and the other bj support of a feeble-minded in-other.
the Georges National Bank of Thom Mrs. Davis injected into the trial
the name of a woman who was
aston.
It developed that restitution had charged with being co-respondent,
show that
been made in the case of the Rock and presented evidence
land institution, and this indictment Mr. Davis was in her company two
Smalley for libellant;
was filed. Frank A Tirrell. Jr., act evenings
ing for Mr. Howard, filed a demurrer Pike for libellee.
Forrest Dearliorn of Camden
.to the second indictment and this
was over-ruled~b$- Associate Justice sought divorce from his wife. Emma
Sturgis.
Exceptions were filed and Dearborn of Newton. Mass, on the
allowed, and the case goes to Law charge of cruelty. Mrs. Dearborn
contested on the ground that there
Court, which meets in June.
Justice Sturgis imposed a sentence of had heeft another girl. The Court
not less than two nor more than three I took Dearborn to task for taking
years in Thomaston State Prison, but young girls on joy rides in his mo
the execution of this sentence is tor car. and inviting them to his
stayed pending the decision of the house. Dwlnal for libellant; Bird
Law Court.
Bail was reduced to for libellee.
• • • •
12000. and was given by Mrs. Corinne
The divorce list for tiie April term
Edwards and George W. Bachelder.
presents a rather abbreviated ap
The note which was discounted by
the Georges National Bank was mode pearance when compared with the
April 28, 1924, and presented to the 22 divorces of the January term.
Thomaston bank May 8 of the same But nine decrees were granted. The
list follows:
year. The amount was $425Mary E P. Wilson of Rockland
• • • •
from Fred 11. Wilson of Rockland,
Not less than 14 months and not
married at Rockland. May 4. 1922:
more than three years in State
t
cause
of divorce, cruel and abusive
Prison, was the sentence meted out
Howard and Ingraham
to Eugene Larrabee and Allen Web treatment.
ster. who pleaded guilty to breaking for libellant.
Lena T. Ludwig of Rockland from
into George A. Wardwell's store on
Hurry D Ludwig of Rockland, mar
I'nion street.
■ A. C. Brecque was sentenced to ried at Rockland April 9. 1913; cause
Miller
pay a fine of 8100 and costs and ! of divorce, extreme cruelty.
serve 30 days in the county jail for for libellant.
Abraham Levy of Rockland from
driving an automobile under the in
fluence of intoxicating liquor. Frank Rose Levy of Roxbury. Mass., mar
Drago, convicted of illegal posses ried at Rockland. July 11. 1922: cause
sion of intoxicating liquor, was of divorce, cruel and abusive treat
G. B. Butler for libellant.
fined $400 and costs and a two mentFrank M. Tibbetts of Rockland
months' jail sentence. Alice Ames
was ordered to pay a fine of $200 from Mildred S. Tibbetts of Rockland,
and costs, and serve two months in married at Rockland. May 8. 1911;
Jail for maintaining a common nui 1 cause of divorce, cruel and abusive
sance. In the two noq-suppor.l treatment. Otis for libellant.
Ethel M. Vose of Warren from
cases, Ernest Cayton was, given a
suspended sentence of eight months Maurice W. Vose of Waldoboro, mar
in jail and put on probation for one ried at Waldoboro January 17. 1916:
year, while Frederick J. Lennox re cause of divorce, cruel and abusive
ceived a suspended sentence of $300 treatment. Custody of Leroy E,
Violet M„ Garland W„ June K. and
and costs.
Bernard I.. Vose. minor children,
• • • •
Libellee or
The case against George C. Large, granted to libellant
alleging embezzlement, was
nol dered to pay five dollars a week to
prossed
Mr. Large is.now’ a resi assist in maintenance of children.
dent of New York State, which de ' Thompson' for libellant.
Nina E. Greeley of Rockland from
dined to grant extradition.
Frank R. Greeley of Lynn. Mass.,
• • • •
George Miller and Matti Joki. married at Rockland. Nov. 9, 1921.
charged with single sale, pleaded cause of divorce, non-support- Cus
“nolo.”
Each was fined $100 and tody of Cynthia Mae Greeley, minor
Libellco
costs and sentenced to two months child, granted to libellant.
In jail, but sentence was suspended, ordered to pay two dollars a week for
Pike for
and the respondents were placed in support of minor child.
libellant.
charge of the probation officer.
Blanche S. -Robbins of Cantde.t
• • • •
The cases against Harvey Cline. t from Byron E. Robbins of Camden,
Roland Gilchrest, Ellen McGraw and married at Camden, April 3, 1922..
Alice Ames, charging unlawful as cause of divorce, adultery. Custody
of Margaret E Robbins, minor child.
sembly. were nol prossed.
granted to libellant. Libellee ordered/'
• « • •
Elizabeth Lunt,
charged
with to pay seven dollars a week for supdrunkenness, was found guilty and ' port of said child. Montgomery for
sentenced to 90 days in jail, but I libellant
Leslie C. Deane of Rockport from
sentence was suspended and she was
placed in charge of the probation Annie B. Deane of Rockport, married
at Rockport. Feb. 1. 1912: cause ot
officer.
.
. divorce, desertion
Miller for libel
Randall Jones of Thomaston was lant.
Dorothy Mae Thomas of Rockland
tried on an indictment charging il
legal trasnportation, and was ac from Howard A. Thomas of Rock
quitted. The Jury was out nearly land, married at Rockland. August 13,
1921; cause of divorce, adultery. CtW
five hours. Tirrell for respondent.
tody of Howard A. Jr., and Dorothy H.
• • • «
Much time was taken yesterday Thomas, minor children, granted to
Libellee nrfcred -to pa)
bi the trial of two contested divorce libellant
cases, decree being denied in each live dollars a week for maintenance
of children. Miller for libellant.
Instance.
• * * *
e e e •
•
Alan L. Bird, who lias been con
John E. Davis of Warren sought
divorce from Josephine Davis o' fined to his h--me by illness, made
Warren on the ground of cruelty. his reappearance in court Tuesday,
The libellant is employed in a War and yesterday was one of the at
ren garage, and the libellee is a school torneys conducting the trial of a
teacher.
The trouble dates back contested divorce case.

The book. "Just Maine Folks.”
lately issueil by the Maine Writers
Spring Models, $39.50.
Research Club, is a handsome little
volume (Lewiston Journal Publish
Goodimate Blue Serge Suits
ing Co.) and a credit to those con
nected in any way with its produc
with extra trousers, $39.50.
tion The hook contains half a hun
dred articles, most of them bio
graphical in nature. For example,
Gov, Baxter contributes the leading
chapter, an appreciation of his dis
tinguished father, the late James
Phlnney Baxter. That is followed by
an article on James G. Blaine by
his daughter. Harriet Blaine Beale.
There are tributes, intimate, chatty,
anecdotal, of Kate Douglas Wiggin,
Robert E. Pearv, John D. Long.
Sarah Orne Jewett. Hiram Maxim. RELIGION—THEOLOGY
Artemas Ward. Elijah I’. Jovejoy.
Nelson Dingley, Com. ITeble, Henry
Mmc.! Correspondent Has Great
Wordsworth
Longfellow-.
Nordica. Jacob Abbot, Eben I).]
Faith In the Church of the
Jordan and other sons and daughters!
of Maine known the world over, as j
Future.
well as some no less worthy, though |
of lesser fame. There are many il Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
lustrationsThe
committee
in
To me the most interesting ques
charge. Anna Ladd Dingley, Emma
Bailey Whitney and Theda Carey tion I have seen discussed ln your
Dingley, has done its work in a way • paper is the one relating to the mer
to win the warm commendation of its and demerits ol the church.
Maine people everywhere- A Deer
I believe it is the most v ital, faring high school girl. Miss Julia Fur- reaching problem that was ever agi
ibush, won the prize offered for Jhe tated. and for one 1 rejoice to see the
best cover design.
intelligent, liberal-minded readers
For the copy of the book that has take part in the discussion.
From
come to The Courier-Gazette desk we time immemorial religion and the
are indebted to our valued Waldo ology have been the two great fac
boro
news correspondent,
Mrs. tors that have dominated the world
Maude Clark Gay,
either directly or indirectly.
And
I sincerely believe these factors in the
MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS COMING
future will be clothed with much ;
greater power than in the past. This
"Have all the cows been milked?"
The Secretary of the Camden power will be applied, not to hold the movement, and I think the English
"All but the American one.*^
Board of Trade has heard from the people in bondage, as in the past, but church opposes temperance to this
“What do you mean—the American
day
When the God-inspired advo
excursion committee of the Appala to make them free.
chian Mountain Club of Massachu
ln the past religion has been re cates of emancipation first came to one?”
"The one that’s gone dry."
setts. to tiie effect thut the members garded as the property of dogmatic Boston, they rapped on the doors of
of the club would come to Camden theologyAccording to the old idea the churches, asking for an opportu
May 30 and spend three days climb one could not “experience religion ’ nity to plead for an oppressed, down
The church doo's
ing Battle, Ragged, Megunticook and unless he accepted the doctrine of trodden race.
Bald mountains. Secretary John I’ salvation as taught by the church. were barred against them. Then in
Leach wishes to go over the trails The modern doctrine teaches that re fidels opened their house, the Paine
on these mountains before that date, ligion is innate, a part of human na Hail, and gave them a chance to
to place Markers, etc., and desires ture.
preach the gospel of Christ, which
FOR SPRING
help iin this work. Volunteers are re
There is no doubt in my mind but gave Birth to Lincoln's immortal
quested to send their names to him, that the world's salvation must come emancipation proclamation.
When Elizabeth Cady Stanton and
as soon as possible.
by the development of the religious
sentiment. The reformers who gave Susan B. Anthony preached the gos
CHARLES E. BRACKLEY
the world its intellectual and spirit pel of woman's rights, the church was
ual wealth were inspired by religion. their greatest opponent. Though the
Charles E. Brackley, 73. I: moulder
Although religion is a mighty force great victories that gave the world
employed in the foundry at the Hyde and has won great victories in bat its intellectual and spiritual weallit,
Windlass Co.. Bath, was found dead tling against Natan, yet it is in its in were won by inspired reformers out
in bed. Monday morning at his fancy, and this explains why there is side of the church, yet the church
boarding place. 648 Washington so much ignorance, poverty, intem has done much for education and re
street.
Dr. Harry F. Morin, ntedi- perance and crime in the world. ligion.
spleodid works in Entomology which When religion shall arrive in the
There is a growing liberal element
cal examiner, pronounced death due vigor and glory of its manhood, ev among the church people and I have
to heart trouble.
Mr. Brackley com erybody will be inspired and have an great faith in the church of the fu
plained of not feeling we1.1 on Sun experimental knowledge of Chris'.. ture- The intellectuals in the church
day.
lie came to Bath from Rock- Then ignorance, poverty and sin will and out of it and the scientists are
lantj where he is survived by ij wife he banished
advocating a modern religious doc
und one daughter.—liatli Times
Evidently religion is not the great trine based on the ethics of Jesus,
essential in the church today. The and the teachings of science and rea
EARLY IN THE FIELD
ology takes the front seat, religion son.
This modern doctrine is endorsed
u hack set. As long as a ministers
Robert Hale of Portland will be Re theology is in harmony with the by the leading journals, magazines
publican candidate for speaker of the church creed he can occupy the pul and universities throughout the coun
Maine Rouse of Representatives in pit but when he outgrows its creed, try Soon it will become popular and
1927. .This announcement was made then he must be expelled.
Accor-1 the church will embrace it. Then the
by him Monday.
He is serving his ing to my way of thinking, the test of intellectual and spiritual forces o'
second term. Mr. Hale is a Bowdbiu religious fellowship should not be the church will he increased tenfold,
graduate. Rhodes scholar, lawyer, son sectarian creeds, hut divine love, and and "the gates of Hell shall not pre
C. A. Miller
of Judge Clarence Hale of Federal an inspiration to help others live tiie vail against it."
Court, nephew of United States Sen life of the higher mind.
Union.
ator Frederick Hale, nephew of the
The modern "church does not ini
EGG SAUCE
late Senator Eugene Hale and fourth tiate reform movements, but supports
of the family to serve in the Maine and works for them after they be
No. 1. Mash the yolks of three
come popular.
The church has al*
House.
ways opposed reforms at the start. hard boiled eggs and mix with an
TO PREVENT BOW-LEGS
When Jesus came into tiie world and' ounce (two tablespoons) of butter, j
consecrated Ills life to the establish-'
Bow-legs and knock-knees are ment of the kingdom of heaven on 'one tablespoon of cream or rich milk
not caused by walking ul too early earth, the church opposed his teach and two tablespoons of lemon juice.
No. 2. Make a good plain white
an age, but by malnutrition
Tiie ings and crucified him. Galeleo was
Department of Agriculture says that persecuted by the church for teach sauce and add to it the whites and
Especially fine is the display of
these deformities can bo prevented ing the science of astronomy, and yolks of two hard boiled eggs chop
Spring Cloth Top Coats at their
by feeding growing children eggs, prof. Lytell for teaching the science, ped fine end seasoned to taste with
best in overplaids, greys and blues.
milk and vegetables, containing pro of geology. When Roger Williams salt and pepper. Allow two eggs to
You must see the handsome Glen
plaid in gray blue—the Tan Glen
claimed the right to worship God ac-. each pint of white sauce. This is an
teins and vitamins.
i in-ding to the dictates of his con-i excellent sauce to serve with cauli
plaid and the blue Glen plaid.
DISARMAMENT!
science, the Puritan church denied flower or other vegetables.
We carry the famous nonthat right, and expelled him from,
IThe permanency of the Qfange or
wrinkling Knit-tex line in all
The Japanese navy department their commonwealth.
styles and colors.
Let me say right here that It was ganization of the country is striking
lias announced plaits fur the con
struction of twenty-two warships, Roger Williams, not the Puritans,! ly shown by the fact that several
who laid the foundation of our free hundred subordinate^Sranges are this
with a total tonnage of 124.900 to in
year celebrating the completion of 50
elude eight first class cruisers, t h ree religious institutions.
There was a time when Ihe church years of continuous and active existJto MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
second class cruisers, leu destroj
.v| .,,, almb'w n»„ti-sust-!•»

Gregory’s

TOP COATS

L. E. BLACKINGTON

JOIN THE OIL STOVE CLUB
PAY $4 00 THE BALANCE ” W!EKLY PAMTS
ONLY down

I

ONE DOLLAR

Here is our Club Offer: Fifty can join. You select the Oil Stove you
need. It is delivered at once. Your payments are $1.00 weekly. No
interest. You pay only the regular cash price. Every stove guaranteed

FLORENCE
AUTOMATIC
OIL RANGE

FLORENCE

RANGE
With built-in oven this

The two burners shown
at the right is only

is equal to a gas range.

$15.90

Burns kerosene. Finished
in white enamel. A beau

The three burner shown
at the left is only

tiful

stove—

1 $21.30

$72.00

Mantles are extra

ODORLESS—
This oil stove is as easy to operate ao
a gas range. Keep the burners clean
and there will be no odor.

BUkPEE

Interesting Bundle of Bulletinettes Gleaned Around
the Plant.

!?<)< hl \N1J

Rockport

North End Cooper Shop

The Enterprise kiln is being re
paired.
Schooner E. T. Hamor. Capt. F. M.
Seavey, discharged a cargo of kiln
wood last week.
Two men have been added to the
jobbing crew—Leroy Wescott from
Camden and Albert I’erry.
Forrest Spear, who has been at
tending the Canton, N. Y.. agricul
tural college for the past two years,
is working with Adin I’avson on the
jobbing team.
Three kilns are in operation—Nos7 and 9 pets and the O. I’, kiln—with
the following crews: No. 7. Bert
Lowell, Harry lame, Herbert Poland:
No. 9. Orrin Wellman, Percy Grant,
Basil (Roosh) Turner; O. P. kiln,
Charles Brann, Arbor Abbott, Everett
Hendricks, Alvenug Cross
March 26 marked the close of a one
year period without a lost time in
jury for the Rockport plant.
Th.?
accomplishment of this result is nil
excellent demonstration of what can
be done when safety work is hitting
on all cylinders and denotes a per
sonal care ou the part of all con
cerned, which, to say the ^east. la
commendable.
It is an exeeptionably fine record.

The operating schedule is now 1200
barrels per day, on Nova Scotia
staves.
Five cars containing 50.000 pairs of
heads from the South have been re
cently received.
Monday was free smoke day
around the shop. Fen Bisbee distri
buting the smokes in celebration of
his marriage, which occurred last
Saturday evening.
Since resuming the summer sched
ule 1200 barrels daily, the following
additions have been made to the
crow: Herbert Fales. Alvin Richards,
Guy Harraden. Elmer Larrabee. Bon
Bisbee, Fred Walsh. Erwin (Casey)
Junes. The resumption df work af
ter their period of rest caused daily
trips to be made to the dispensary
by Casey and Fred on account ot
lame arms.

Gregory

I

ECONOMY—
The new oil staves burn ordinarykerosene. A gallon costing $18c will
operate a three-burner stove 10 hours.

i Fli’RNI'IWE CO.
r-1 AIM

—

her includes shipments ot Jacobs and
No. 1.
A new sign decorates the mill en
trance, to tell the wayfarer that h?
has arrived at the "Hydrate Mills.'
It was painted by Ed. Eaton just be
fore his departure for the snow yard,
where he has resumed his former job

QUARRY AND KILN

economicaU

and

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Cj It is the purpose of this announcement to ac
quaint the public with the fact that Walter T.
Duncan and Clayton E. Gilley have acquired the
stock and good will of the Larrabee & Dodge
Market. It is their purpose to continue the busi
ness on the old scale of high grade marketing.
They will welcome all the Larrabee & Dodge pat
rons and will be glad to serve all new customers
and friends.
WALTER T. DUNCAN

CLAYTON E. GILLEY.

Lime Rock Railroad

|

No. 1 kiln is out for repairs.
After an absence of several weeks,
Bert Shadie has returned to the
boiler room.
Fire in the coal pocket developed
last Monday morning.
A burned
stringer on the trestle was the only
damage done.
Foundation is being, prepared on
the eastern side of track, opposite the
office, for the installation of ma
chinery for crushing lime.
Work begaai last week at the
southern end of shed to prepare a
foundation for better and additional
floor space.
Excavation is being
made from track to the retaining
wall for a concrete floor to extend
from that end of the shed to a point
near the boiler room.
'Secondino Ferrero, more familiarly
known as “Louie, the Baker,” went to
Boston last Saturday for an indefinite
stay- Louie was one of the original
100 men who came here in 1905 and
has been a constant and valuable
employee of fhe company ever since
that time.
Hang-ups and oilier troubles inci
dent to kiln work slowed down pro
duction some last week, but the av
erage record per kiln for the week
was lfat8H. which is a good one. No.
8 had a high run of 1243)4. the next
highest being 'No. 5 with 1171*4.
The others were 10, 1114*4; 7. 109914:
8, 1056: 9, 1050; 4. 1036; 2, 1014The trimming crew as now estab
lished for the season is: Albert Borneman. George Freeman. Dennis Cro
nin, Stephen Daniels, Charles Do
herty, Elmer Armstrong, Willard
Wardwell, Frank Timpone. John
Flagg, Thomas Lothrop,
Charles
Seavey. Among the names of tiie
crew will he observed thut of Frank
Timpone who has recently returned
from a two yeans' absence in Italy
and is again trimming lime after an
eighteen-years' rest from that kind
of work.
Fur the week ending March 28 the
kilns kept up their high average pro
duction, as the following figures will
show: (No. 1. 102114: 2. 1041; :
109314; 6, 1200; 6, 1248: 7, 1230:
total of 6.34(4 barrels, a weekly aver
age per kiln of 1139 and a daily aver
age of 163.
These figures speak for
themselves and show to those wh
are acquainted with the pets a re
markably high average for these kilns
For a period of six days' operation
during the same week No. 8 had
1111*4:
1017: 1». 1088*4; a total
of 3217, tin average per kiln for six
(I.i.ys of 1072 1 -3 and a daily average
per kiln of 173 2-3.

•JrJrJrJrJNrJrJ rJ pi N N i Ji

No. 2 engine has been in the shop
for repainting and dolling up.
William Creighton is working on
the section this summer, to recover
from an illness which necessitated
his giving up train work for awhile,
lie has been ill the repair shop dur
ing tfte winter.
As soon as weather conditions
permit new 80 (tound steel rails wiil
be laid from the Bird curve to a point
west of Camden street.
When this
is done it is said that a new modern
electrical danger signal will be in
stalled at the Camden street grade
crossing.
Foundation is being put in for tin
new Doherty garage to be erected at
the corner of Columbia avenue and
New County road
The building
will he 30 feet by 50 feet, and fitted
to do arty kind of repair work on any
kind of a car.

LINSCOTT’S
SOUTH

MARKET

TELEPHONE 856
FOR FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY
FOR CASH ONLY

1 5 lbs. Sugar (with other goods)................. $1.00
Best All Round Flour............... .:.................. $1.20
Brbokfield Butter, pound.................................. 50c
Country Butter, pound.......................................... 50c
Heavy Salt Pork, pound.....................
22c
Compound, pound ... .•................. .................. 16c
Whole Ham, lb. ... 30c; Half Ham, lb. ... 35c
Telephone Peas, can ... I 5c; 12 cans . . . $1.60
Golden Bantam Corn, can. . 15c; 12 cans. .$1.50
Tomatoes, can............ 15c; 2 cans............ 25c
12 cans for ............................. .’...................$1.40
Large Can Apples, can ..12c; 12 cans . .$1.10
Excelsior Coffee...................... .. ......................... 45c
White House Coffee
......................................... 49c

Quarries

Austin Huntley of Cobb 1 has gone
to Clark Island where he has a po
sition to operate a hoister.
The new set of screens for the big
crusher have arrived and operation at
this section is expected to begin soon.
William Ring of hard rock 1 re
turned to work last week after an
absence of several weeks with pneu
monia.
Olin Payson, who received head in
jury several weeks aigo, made an at
tempt to resume work but had to
give it up after a week’s trial and
wait until he fully recovers.
Operation of hard rock 4 has sus
pended and the crew transferred lo
hard rock 3. which resumed opera
tion.
Robert Adams is doing the
hoisting and Clarence Upham the
dumping
Fred Johnson is receiving hospital
treatment for hernia, which he sus
tained while lifting a large rock to
get it in position for breaking. The
estimated disability is for 112 days,
of 16 weeks. He is a member of the
relief association, having put in his
application in January of this year.

All Other Goods At Same Low Price#
Free Delivery in Rockland, Thomaston and South
Thomaston

a

TO BONE FISH

To bone fish, work from the inside.
Flip the knife under the lib hones
near the head and slit down the en
tire length of\he body cavity. Then
cut down to the ridge of the back
bone, taking care not to cut througli
the skin. Treat both sides of the
fish in the same manner. Disconnect
the backbone at the head and lift the
bony framework out of the fish.
The lone is left in the tail to help
keep the shape- The head, which
may be left on or removed according
to preference, aids in keeping the
stuffing in the fish.—The Delineator-

CARS”

USED

“GUARANTEED”
Dodge Sedan.................................. $695.00
In excellent condition

Dodge Panel Body Truck ......
Perfect condition.

1923

New paint.

1920

725.00

Overhauled thoroughly.

Dodge Touring.............................
Very lowe mileage.

485.00

Perfect condition

Dodge Sedan..................................

385.00

Gocd condition

Others to choose from.

WHITE SAUCE

Melt two tablespoons of butler, add
two tablespoons qf flour, and, when
these two ingredients are thoroughly
blended, pour on gradually, stirring
Hydrate Mills
constantly, one cup of milk. Beat
Warren McFadden is out with an this mixture until smooth ar.<l glossy,
attack of rheumatism.
and season with one-fourth of a
Lighter Berwick discharged 1500 teaspoon of salt and a dash of pep
No 1 and Jacobs last week.
per. A-wire whisk is a very good
'Russell Reynolds lias concluded his utensil to use in maktyig white sauce.
several weeks’ engagement and de
parted
Cop: What's In that suiiplclousCharles Wade and Perley Nash looking package?
have both I,ecu out over a week,
Man: Lumps of sug#r for my cof
with a severe attack of the prevail fee.
Cop: And in thatothcr one?
ing grippe.
I March proved to lie another busy
Man: Lumps of sugar for my tea.
Cop, using Club: Well, here's ati' month on ear shipments from thetrtillc tb«
hclntr ,
Thi'
r.tho I],nin for voiir cocoa.

END

Terms if desired

SNOW-HUDSON CO., INC.
710 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 896

<49

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 16, 1925.

TALK OF THE TOWN

MELODY MANSE SOLD

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD XeVENT#

Famous Summer Home of Hallett
Gilberte Is Beught By Chicago
Party.

April 17—Bird Day.
/
April 17—-Address, ”Tl»c Care of our De
fectives. Delinquents and Dependents,” by
Grube B Cornish, auspices Woman*! Educa
tional Club at Methodist vestry.
April 19—Patriots Day-Observed Monday.
April 19—Singing of “The Redemption” at
First Baptist church.
April 2Q—Camden—Sophomore Prize Speak
ing in Baptist vestry.
April 22-27—Annual conference of Metho
dist Fnlscopal Churches in Augusta
April 24—(7.30) Address by Prof. Wilbur
G. Mallett at First Baptist church.
April 26 Odd Fellow anniversary service
in Universalist Church
May 1—Public breakfast at First Baptist
chapel.
May 1—(7 15) Address by Prof. Orrgn C
Hormell of Brunswick, auspices of Woman's
Educational Club, Methodist vesfry.
May 5- Roll Call. Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
May 10—Mothers’ Day.
May 15—Mrs. Percival's Dancing Recital in
Tiie Arcade.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 14—Rockland High School Graduation
ln New High School auditorium.

’12.75 ’25.00 ’39.50

ALL COLORS, ALL STYLES, ALL SIZES

The Broadway Shoppe owned by,
Mrs. T. E. Tibbetts is being enlarged.
C. E. Goulding is doing the work

The new law on djpping smelts in
the Georges River and its tributaries
sets the open season from March 25
to April 25.

If you are enough interested in
your leliowbeings who may be de
pendent motfiers or under-privileged
children make it a point to attend the
Educational Club meeting tomorrow
night at the Methodist vestry and
ask advice of Secretary Grube Cor
nish, the speaker, and Maine’s high
est • authority now on this line—a
coming man.

Great plans ar* afoot for the next
meeting of the Knoie County Fish
and Game Association, scheduled for
May 7. , A special release of a five
part motion picture has been secured
from Field & Stream headquarters
which will give an hour and a half
of solid sport lovers’ pleasure. These
pictures were made for “those who
love the open spaces, the smell of
pine .and balsam and the solitude of
the camp-fire.”
In the list of sub
jects are “Up the Trout’s Broad
Highway.’’ “Channel ^Bass
Fish
ing,” “Salmon
Fishing on
the
Patapedia’’ and “Striped Bass off
Montauk’s Rocky Point.”

—Ku Klux Kian.

AWNINGS

........ ....................’2,98

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

CUTLER-COOK CO.

• Members of the cast which so suc
cessfully presented the
Rockport
minstrel entertainment in that town
and this city, are to attend a banquet
in iRockport’s new town hall tomor
row evening, guests of Bt- Paul
Lodge, F. & A. M., and Harbor Light
Chapter, O. E. S., which were benefi
ciaries of the several performances.

X

°"ly....................-........ ’3.39

Is

The frame is partly up for B. C.
Perry’s new building on Limerock
street, which is to be occupied by
Mrs. Studley’s beauty parlor and E
H. & O. L. Hatch.

liberty.

PRINTED CREPE DRESSES
’10.98 ’15.98 ’19.75

F. J. SIMONTON COMPANY

Lewiston Journal: Portland is astir
over the daylight savings—which is
not a'dead issue yet, even if the Leg
islature did legally kill it.

not safe is the LOVE of

"Melody Manse," the lovely sum
DEPARTMENT
mer home at Lincolnville Beach of I'
/
<L
412
MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Hallett Gilberte, the well-known !
Malne^composer, has been sold to
William, L. Pattison of Chicago, who
with his family will occupy it the
coming season. The place has been
vacant for several years, the com
poser and Ills wife for the past two j
THE LAST TWO DAYS OF OUR
years having been in California, j
where they have a beautiful home in
Pasadena.
"Melody Manse” stands on the road 1
between Belfast and Camden, a sec
Tipely Saving in all Departments await the Thrifty Shoppers on these last two days of our Anniversary
tion of the Atlantic Highway, and ,
passersby for many years have j
Sale.
stopped to look at the quaint sign- j
Materials of Charmeen, Durona, Twill, Jeweltone
board at the entrance to the grounds.,
OUR STORE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY, PATRIOTS DAY
Melody Manse, which was painted by .
and Silk
the actor, Kdmund Breese, of late j
See Our Main Street and Limerock Street Windows for Extra Specials for These Three Days
years prominent in the movies, but |
who years ago made famous the I
great play, "The Lion and the |
BED SPREADS
COLORED
FEATHER
Mouse." Mr. Breese used to lie a fre- I
Crochet
Spreads,
plain hemmed, Marselles
quent Visitor at “Melody Manse,” as j
PILLOWS
pattern, size 84x99 in., splendid quality,
RUFFLE CURTAINS
did many other celebrities, among
$4-50 value. For this Anniversary Sale
them Carrie Jacobs Bond and many
“Our Rose" Bed Pillows, all pure feathers,
1 lot Soft Voile Scrim Colored Ruffled
other musical and dramatic artists.
'In those days ’’Melody Manse" was
Same as above with cut corners, $5.00
7 pounds to the pair; our best $5.00 pair
Curtains, blue or rose, with colored ruf
really a house of melody, and the
value.
For this Anniversary Sale
musicians who came to visit the
fles, tie backs to match. Pair $ 1.49
value. Special at each ...
’2.19
composer and his charming wife not
A DRESS to wear with that new Coat and you
only made the rafters ring with their
have an ensemble
melody, hut also frequently sang for
charity in the village of Saturday
Cove. Mr. and Mrs. Gilberte were
If you have not already purchased let us show you
summer residents of the village for
Row it is done
more than 20 years, and their de
HENRY N. CLOSSON
parture for the coast was deeply re
gretted. They were members of the .
The community was shocked and
MAIL
1^
MAIL
Northport Country Cluh, and had a
ORDERS
ORDERS
great many friends ln Belfast. Cam saddened April 4 upon learning of
FILLED
FILLED
den and Rockland who are glad to the death of Henry N. Closson which
know that they still retain Melody
occurred at his home at the HeadLodge, where it is hoped they will
frequently come, although "Melody of-the-Bay. Mr. Closson had been!
Manse" has been sold. The grounds in ill health for some time but few
of "Melody Manse” comprise 11 realized that he was seriously af
The bowling match between the
Mrs. A. F. MacAlary and son have acres, stretching from the highway
Rotary Club five and the Forty Club returned from a visit in Old Town. to the shore, with a fine shore prop flicted. His passing was hastened
by a tragic event of two years ago. '
Ygnnigans will take place tomorrow
erty. It is an ideal summer home.
the drowning of his son Howard,
night at the Thomas alleys instead of
Frederick W. Powers is moving
who with a friend, (a son of Clifford
tonight as at first planned.
from 28S Broadway to the Chase
BONUS FOR MASTERS
Goulding) was in a boat which cap
This Fine Establishment is located in the New Bicknell Block, three doors
house, Talbot avenue.
sized and both boys were lost. The ,
Mrs. Alice Wiley and Mrs. Eliza
Shipping Board Announces Intention community loses by Mr. Closson's |
North of the old Gonia store.
beth Kalloeh, who have been occu
There will be an important meeting
To Reward Efficient Service.
death a valuable citizen as he was
pying the furnished tenement in E. of the Browne Club at the home of
A Complete New Stock, with all lines extended, is ready for the consider
a ’’friend in need." always ready to
C- Cousin’s house. 29 McLoud street, Miss Helen Fuller, 23 Talbot avenue,
The Shipping Board Fleet Cor help in any way. The Bay View So
ation of the public at the well known GONIA PRICES, i. e. as low as is con
since last October, have returned to Friday night. If any of the mem poration will shortly inaugurate a
their home in Tenant’s Harbor.
bers have scrap-books completed and bonus system for masters of Its 300 ciety loses a valued member; he was
sistent with sound business practice.
a
devoted
worker
in
helping
build
cannot lie present at fhe meeting, vessels as a reward for particularly
over the town hall. He was one of
Camden is making ready for a hfg please send them so the box can be efficient service. Captain John F.
Many new departments have been added and the latest methods of dis
the first members and was on the
Old Home Week celebration three shipped. ,
Milliken, secretary of the Neptune board of trustees. He also had
play
utilized.
days in August, and the pretty town
Association, said yesterday he had
After three months of preparation been informed by Washington of served as road commissioner and was
by the sea will do Its level best to
interested in town affairs. His fam
The pdblic is cordially invited to visit this plant SATURDAY, APRIL 18
a
chorus
of
40
voices
assisted
by
so

make everybody welcome
It is said
ficials
It is expected that fifty ily loses a loving father and af
loists
and
orchestra
will
present
that two bands have already been en
to listen to the orchestra from 2 until 5 and from 7 until 10—to learn about
prizes of $50 each will he offered by fectionate husband and a loyal
Gounod’s “The Redemption” Sunday the board to those masters showing
gaged.
the fine rest and waiting room we have installed for ladies—to get acquainted
night at the First Baptist church at the best records in a six months’ brother.
The deceased was born in Blue7 o'clock.
a’H
members of the period, and that their names will be
anew on this, our third birthday.
The Chapin Class of the Unlversahill, May 20. 1887. He is survived by
list church is sponsoring the picture chorus are requested to remember placed on an honor roll.
his wife Sophronia (Davis), three
the special rehearsal Friday night.
This action, it is said, follows the sons—'Harvard and Alfred of Ever
"Pampered Youth,” which is to be
recent letter written to the corpora
presented at Strand Theatre, April
Under the new postal regulations tion by the Neptune Association, ett. Mass., and Eugene of Thomas
29 and 30.
This picture Is from the
which went into effect yesterday asking that the system previously ton: also three brothers—-John. Fred
Pulitzer prize story, "The Magnificent
people who send coifles of their home applied only to the chief engineers and (Ifttrles Closson all of Eernard.
Ambersons."
509-513 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 710-W
town newspaper to absent relatives be extended to masters of the ships Me., who with their wives were pres
ent at the funeral. The Masonic
will pay two cents instead of on
It is expected that the awards will ! Lodge of South Thomaston was in
ME
AT
GONIA
’
S
”
“
MEET
The scholastic standing at mid- College students who send home their
be based on savings in deck repairs, 1 charge of the services and Rev. Mr.
semester, University
of
Maine, laundry will have to pay a flat twosupplies and efficient navigation, to White of Owl's Head officiated. The
shows the following names on the cents surcharge on all
parcel
be Judged by a committee similar to i services held from his late home
•lean’s list: Freshmen, Mary, A- Mc Otherwise the parcels post rates are the fuel conservation
committee
Guire, Stonington: C'liege of Agri unchanged.
Postal cards remain at named by the board to obtain eco Ajtrll 8, were attended by a large
Few people get more sleep
' number of relatives and friends.
culture.'Ralph J. Swift, ’27,' Thom one cent but cards not from the gov
nomies in the engine rooms.
Jthan they need. Most children
Burial was in the Ash Point cemeaston; A. B. list. Mary McGuire; Arts eminent presses will take an addi
do not get enough.
i tery. and Alfred Davis & Son of
and Sciences, Lewis B. Clark
tional stamp.
There are upward
MUSIC IN THE AIR
Rockland Red CrossThomaston were in charge. Among
Rockland. Leona K- Reed '25. Owl’s changes ln money order, C. O. D
those from out of town was a
Head and Earle M. Spear ’27, War- and insured mail classes
Two baby grand pianos are to be
neiibew. Maynard Closson of Ber
-en; Technology, Donald F. Hastings
shipped by a New York piano firm
1925
1855
25, Rockland.
from Roosevelt Field, Long Island nard.
to Washington, D. C., by air.
hTc
If you need an oil stove read Bur
Reports received early this week
flight will be made today and both
as to number of small salmon seen in
of the big instruments have already pee’s ad on page 2
the stream between Lermond’s Pond
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
fiten securely lashed in the cabin
If you want a good time come
| and Crawford's Pond led Warden
WITH THE BOWLERS
of one machine, a large Sikorsky
WALDOBORO, ME.
Smallwood to investigate. His sur
down to South Thomaston Grange
freighter constructed by Igor Si
vey showed that the fish came up
Hall—
korsky and his working crew of
The Camden Locals defeated the
from Lermond’s rather than down
former foreign noblemen.
Lime Corporation at the Star alleys
BORN
from Alford's Lake as some old fish
Thursday night by a slender margin.
Grant—Rockland, April 15. to Mr and
ermen conjectured While on the
The summary:
Mrs. A. T. Grant, a son.—‘Donald Lemuel, II
ground he looked over the fish screen
Camden Locals—'Manning. 275; Tay pounds.
Square and Round Dances
at AJford's and has a plan for its re
lor, 235; Stevenson, 238; McCo-bb.
pair which he •will present to the
DIED
258: Williams. 287; total. 1291.
Smalley’s Orchestra
executive board of the Knox County
Darlfl—Rockland, April 11. Raflitiel P. Da
Lime Corporation—Marshall 281;
aged 91 years, 5 months, 15 days
• 38-Th-tf
Fish and Game Association.
Keene. 268 ; Orff. 258; Kelsey, 237; vis,Delano
—Friendship, April 11. Elzlra E..
McKinney, 233; total, 1277.
This week it's a
widow of Horace Delano, aged 72 years. IS
* • • •
days.—[Correction.!
Free moving pictures are not fre
Feyler—Thomaston, April 13, Sarah K
The Norcross quartet defeated
quently seen, but at 8 o’clock Satur
(Newcomhe) widow of James L Feyler, aged
Schofield's Stars the same night 1245 78 years, 11 months, 4 days.
day night several entertaining and
to 1169.
educational reels will be shown at
CARD OF THANKS
the Northend plant of -the Knox
Domestic
and
Imported
in
Plain
We wish to thank the citizens of Washing
t : at t I
VALUABLE PRESENTATION
County Motor Saleskito. The exhib
ton and the neighboring towns for the 8 4
Lustre and Daeorated, all shapes
X.____
ition Is made through the courtesy of
sistance rendered in saving our iliulldings a
Community Hall
and purposes.
. The modern home is a place of beauty and at
At the Monday night session of the recent fire: we also thank the Union flr<
the Ford Motor Co. and the reels
department
and Telc|di<»ne Exchange.
There are hardly two pieces
Rockland Lodge of Elks it was voted
include such attractive titles as
and Mrs W. O. Luce,
and Mrs. F
SPRUCE HEAD
the same time a comfortable refuge largely
alike so it is impossible to quote
to issue to Albertus W. Clarke a O.IMr
"Making Maple Sugar," “Making a
Vose, M L Young, Mr. and Mrs. ChaTlef
prices on all, but the range is
life membership card in the Order E. Bartlett
Rubber Tire." “Lif^ at the Bottoifl of
through such inventions as the day bed.
from—
Washington.
as a token of its appreciation of
the Sea," "Irrigation," "The 10,000,his
ten
years
’
faithful
service
as
000th Ford"
The same company
CARD OF THANKS
lodge secretary. Mr. Clarke no
We carry a full line in all styles with beautiful
Beginning at 8:00 o’clock
gave a very pleasing exhibition last
We extend to our neighbors and friends
doubt
.holds
the
record
for
length
ot
our
tlmnks
and
appreciation of their sympa
year at the same place.
coverings
—with and without backs.
Values up to $10.00
service. During the years of his in thy for us In the death of our dear mother;
Smalley’s’ Orchestra
cumbency of the office he has missed also for the beautiful flowers, noticeable
* Read about the Cluh Plan of pay
them was a beautiful wreath front the
40-47
Many beautiful pieces priced at
but two meetings, and on the oc among
sisters and relatives.
ments at Burpee’s.
See page 2.
DAY BEDS FOR BEAUTY
casion of hia visit of inspection Dis
Mrs Alice McKenan, Mrs. Lulu Caldcrwood,
trict Deputy Lester C, Ayer took oc Seth Sprague, Eugene Sprague.
casion to commend Mr. Clarke for
the accurate and neat appearance ot
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY AT
his books-

SPRING COATS

Practically all the city's business
houses will lie closed Monday in ob
servation of Patriots Day.

without which liberty is

GONIA’S new stored
Saturday, April 18

Edward O’B Gonia

DAY BEDS FOR COMFORT

:: Memorials::

DANCE

FRIDAY NIGHT

REMOVAL SALE

DANCE

Saturday, April 18

Summer Comfort May Be

Spelled in Seven Letters—
thus

“AWNINGS”
We are prepared now for butt
ress—ready to show samples and
anxious to please. Drop a card
to J. M. R. at P. O. Box 441, or call
Tel. 862-R for appointment.

IM ONTO N
STORE

Howard & Brown are engaged in
their annual spring task of engross
ing graduation diplomas.

Greater than liberty and

Page Three

FREE DIRT

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO

DANCE
—At—

100 loads of dirt for the
hauling

Saturday, April 18

V. F. Studley, Inc.
46-18
—SS!

37c to $4.69
50c to $1.00

CRIE’S GIFT SHOP

K. P. Hall, Camden

BOYDEN’S GARAGE

Join the Oil Stove Club.
Burpee's ad page 2.

Rend

70 TILLSON AVENUE

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

313-319 Main St.

Repairing, Washing
Storage, Gasoline, Oil

E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE

: : Music by : :

JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Mgr.
■We Will Keep You In the Shade"

Glassware Special

48-47

CLOVERDALE

3 DAYS-SPRING SALE-3 DAYS
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY,

TELEPHONE 1060-W

MOVING PICTURES

HARRY P. CHASE

Expert Shoe Repairing
471 Main Street, Rockland

—AT THE—

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
' SALES ROOM, ROCKLAND

Upstairi, Opp. New York Bakery

Knowlton’s

SPECIALS

Tel. 745-J

ROCKLAND, • - ■ MAINE

Dean’s Orchestra
Cars to Rockland after the Dance

L. Marcus.

•APRIL 16, 17, 18

SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 18
AT 8:00 O’CLOCK

Sage Cheese, finest type, lb. 30c

Eat Lamb

Benefit Peas, can ..................... 13'/fec
Select Evaporated Milk, 3 for 29c

LEGS .. 30c; CHOPS .'. 43c; FORES .. 23c

Sweet Nut Oleomargerine, lb. 25c
Macaroni or Spaghetti, 3 pkgs. 27c

ALSO NEW ST. JOHN ALEWIVES

“

GREEN STUFF,
WE

BUY

DOUBLE YOUR

FRUIT,

LIVE

VEGETABLES

POULTRY

SATURDAY ORDER

Cloverdale

Pineapple,

extra

sliced, large ............................. 29c
1 pkg. Good Luck Pie Crust
I pkg. Good Luck Pie Filling

nr

Egyptian Onions, lb................. 7'/ic

THIS STORE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

Knowlton’s Market

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

- THURSDAY SPECIALS

Wash Boilers, each......................................... $1.00
720 Pieces of Aluminum Ware, each.............. 9c
THESE ARE 10c TO 25c VALUES

One lot of 25c China, at each............................. 10c*

PARK STREET, - - ROCKLAND
I
34-tf

Large Santa Clara Prunes, 2
lbs. for ........................................ 27c

EVERYTHING THAT’S GOOD TO EAT

,

CLOVERDALE STORE
437 Main St,

Rockland

Friday Specials
Reg. $1. assortment of
Aluminum Ware, ea. 69c
Consisting of Doubls Boilers,
Percolators, Tea Kettles, Cov
ered
Kettles,
Dishpans
and
Saucepans.

House Brooms, each 39c
Colored Turk. Towels 25c

Saturday Specials

An Agent of the

Round Galv Foot Tub 39c
10 qt. Galv. Pails, ea. 19c

White Enamel Umbrella
Stands, each, only

69c

E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE

Anderson Galleries
of New York

Will be at the

Hotel Rockland, April 18
To purchase Builders’ Models of
Clipper Ships and Schooners, 3 ft.
long and over. Price $100 and up.
Currier & Ives Prints, Clipper
Ships, Girls' Heads and Historical
6cenes. Price $12.00 and up.
44&46»

Through the courtesy of the Ford Motor Co. we are enabled to
show our friends and customer* tome very choice and different
films.' The operator will have tbe following films with him:

A Powerful Friend
Tractor picture showing many operations here in New
England.
2. Making Maple Sugar.
3. Making a Rubber Tire.
4. Clear to the Bottom.
Picture showing various plants and animal life at the bot
tom of the ocean.
5. Irrigation.
6. 10,000,000th Car—shows the construction of the 10,000,000th
car and its trip to New York City.
7. America and Automobiles. Shows construction of a Lincoln
car, etc.
8. Ford Age shows assembly line Ford cars.
Come and bring your friends and enjoy two hours of Educational
Entertainment.

1.

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 16, 1925.
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
8

JQ

1

u

JX

■

(©, 1926. Western Newspaper Union.)

Horizontal.

Vertical.

1—Fur-bearing; animal
7—According to the letter
13— Irish and Scottish exclamation
of lamentation
14— Plant of the celery family
IB—Point of compass
18—Grass
17—Boy’s name
21—Greek letter
20—Like
24—Assay
22—Trunk
26— Black bird
27— Acquaintance
29—A bay horse
20—City near Babylon
31—Spats
36—Very reverend (abbr.)
36—Ancient harp
89—Heating apparatus
40—To pillage
42— Indefinite article
43— Tantalum (chem. sym.)
44— Middle-western state (abbr.)
45— Behold
46—Repair
48—Too bad!
60—Period of time
63—Exist
64—One w ho keeps a secret appoint*
ment
66— The (French)
67—Extend
60—Small wave
€3—Gaze fixedly
64—Unruly crowd
67— A .test
68—Alas
69— Royal navy (abbr.)
70— Part of “to be”
71— Note of musical scale
72— You (arch.)
73— Pieces of money
75—Guide
78—Snares
79—Heavy waterfall

1— Quiet
2— Establishment (abbr.)
3— Pursue
4—Kind of tea
6— Preposition
6—Bird's home
7— Gentlewoman
8—Preposition
9—Headdresses

10— Short written composition
11— Note of musical scale
(j
12— Cleaner of clothes
16—Fret
19—Conjunction
21—Courage
23—Rhode Island (abbr.)
26—Southern state (abbr.)
28—Poltroon
29—Large wave
32— Mediterranean country

33— Toward
37—Hastened

34—Put out
38—Conclusion

40—Wield
41—Fish eggs
46— Act of treating body by rubbing
47— Devoid of contents

49—Like
51—Appease
52—Choose again
64— Antique Greek headband
55—Knight of a low’ German casts
58— Egyptian sun god
59— Mistake
61—One who peeps
62—3.14159
64—Church service
65— Conjunction
66—Finest
73— Small coin (abbr.)
74— Notary public (abbr.)

76— Preposition
77— Note of musical seals

APPLETON

VINALHAVEN
Miss Margaret I.ibby arrived Sat
urday from Worcester, Mass., for the
Blaster recess.
IMrs. C. S. Roberts is spending a
few weeks at her old home in Ches
ter.
Mrs. FYank Jones and sor. Frederick
are home from Belfast, where they
si>ent the winter months.
Miss Edythe Libby who has been
>;iending thl vacation with h-r par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Libby, re
turned Monday to Boston to resume
her studies.
Tile following students who have
spent the vacation at their several
homes have returned to Gorham Nor
mal School: Cora Vinal. Helen CarIon, Thelma Mullen. Virginia Black,
Lida Greenlaw and Margaret Roberts,
The Ladies of the G. A. R. held a
tacking bee at the G. A. R. rooms
Friday afternoon anel at 5.30 o’clock a
picnic supper was served to about 75
people, including members and guests.
The housekeepers were Miss E. F.
Roberts, Mis. L. A. Coombs, Mrs. Fred
Calderwoi.d. Mis. Llewellyn Vinal. A
social evening followed the supper
witli cards, music and dancing.
Mrs. Lara Hardison entertained the
Washington Club at her home Sat
urday evening. Supper was served.
Ills. E.’ L. Glidden was hostess to
the No-Name Club Thursday even
ing.
Mrs. John Mathieson was in Rock
land tho past week to meet her hus
band on his return from a visit to
his pirents in Kilsyth, Seotlind.
C. E. Young and Capt. Fred Green
law returned Saturday from Friend
ship with Mr. Young's new 26-foot
motor bout, which was built in that
town.
The (rehearsal of Vtnion. -hurch
choir was held Saturday night at tiie
home of Miss Muriel Chllles.
Capt. Edward Greenlaw left Sat
urday for New York where he. has
employment for the summer.
Arthur Ott and son Herbert of
Rockport are at Crockett's River for
the summer months.
Mis. Harold Johnson of Portland
has l>een the guest of Mr. ami Mis.
W. Y. Fossett the past week.
Llewellyn Thomas and Clinton
Teale recently returned from Sebago
with Mr. Thomas' new 26-foot motor
boat whiqh he will use for lobster
fishing.
T. E. Libby left Monday for Bos
ton. having spent the last week in
town.
Arthur Thomas was in Rockland
Tuesday to enter Knox Hospital for
an operation. He was accompanied
hy his father. Samuel Thomas and
Dr. W. F. Lyford.

WALDOBORO

□

HUSH □□□□

BH31

well rendered.
SOUTH BELFAST
The Sunset Woofers basketball
Mrs. Dodge and Mrs. Elwell called
teams have changed with the season
thereby making it a baseball team. on Mrs. Cora Herrick last week.
Percy Herrick, Will Beckett, Her
They play Stonington for the first
bert Dodge and Melvin Wood are
game.
working on the state road at Sears
Frank D. McVeigh has h.is car new
Jy varnished an-d in running order. port.
Clifton Staples has gone to Lew
When in doubt, hire McVeigh
iston to work on the state road.
The Junior Classes of the Elemen
/Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Chapman mo
tary Department of the Sunday school tored to Bangor Thursday.
entertained the Juniors of Deer isle
Roy Wight has returned liome
Bunda-v school Thursday night. Mrs. from Madison where he has been vis
Susie ilardy had charge of the games
iting bis brother Hugh.
and the boys and girls enjoyed
E. J. Partridge is making extensive
them to the utmost. Prizes were giv
repairs ol) his buildings.
en which were pleasing to the young
Harold Herrick is building a ga
folks.
Refreshments were served,
consisting of lemonade, assorted rake, rage.
Arthur Carver leaves Monday for
and candy. The teachers and sup- r- ,
Lewiston where He has employment.
i men dent In charge are very pains
Mrs. Carver will join him later.
taking in their efforts to make the
Elementary Department interesting
Boss: The last boy 1 had was worth
for tiie children.
twice as much as you.
Store Boy (timidly); Please, sir,
Three CroW brand Pure Mustard.
did he get it?
Once used, always used.—adv.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

Children

The direct route between

ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN, STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGERS*?
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.
6, 1924.
Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sundayo

at 5.30 A M.
for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
fur Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
Swan’s Island.

B. H. STINSON,

General Agent.
Rockland, Maine, Oct. *C. 1924.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

MOTHER:- eFletclier’s
Castoria is especially pre
pared to relieve Infants in
arms and Children all ages of
Constipation, Flatulency, Wind
Colic and Diarrhea; allaying
Feverishness arising therefrom, and, by regulating the Stomach
and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving natural sleep.

Eastern Standard Time
son

1

Trains Leave Rockland

Augusta. A57.00a. tn., 17,30 a in., fi lOp. nu‘
Bangor. A§7h0a. in., f7.30a.ni., ft,10p.m. |
Boston. A§700a. m . f7.30a. nt., fl.10p.tn. i
Brunswick, A57.00 a.m., 17.30a.m.. tl.lOp.m.,
fo.30 p. tn.
Lewiston. A17 00 a. m., |7.30 a. in., 11.10 p. m.
New York. tl.lOp. m.
rortland. A57.UO a. in., t7.30 a. m., |1.10 p. in.,
15.30 p. III.
Waterville. Ai7.00 a.m., t7.30a.nr, tl.lOp.m.
Woolwich, A 57.00a.m., t7.30u.ni., tl.10n.tn.,
to.30 p. tn.
'
,
t Daily,except Sunday.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Woid*
wich.

Mrs. W. R. Patterson ami Miss Vera Pat
terson were in Rockland last week
Miss Elva Black lias returned to Gorham
to resume her studies at tie Normal School.
Mrs Percy Slnanoiis has been called So
Canada by file serious Illness of her mothdr.
I). C. DOUGLASS,
M. I.. HARRIS,
To avoid imitations, always look for the signature of
.Miss Ruth Thoma • of K< u.land bus been
8 2b 21 V. P. & Geu'l Mgr. Gen'i Passenger Agt,
Absolutely Harmless - No Opiates. Physicians everywhere recommend it.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Hen .an Naah the past
week.
*
Miss Madeline Brown has returned to Ma
chias
A HANDSHAKE
INFLUENZA MENACE
George Genthner was in Brunswick Friday.
'Mrs O. V Hassner ! re -.vering from her
[Fur
Pie
Courler-Gazettel
Illness.
She lias been under the care of a
As a preventive melt and
trained nurse.
A sudden plash uf raindrops,
Health Department Tells
inhale Vicks night and
J. T. Gay. C. 11 Whitcomb. E. F Storer
A cloud that hides the blue,
and Herman Kuhn were in Augusta last week.
A tempered breath from the south of us,
How To Guard Against
morning. Apply up nos
Miss Edith Benner has returned from a
A grass blade pushing through •
trils before mingling with
two weeks’ visiuwith her sister iu Worces
A rul»in calling to its mate,
Insidious
Disease.
ter. Mass.
A swallow on tiie wing;
crowds. If feverish, call
Mrs. Selmer Wolstron and young son of
Some folks may call it Nature,
As there have been a few places,
Brooklyn are guests of her mother, Mrs. Id i
a doctor at once.
But 1 just call it Spring.
Miller.
some in this State and some outside,
Edgar Hagerman has been a recent gu?st
The alder tassel in the swamp.
in which there has been a rapid epi
of Us parents, Mr. and Mrs. V. B. Hager
Pie catkin hy the brook.
demic spread of influenza, the State
man
The fresh turned loam, the barefoot lad
The statement that young men are not as
With line and baited hook,
Department of Health wishes to
strong' as in the past was proven a fallac.
Emerging from their winter’s sleep
broadcast this advisory and warning
when a traveling man iu his twenties gave
New worlds arise and sing
message.
an exhibition of strength in one of the lo<- il
The song soma folks call Nature,
Ootr J 7 Million Jar9 Urod Yoartp
Influenza Is noted for the rapidity
stores last week.
Without visible effort
But I would call k Spring
he bent a 40-penny nail double in his hands
with which the disease Is often
Alex Thfbeaudeau was at home from Rack'No clod but has its secret,
spread, but rapidly extended though
port for file weekend.
No stone but bolds a gem.
it may be, we can rule out aerial
Miss Clara Webb and Miss Elta Boyd re
No leaf but morning sees it
turned to Gorham this week after spending
Bedecked with diadem.
transmission.
The extension of an
APPLETON RIDGE
their vacation with Miss Webb's sister, Mrs
When, when was any monarch
influenza epidemic is never more rap
Frank Nadeau.
Arrayed so like a king!
id than is human transportation.
It
Mrs. Clara Wentworth was a re
Forrest H. Bond is again at the Waldoboro
Yet some folks call it Nature,
Garage after spending the winter in Augusta cent guest at T. F. Wadsworth’s.
While I just call it Spring.
ls spread hy the contact of suscep
during the legislative session.
Mr Boni
tible persons with those who may
Mr- and Mrs. Ernest Young and
is receiving congratulations from his const I
So sunshine, cloud and rainbow.
uality ice cream
have the disease. The source of the’
tuents all over the county for his excellent children and Charles Graham of
Ami bee and winging bird,
Speak to my heart long dormant.
work in helping to carry through the bill for Warren were guests at P. D. Perry’s
infection may be a typical case of
bridging the Kennebec a! Bath.
Holding as Wednesday evening.
Wiiich thrills to every word
influenza or a person who is ailing
These whispers mean a compromise
he did a position on tin? important Ways an 1
Serve it and
i very slightly with symptoms so mild
Mrs. Hazle Perry and sons were in
With every living thing.
Bridges Committee lie was able to further |li s
For it Is old Mother Nature
as to be doubtfully recognized as a
bill and lost no opportunity 11 use his influ
Union Thursday evening to attend
ence toward tiie success of this vital Issue
A*shaking hands with Spring.
case of Influenza, only a cough or
the moving pictures.
you Please all
The Woman’s Club are making piths for
Bernard Aubrey Pitman.
I cold, it may be.
Repairs
have
been
made
on
the
re
»f
Appleton,
April 7.
a cake sale to he held at the store of C. B.
To prevent the transmission of the
Stalfi.
The date will be announced later of the Baptist church.
The proceeds will be ic-d for charitable work
infection intelligent precautionary
P. D Perry and son Norman were
ock tor the S&h xicm
SIMONTON
Medomak Chapter, Royal Arch Marions
i measures must he observed by both
conferred the first three degrees on Frank in Warren Saturday evening.
Mrs. Ellen Day, a native of Halifax, i those who are infected and by those
A. G. Pitman and Joseph MoodyM. Hi nt. Charles Sprague. Dewey Paine and
Ernest Yannah Monday evening.
N< xt week were in Camden Saturday.
N. S., but for a number of years a j who associate with them. The more
the Royal Arch degree will be conferred on
Maude Fuller spent the weekend resident of this community, died intimate the contact of susceptible
tiie same candidates
This chapter is in a
April 2, after a brief illness. Funeral individuals with infectious persons THE EMPLOYERS’ FIRE INSURANCE CO.
flourishing condition and will have conferred at
J1 her home here.
fii'.f'.on, M&isachuseYts
degrees on forty andidates during its first
Harry Conant of Warren spent tho services were held” April 4, Rev. J the greater the chance of contracting
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1924
year which ends Mav 1.
X. Palmer of Rockport officiating. the disease.
Stouks and Bonds ................... . .$2,887,060 OP
weekend with friends and relatives.
74,982 92
Sunday not being pleasant and so Interment was in Wesf Rockport | The virus of influenza is given off ?asli in Office and Bank ...
188.757 93
Agents.’ Balances ...................
CUSHING
many having bad colds, the Easter cemetery. !She leaves one daughter. by the infectious person through Interest and Rents ...............
29.186 95

Despite the rain there was a large attend
ance at Union Church Easter at all the
services.
Kev. _____
Robert _
E Lake of Bang >r
The church was most artstlcally
preached.
decorated with ferns, potted plants, cut
flowers and Easter lilies.
They were ar
ranged by Mrs. E C. McIntosh. Mrs M. N.
Chllles and members of Mrs. McIntosh’s Sun
day School class.
The early morning s-.-rrice was well attended and at the 11.30 ser
Solution to Tuesday's Puzzle
vice
De
Valois
Commandery,
K. T attended.
WARREN HIGHLANDS There was special music with
Mrs Helen
It
begins
to
look
as
if
spring
had
Sanborn
Arey
at
the
organ.
Mrs. Harold
■Kb^dH|IHaTrMH|
Johnson
of
Portland
and
Miss
Pauline
Hen
come
in
real
earnest.
Thel
Carroll
■a LTOfiCANfiS I N SZ
nigar of this town were soloists.
A trio
FruEBRAPIDfiPORT planted peas the third. Bert Crock was sung at the evening service by Mrs. Max
ett and Erastus Clark the sixth and Conway. Miss Pauline Hennigar and David
dcjq
L. W. Butler the eihgth- Green peas Duncan. At the close of the 11 30 servic.
for our Fourth of July dinner «ure. the following children received baptism
Richard E. Libby. Herbert F Peterson. Nor
□ca □□
The roads are drying up fast.
man V Jo’.mson, Colin and Wyvero Winslow,
Barrett and Merrill Clark are able Floyde Robinson. Jr., John Fred ( nines.
to attend school again, afterr tbyWg Marj Carolyn Johnson. Mabel, Edwin and
Ericson. fcdith, ♦Martha and John
confined to the house for several Bernard
Beckman.
days with the prevailing distemper.
A rehearsal of the work was held at
Morris Crockett while trying for Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge. Tuesday even
smelts last week, landed four han4«, ing.Mrs. Fautina Roberta entertained fr.ends at
some trout.
% ro6 Tuesday evening at her home.
Re
Mrs. L- W. Butler visited her freshments were served.
Tiie
attendance
at
Unitn
Church
Sundav
daughter, Mrs. Bert Borntman in
•hool Easter was 159.
David Duncan is
Thomaston last week.
superintendent and everybody Is invited to
Mrs- L. W. Butler called on Mr. attend. There are classes for all, old and
and iMrs. Alden Copeland last week. young.
Tiie Senior Christian Endeavor will have
M ’. Copeland, who is 75 years of age, charge
SUNSET
of the evening meeting at Union
had just finished papering one room Church next Sunday. There will be special
and wtas getting ready to paper an music and Mrs. Arthur Arey will be at the
Mrs. A. D. Lufkin has had her
organ.
other.'
SundayApril 26, Rev. Robert E Laite will
mother’s household effects moved
Mis. J. E. Butler called on Mr^ preach at Union church and the Odd Fellows
from the Dunham Point house to her Abbie Wooster and Mrs. Win Swift
will attend the 11.30 service
home.
Sunday.
Rehearsals are being held for the V. H. S
1’ S Knowlton, first selectman, has
Mrs. Abbie Wooster, who has been Senior Class play a four-act comedy-drama,
been making his rounds assessing staying with luu- sister at Vinal entitled “The Country Doctor," to be present
ed about May X under the direction of Sid
taxes.
haven, has returned home. Mrs. ney L. Winslow.
The characters such is
Maynard Conaty of Deer Isle went Wooster who is Jh7 years of age, is Rastus, Zeb. Sam and Susan Primer, will fur
nish
the
play
with
comedians
Cast of char
to Knox Hospital for treatment re as active as many of the girls, ar.d
acters are: Doctor Britton, young country
enjoys the society of young people. doctor, Kenneth -Smith; Sam Birch, hotel
cently.
The road commissioner is using the When she was 85 years of age. W** proprietor Alton Nelson: Zebedinh Bunin.,
light road machine on Sunset roads walked a distance of three miles to hotel loafer. Herbert Mills; Hast us “That'.;
” Kenneth Amiro; Howard Wayne, friend
this week. Thete are several bad attend church, and thinks she could all,
of Britton, Herbert Sanborn; Ben Shaw,
pieces of road to repair.
do it now.
stage driver, Clinton Dalzell; Squire Fergu
son, sheriff. Harold Arey; Agnes Gilbert, a
Tilden Fifield of West Stonington
young city girl. Dorj Landers; Mrs. Birch,
was the guest of Miller Colby Sun
EAST WALDOBORO
wife of hotel proprietor, Dorothy Lyford;
day.
Mrs. Laura Brackett who has been Dolly Britton, tile doctor's sister, Ruth Rosa;
Mrs. Henry Haskell visited her spending the winter with relatives in Susan Primer, the doctor's housekeeper,
daughter, Mrs. Roy Snowden, at Deer Providence, K. I, returned home Glennis Coombs; Anna Belle U instead, ser
vant girl, Louise Libby.
Alec Christie h
Isle last week.
manager.
The proceeds will be used by the
Wednesday.
Mrs. Minnie Gray of Stonington
class
to
defray
expenses
to
Washington,
D
Homer and Miss Helen Bines of
has been the guest of Mrs. Martha Waterville have been recent guests a trip the class have planned to take about
the
middle
of
May.
The
graduation
will
Stinson.
take place in June.
of their uncle, John A. Bines.
Miss Marjorie Foster recently visit
A
fair
will
be
held
Saturday
at
the
(I.
A
Bascom’s Mill and crew have
R. rooms under tiie auspices of the V. 11.
ed Miss Margaret Hardy.
moved from Bremen to tiie James S. Athletic Association.
Miss Helen Lufkin entertained Miss
Mank lot.
V. II S. Orchestra will hold a May ball
Christie Eaton Wednesday.
Mis. Cynthia (’ounce of Warren at the Armory May 2, music by the Mid
Mrs. Flora. E. Jackson, who has spent Thursday witli Mrs. Nellie nlghters
Loyd? Webster arrived from Boston Monday
lieen stopping with Mrs. Lizzie Sel Reever.
for'a short stay with his family.
lers for the past four months, re
B K. Smith .and Charles Paine of Hal
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jameson of
turned to her home at Stonington North Warren were at Mr. and Mrs lowell arrived this week.
Mr.< N. Cook Sholes of New York arrived
Tuesday.
John Bines’ Sunday.
Mondav.
Dennis Gray is the proud owner of
George Benner is convalescing from
Frederick Jones and C. S. Roberts are in
n fine Ranger bicycle which he re his recent illness.
Rockland this week for a few days.
At a special town meeting held at town
ceived as a gift.
Frank Jameson of Clarry Hill was hall Monday evening with C. K. Bonian as
A brush fire at Oceanville Thurs at Josiah Jameson’s Thursday.
moderator and O P. Lyons as clerk. It was
day got beyond the person who was
Perley Miller and friend of Au voted to purchase a stone crushing machine
It was also voted to rale?
tending it and got among the trees, gusta were recent guests of his to cost $1100.
by loan $1000 to cover cost of operating said
burning over quite a large area.
brother, Norman Milletmachine for ensuing year.
Norman Sellers has sold his Ford
At the Christian Science service Easier
Perley Mank and Arnold Orff mo
to Sedgwick parties.
Mrs. Jackson of Boston was soloist and Mia.
tored to Augusta Monday.
Alton
Roberts of Marquette, Mich., accom
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dunham are
Henry Wilson and Josiah Jameson panist. Mrs. Jackson is tiie guest of Mrs
enjoying the privilege of -being ad have recently installed radios.
Roberts and they both return to their homes
dressed as Grandpa and Grandma, as
The Social Club met with Mrs. this week having spent a few weeks at Mrs
a l>aby boy was recently born to Mr. John A- Bines with ten members and Roberts’ summer place, Eastholm.
R»v Robert E. Laite will be tha Odd Fel>
and Mrs, Rodney Dunham of Charles seven visitors present.
Clippings lows’ Memorial Day service speaker on Sun
town.
.t. *0 and items of interest were read, also day. Mav 26.
He will also deliver the ad
George Dodge has bought a new several readings by members. Guess ress at the regular exercises May 30.
Riley
Beal
of
Jone3p6rt addressed a large
Ford truck.
ing contest prizes went to Mrs. Rob audience at the Saints church last Sunday.
Several went from here to the play inson and Mrs. Scott. Picnic lunch. His singing was much enjoyed as was {he
and dance at Stonington, given hy Next meeting will be held April 23 quartet comprising Mrs. Herman Young, Mrs
Austin Brown, Floyd Young and Mr. Beal.
the S. H. S. They report an enjoy with Mrs. Gardner Kaer.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Barton of Grant's Island
able time and that the play was very
are at the Saints parsonage for a short tim
Solution will appqpr In next Issue.

Stephen Gushee anil aunt of
Camden were callers Friday on his
grandmother. Mrs. Alvina Gushee.
Will Simmons who has been quite
sick with the grippe is improving
His sister. Mrs. Chloe Mills (nurse)
of South Hope, is earing for him.
Mrs. George Simmons is visiting
her eister, (Mrs. Davis, in Searsmont,
also her mother who makes her
home there.
The Easter concert of the Com
munity 'Baptist Sunday school has
been postponed to Sunday evening,
April 19 on account of the stormy
weather and sickness among the
children.
Joseph Ames, the popular road pa
trolman, attended a patrol confer
ence in Belfast Saturday.
Frank Kenney left Monday for
Keezer Falls to work for Cyr Broth
ers, bridge contractors.
George Ames left on the Tuesday
night boat for Boston where he will
enter the Brookline Memorial Hos
pital for treatment.
Mr*. Chester Butler and Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Storer o-f Union were
Sunday callere on Mr. and Mrs- Fred
Davidson.
Easter Sunday was fittingly ob
served by the Community church and
Sunday school. Mr. Emerson, the past r, had a very appropriate sermon
ind the Sunday ex?hool had special
features, the teachers remembering
their scholars with some token of
the day. The concert, consisting of
readings, recitations, exercises, song®,
drills and a pantomime, which was to
be given in the evening was postponed
one week on account of the illness of
same of the members of the school.
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson and daugh
ter Lois spent the weekend in Thom
aston.
Mrs phloe MBler of South Hope is
caring for her brother, W. O. Sim
mons, who has been quite ill.
Herman Simmons, who has been
working in Knox for the past few
months, is at home for a s-hort time.
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Maynard MacFarland of New Har
bor was a weekend guest at BftS.
Geyer’s.
Mrs. Granville Osier ;^nd son
Jtiruqr have both lieen very sick the
past week. He is improving but she
still remains very ill.
Mrs. C. F. Ma! ;ney, formerly of
this place, is v» ry sick at the home
of her son, \V. <;. Maloney, Thomas
ton.
v
Ella Maloney of Portland was at
B. S Geyer’s Sunday.
Mrs. F. I. Geyer of Pleasant Point
has been at tho borne of her sister,
Mrs. Granville Osier.
Miss Hattie Young is seriously ill.
William Ifeney and Bert Tuttle of
Thomaston were at the Ifeney cottage
last week.
Misses Arietta and Avis Maloney
have been confined to their ho men the
past week with colds.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Moone*‘<»f
Rockland are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
L* S. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Frink C. Conant and
daughter Effie May of Ix-\yiston have
moved to Waldemar Hause’s place.
D. T. Rivers has returned to his
work in Ik-ston after spending a few
weeks with his family here.
Mrs. D. T. Rivers went to Pepper
ell, Mass., Friday, called there by the
illness of her sister. Mrs. James Dunn
and son James.
Miss t)i phi Killeran has returned
tc Bates College after a few days
at her home here.
Mabelle, A ice and Thomas Rivets
are boarding at H. L. h ’.^r.m’e
while their mother is in Pepperell,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Davis and chil
dren are with her parents, Mr and
Mrs. Laiir?:,’- n (’reamer, iv • • Mr
Davis Is attending court i Kockland
where h is serving on th • traverse
iury.
Mrs. Hattie Ames visited friends in
Thomaston last week.
Mrs. Nettie Arnold went to Me
domak Sunday where she »a to have
employment in Burnham & Morrill’s
canning factory.
Frank Flint has bought an auto
mobile.
Theron Crouse, who has spent th
winter in Ro<‘kland with his m n
Henry, is at his home here. His son
Clarence, Who has been at Knox Hos
pital for a few weeks, for an injury
to his knee, is with him.
Mrs. I. W. Geyer i« confined to her
home hy illness, attended by Dr.
Hahn of Friendship.
Road Commissioner S. H. Olson has
improved the roads by dragging the
past week.
Mrs. Katheryn Maloney has entered
the turkey raising industry.
Mr. ami Mrs. Allred Dunham of Sunset

'V

concert was postponed until next
Sunday evening.
Mrs. Hazle Perry, the Larkin repesentative in this section, has been
busy the past week delivering her
latest order, which amounted to moie
than $100.
The song service that was planned
for last Friday evening at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. A H. Moody was
postponed on account of the storm.
If fair it Will be held Friday of th’s
week.
Will Wood of Searsmont is boss
carpenter on the job of connecting
the buildings owned by L. N. Moody,
by the building of a shed between.

spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs Fn
man Sprague.
IMrs. Gladys Barter who has lieen employed
at Rockland, is at home with her parents
Mr and Mrs Rodney McDonald.
Mrs. Marion McDonald and Miss Lena

sprag.u- an working in the Oceanvillo ta •

tory.
Dr <C. E. Wasgatt of Deer Isle was here
recently selling cars.
Elmer Dunham is helping Eugene Saddler
build his weir.
The weirmen have three weirs nearly ready
for fishing
Mr and Mrs Harold Thompson of Swan’s
Island, have been here lisiting Mr. and Mrs.
Alden Thompson.
Sant Stinson is having a piece put on his
barn and a chimney built over.
George
Ilardy of Sunset is doing the work
The roads are dried up so the people are
getting their cars out.
A crowd from here went over to Ocean
vllle Saturday uiglit to a dance.
Mr and Mrs. Augustus Hanskr spent th
weekend at Deer Isle with Mr. anil M
I. Conary
Alton Barter, w^o has been employed at
New London. Conn , on a yacht tor the
winter months is at home.
(Maynard Conary is at Bluchill Hospital
He was operated on tor appendicitis and is
said to he improving rapidly
John Davis went to Mountainville to spend
Sunday witli lfis father.

Mr and Mrs. Allie Cushman nnd family of
Friendship were callers at G. N Winchenbach’s Sunday.
Misses Arlene and Alma Creamer of West
Waldoboro were callers of their sister, Mrs
Edgar Winchenbach Saturday.
Misses Evelyn and Eva Genthner were Sun
day guests ot Mrs. Alton Prior of Friendship,
fi Hamlin Scofield was a guest at Thomas
Creamer’s, Dutch Neck Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Wallace were Sundav
callers of Mr:;. Isadore Hoft'ses of the village.
Mr and Mrs Almond Burns and family
were Sunday callers at Charles Carter’s
Friendship
Ellsworth Borneman of Warren was a gue.-.t
of Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Borneman, Sunday.
Mrs. Ella Wallace returned home Monday
from Kockliifid. where she has been the gue
of her sister, .Mrs David Osler
Mrs. Fred Eugley of the village was
guest at I. E. Wallace’s last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Morton of Friendship
were Sunday callers at E K Burns’.
“I understand that there has been
Mr and Mrs Virgie Wallace and son of the
village were Sunday guests of Air and Mrs. an addition to your family,” said the
Colby Wallace.
friendMrs. Edna Turner and father, L. D. Mor
“Addition !” cried the father of
ton, were at East Friendship Sunday.
Horac^ Simmons was in Rockland last week. triplets. “Multiplication I”

NORTH APPLETON
O. T. Keene and L. J. Johnson were
in Rockland on business Wednesday.
Harry Campbell is crippled .it pres
ent from the effects of a cut on one
of his feet while chopping in the
woods.
The wound was dressed hy
Dr. Doughty of Searsmont.
• Mrs. (Tara Wentworth of Appleton
is visiting her son, Willard and wife
for a few days.
•
B- A. Pitman was a guest Wednes
day of S. J. and A. L. Pease at then*
home in North Hope.
In the even
ing several of the dub members were
present and the time was devoted to
music and puzzles.
Ice cream, cake
and pop corn were served. Thurs
day evening was given over to the
egular meeting of the club at head
quarters and a birthday party was
billed. •Samuel J. Pease being the
guest of honor
The evening was
passed in a social way, interspersed
With singing and the diversions of
original cross word puzzles, con
cealed words, and last but not least
spell down, with Roger Fish as
champion speller.
Sammie was the
recipient of several gifts from the
members and a decorated birthday
cake, bearing his name from the
president of the society. * Refresh
ments were soon disposed of and the
club adjourned until April 16.
(Many of the fanners are p’.oug’iing and
getfing ready for spring planting.
('har'.e.'»
Richards of North Appleton ploughed for
W E. Hall last Friday
J. D. Pease prob
ably has peas In the ground now as he is
the first one as a rule to get seed set in this
locality.
Alton Pease liad the misfortune to break
his car last week while on a trip to Rock
land
Mr. and Mrs. George Hall were in ('amden
last week to attend the ‘Masonic assemidy.
Mrs. Herbert Robbins and Fred Robbins of
Searsmont were callers at Willow Brook
Sunday.
J. I) Pease Is attending court as special
deputy.
Mrs. Ellen Conant of Rockland is visitibg
her daughter, Mrs. J. D Pease.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas. Hosea B Thorndike, formerly of
Camden. County of Knox and State of Main
but now deceased, by his mortgage deed
dated June 3, 1877, and recorded iu Knox
Registry of Deeds, Book 49, Page 483, con
veyed to Larkin Thortidlke, formerly of said
(’amden, but now deceased, a certain parcel
of real estate situated in Camden, in said
County of Knox, now the town of Rtwkpo't
and bounded and described as follows : Be
ginning at stake and stones at corner of wall
at t<he southerly line of the road leading from
tiie Hope road to Christopher Thorndike’.*
thence north 71 deg. east fifteen rods to
stake and atones; fiance south I'deg. east
sixty-one rods and fifteen links to stake and
stones on line of land of James Fales; then
south 69 deg west on said Fales and Harvey
Ames land to the Hope road; thence north
erly by said road sixty-eight rods and fifteen
links to first bounds mentlpned. containing
seven acres Together with the buildings on
the above desciibed premises
And whereas
said mortgage was assigned by the said
Larkin Thorndike in his lifetime to Julina
Thorndike, late of said RockporU deceased, by
deed of assignment dated August 7, 1886, and
recorded In Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 91
Page 518; and whereas the said Julina
Thorndike Is now deceased and tiie under
signed is the duly appointed and qualiflul
executrix of her estate; and whereas the con
dltlon of said mortgage has been broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the eon
dltlon thereof, the undersigned in her sai
capacity as Executrix, elalmp a foreclosur
of said mortgage.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of March. 1925
IDA B. BOWLEY

4UT1)4G

Executrix as aforesaid.

Elizabeth Coombs of this place and
a son Stanley Emlo of Waltham, !
Mass.
This community learns with regret
of the death of Afhanda, wife of Mark
E. Ingraham, which took place at her
home on West street, Rockport, April
1 1.
Mrs. Ingraham was well known I
here they having for some time resided on the place now occupied by
John Buzzell and was a highly re- ,
specte.d friend and neighbor.
Mrs. J. Chester Melvin is assisting I
in the care of her sister, Mrs Beu- i
lah \\ ithfrspoon who is critically ill. '
illiam Farnum of Natick, Mass.,
is in town, called by the serious ill- |
m ss of his lister, Mrs. Witherspoon. |
Ralph Buzzell is operating his saw
mill with Chjester Melvin as chief
miliman assisted by John Buzzell,
Elmer Kellar and Sidney Annis.
The mud is very nearly dried up
and the autos are being put into
ornmission while the busy house
wives are doing the annual paper
hanging and painting stunts.

the mouth and nose und gains access
to the body of new victims through
the same portals.
Th^, carrier of
infection may distribute it. not only
by coughing or sneezing in the near
vicinity and in the direction of other
persons, but he is endangering them
by standing too near them while talking. He should cover the mouth and
nose when coughing or sneezing.
To guard against infection a person
should, when influenza is prevalent,
avoid crowded assembly halls, public
eating and refreshment places where
forks, spoons, cups and glasses, unsterilized, have much to do with
transmitting infection.
in one’s own home, particularly in
epidemic times, the rule should be
individual drinking cups and glasses,
the sterilization of forks and spoons
with boiling water, washing of the
hands before eating, and the proper
discipline of fingers which have ac
quired the unseemly habit of too in
timate association with nose or
mouth.
To any community in which there
may he threatened epidemic out
RAZORVILLE
breaks of influenza the Department
Mrs. Helen I’aule is repairing and will be very glad to send for distri
enlarging her house and will soon |
bution, Its circular" 341, “Guarding
open it to the pubhi: as a hotel. She I against Influenza and Common Cold.”
has a crew hurraing up the job so as |
tc. he ready for the spring needs. |
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. Paule is particularly adapted to ]
this business as see has had quite I Mrs. Beatrice Wallace and Mr.
an extensive experience in restaurant Smith of Augusta were weekend
guests of her mother, Mrs. Charles
business.
Missionary Overlook went to North Rawley.
Leland Ulmer and fpmily and Mr.
Palermo Friday where he officiated at
the funeral of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley and Mrs. Thomas were Saturday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. UlmerNorton's child.
Mrs. Charles Rawley was in
The Easter exercises of the Wash
ington Sunday school were very in Rockland last week.
Mtp. Amelia Taylor was a week
teresting and entertaining, showing
a great deal of hard work on the part end guest of her daughter, Mrs.
of the children and the superintend Edgar Brown of Rockland.
Dr and Mrsi Charles Leach, Mrs.
ent, Mrs. Cora Clarry
.Mrs. Lottie Light of South Liberty Ernest Rawley and Mrs. Charles
is working for Mrs Leslie Savage Wheeler motored to Rockland Sat
urday,
f
for a short time.
June 17 ls the dale set for the dis
Missionary and Mrs. Overlock at
tended the funeral set vices of Mis. trict meeting to he held with Puritan
Eliza Cooper, widow of the late Rebekah Lodge at I. O. O. F. hall.
A. J. Rawley is shingling his
Frank Cooper of SomervilleMr.
house.
Overlook officiated.
Mrs. Robert Wood is rapidly re
Ralph Hibbert is working in
Morey’s Mill as roller, taking the covering from an operation at Sllsby
place of Kenneth Hibbert who is at Hospital.
Mrs. John Wood and daughter
tending court in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood P. Jones and Elizabeth motored ito Rockland Sat
daughter Edna visited at W. L. urday.
Mr. and Mrs. iMunoe are keeping
Leigher’s at North Washington Sun
house in the front part of the Albert
day.
The selectmen are at their office Jacobson house.
Air. and Mrs. Eddie Cliaples and children
making out the list of taxes for tiie of Martinsville were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
coming year.
Earl H. Barter Monday evening
George Hall of Camden has been the guest
A small snow storm visited some
ot tils sister, Mrs. Sidney Dow and father,
parts of the town Saturday night, Dodge Hall.
not enough for sleighing but enough
'MrA. Abbie V. Clark ls home from Cam
to remind us that summer has not den for a few days to prepare the Harbor
View Cottage which will open later for her
yet really arrived.
summer boarders.
Sanford Jones is farming for Wil
Frank Morris is building a house on the
farm kuuwn as tiie Alfred Rawley place
lard E. Overlock.
Roy Clark- and family of South will look good to see the old cellar covered.
Hope visited his mother, Mrs. Min
SOUTH WARREN
nie Savage Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip iM Kelleher of Ban
Willard E Overlock received a card
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. L K
from Oscar W. Carroll last week who gor
Bucklin.
is at Hot Springs but is soon to start
Ralph Libby, who teaches In Lincoln Acad
emy, spent the weekend at home here.
for home.

SOUTH SOMERVILLE

Admitted Asset* ............... ... .$3,164,484
LIABILITIES DFX’. 31. 1924
Net Unpaid Losses ............... ....$ 185.117
Unearned J’remlums ........... .... l.»mi,678
65.074
All other Liabilities .......... ....
Total Liabilities-................... .... l.flOO.OOO
Surplus, over all Liabilities .... 914.614

89
22
96
2o
00
50

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$3,165,484 89
ROBERT WALKER. Agtnt.
43-Th-49
Warren.
CONN. GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
(Accident Dept >
Hartford. Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1921
Real Estate ................................. .$1,149,521 80
Mortgage Loans ......................... .32.546.642 .10
’<illiiteral Loans ......................... . 6.606,403 SO
Stocks and Bonds ..................... .17 503,124 •
1’asli ia Office and Bank ........ . 993.913 75
Agents’ Balances .......................
36,347 5.»
Interest and Kents ..................... . 1.421,841 71
All other Aasets ......................... . -I -21.464 SO
Gross Assets ...................
$63,289,340
Deduct item* not admltfi-d ..
40,027
•
Admitted r................................. $63,249,312
LIABILITIES DBG 31 . 1924
Net Unpaid Losses ..................... .$ 291.489
Unearned Premiums ............... . ’.,156,856
All other Liabilities ............... .5 ’.,414.690
Gash Capital ............................... , 2.000,000
Suqdus over all Liabilities .. . 4,386,276

54
63
91
21
87
07
00
76

Total Liabilities & Surplus.. $63,249,312 91
DEANE 8. THO.ALYS, General Agent
699-Glo Clapp Memorial Bldg., Portland, Me.
40Th46

Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
DENTIST
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS

Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
ROCKLAND. ME.

39tf

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHO.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO ER.
LARGING.

370 Main Street, Rockland
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counselor at
Law
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Telepsones—Office 468; House 693-R

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Offlae Hauri: I to 3 md 7 to • P. M.

Rxldanu until 8 A. M. and by A»»»lnUMa'
Tnltphonn IM
THOMASTON. ME.

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Talenbnn, 138
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Graduate of American School

of

Ontaopathy

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Brnkint, Sc Co.

417 MAIN .. ................... ROCKLAND

Oliver Peters had the misfortune to fall
breaking his collar bone, while unloadlni
H M. de ROCHEMONT
grain at the station.
M. P. Orne has a position as engineer i n
106 PLEASANT STREET
a yacht out of New York.
Miss Leila St. Clair, who has been vlsltin,
PLUMBING.
HEATING
relatives in Rockport, has returned home.
TEL. 244-W
S. H. Creighton has had his chimney re
built.
Percy Lermond was the inason.
He
117tf
is now having his house shingled.
Mrs. Cynthia (’ounce has rented her place
on tiie Depot road and is at L. R Bucklin's
Tiie first and second degrees were con
DR. JAMES KENT
ferred on one candidate Thursday evening at
Good Will Grange. One application was re
celved.
'
Osteopath
Mrs Arnold Page and daughter are visit
lng at Frank Page's.
The little daughter
38
SUMMER
STREET, ROCKLAND
ls very ill with the “flu.”

Some of the local residents met at the
home of Lloyd Hewett Sunday and started a
Sunday School.
The school began Monday for a term of
10 weeks taught hy Miss Margaret Bartlett.
Orin Bowman, the oldest resident of this
neighborhood, died April 5 at his late home
after a long illness
He was a good neigh
bor, a kind man in his fa-mily and will he
much missed.
He is survived hy a wife,
one daughter, five sons and several grand
children and greatgrandchilden.
The series of meetings held hy Evangelists
Robert Buchanan and Wesley Towne closed
Friday evening.
A good attendance lias
been maintained throughout the whole three
weeks
The people were sorry to see them
go and commend them to the people of other
LIBERTY
localities who enjoy the real gospel.
The
Raymond F. Fuller, son of Mrs
correspondent wishes to correct a report
which lias been circulated saying that these Laura Fuller, has recently been
young men are Mormons. The writer knows awarded his college letter for winter
from personal knowledge that tliey are not,
sports at Bates College, where he is
merely earnest preachers of the gospel.

£. M. B.

Gross
...?3,179,987 SO
14,502 91
Deduct items not admitted .

a member of the sophomore class.

Telephone 323

36-tf

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law
■7ft

MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND. MB. j

Every-Other-Day
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This Week

The War Department recently dis
pensed with the services of 450
clerks in the Adjusted Compensation
Division, due to the rapidly dimin
ishing number of applications for
the bonus. Within tiie past three
months applications for the ibnnus
have been greatly expediter! through
the efforts of the Anierlcan Legion
and tiie bulk of those who will apply
have now sent in their applications« • * *

Thomas Mott (isbornc of Auburn,
N- Y-, famous warden and penolo
gist, was recently installed com
mander of W. Mynilerse P.ice Port
of the American Legion. Acceptance
of the otllce by Mr. Osborne has
caused a big increase in the activities
of the post. “Mr. Osborne will do
things for the Legion with the same
energy nnd ability that made him a
leader in prison work in tills coun
try," predicted his comrades of ihe
Legion.
• * * •
Wayne (Big) Munn, who recently
won the world’s wrestling champion
ship from the famous “Strangler’'
Lewis 1« a memlie ■ of Omaha Post
of the American I. tion. lie has
promised to lie in O . n on the oc
casion of the national convention of
the Legion, Oct. 5 to 9. to "do his
stuff" for the entertainment of his
comrades. Munn is a giant of six
foot six and weighs 260 pound ;. He
wss a star of the I'niversity of Ne
braska football and wrestling teams
• • • *

headquarters of the American Legion.]
The Legion supported this legisla
tion.
• . • •
Twenty Norsemen who fought In
the Civil War and a similar number
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS*AGO
who saw service during the World
War will comprise the bodyguard for
A review from the columns of this
President Coolidge when he visits paper of some of the events which
Minneapolis and St. Paul, June 8 on interested Rockland and vicinity for
the occasion of the Noree-American
centennial celebration, according to 3 weeks ending April 3, 1900.
The spring millinery openings
S. H. Ho,stead, of Minneapolis, man
aging director. More than 4,000 were beir.g alvertised. The millin
Norsemen fought for the Union in ers were Mrs. J. E. Doherty & Co.,
Miss J. C. McDonald, Mrs. J. C. It.
Ihe Civil War.
Sullivan, Miss Currie A. Barnard and
* • • •
Omaha Post of the American Mrs. N. B- Dunton.
Legion, largest in the world, is far I The first arrivals of kilnwood were
beyond its 1924 mark in member being noted.
Charles M. Nichols bought the
ship, according to jxist officials, who
reported approximately 4,000 pald- Robert Robinson homestead in War
up members for 1925 on March 1. ren.
John J. Wardwell of Camden en
That figure represents an increase of
830 over the peak membership of tered upon his dutleo as master
1924, with the membership drive still builder for Cobb, Butler & Co.
Edgar O.
Ulmer
bought the
going strong. Unusual impetus is
being given to the campaign by the Tltcomb house on Beech street for
coming of t'.-y? national convention In $4200.
Lydia P„ wife of Dr. Benjamin
October- Anan Raymond, command
er of the post, said: "We cannot quit Williams, died at her home on Elm
now that we have gone over the top. street. She was the first president
1 h's is a good start for our contem of Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
Chief engineer Karl .appointed W.
plated memtiership of 5,000 and we’re
ea i y going to get
that number F. Manson mglr.eer of the steamer.
The Knox & ^W’aldo High School
with !I the next few weeks."
* • • •
Baseball League waa formed, with
Nellie. T. Ross lias accepted the Rockland, Camden, Vinalhaven and
honorary chairmanship of the state Belfast as the competing teams.
Baseball flourished in the Case
membership committee in charge of
the American Legion onemliership field on Union street, (This is
campaign for 1925 in Wyoming. The where the Public Library now
slogan for the membership drive ip stands]
The building at Ingraham Hill
Wyoming is “Give Hogan a Lift."
implying that Hogan, a wounded ex- owned by John S. Case and which
service man, is in need of assistance liad last been occupied by William
and that through the American Robinson as a tenement and Stan
Legion he can secure such aid, in di ley Montgomery as a store, was de
rect proportion to the strength of stroyed by (ire.
the Region. Edward Hogan, disF. W. Collins, lobster dealer, sold
aided veteran of Casper whom the the steamer Grace Morgan to Alvin
Legion has helped, conceived the idea Crockett,
Charles
Buswell and
of acting as a Jiuman barometer for Thorndike & Hix.
registering the progress of the
John Colson was taking the annual
Legion’s drive. He will start from school census.
Laramie and, braving the Wyoming
An oil lamp exploded in the win
weather, will walk to Casper by dow of A. Lewis’ tailor shop, oppo
way of Cheyenne. His speed and site Hastings dry goods store, and
progress will lie governed by the in caused considerable damage.
Nancy L., wife of former sheriff
crease in membership.
J. .a F. Torrey, died at her home on
THE APPLE MARKET
L „ad Street.
C. F. Simmons bought the F. WNo Particular Change As Long As Collins lobster business on Tillson
the Weather Holds Good.
wha rf.
Alexander & Henry opened a candy
Boston, April 9.
Receipts of apples are moderate store in ’Moffit block.
Everett A. Jones was engaged as
and the market holds steadyWc
look for no particular change as long bookkeeper for Cobb, Butler & Co.
The board of assessors organized
as weather holds -ool.
No snap to
Ben Davis yet and very few selling with O- E. Blackington as chairman
nnd A. H. Newbert as secretary. W.
over $3.
Turnips and potatoes move slowly H. Smith was the other member of
the board.
at prices.
William Noster, a .past commander
Baldwins, No. 1, bills.................. $3.5(1 to $4.50
Baldwins. No 1. bxs................... 1 23 Io 2(10 of Edwin Libhy Bost, G. A. R., died
Baldwins, unclassified,bills. .. 2.50 to 3.50 at the Soldiers’ Home aged 63 years.
Baldwins, iinclaaaifliJ bv...............75 to 1 25
City Marshal Clough made these
Odd Varieties, bbls ................... 2.50 to 3.50
’Deputy
Marshal,
Spvs, bblsz ................................... 3.50 to 6.- 0 appointments:
Starks, bbls ..................
2.50 to 4.00 John E. Brewster; night patrolmen.
Bi i. Davis, bbls ............ 1............ 2*10 to 3 ?3 Frank M. Sherer and G. A. Spear;
Potatoes, too lbs.......... ............ I.oil to 1.05
Turnips, 100 lln, .......... ...................73 to 1 00 day patrolman Frenk E Levensiler.
T. S. McIntosh, Fred A. Larrabee
Kingman & Hearty,
ar.d Charles M. Titus were appointed
“The House Built on the Apple."
assistant engineers of the Fire de
partmentHigh School Whims was issued,
with Belle Donohue as editor in
chief, and Hattie Clark, Eva Tyler,
Lillian Weeks, Lorea Adams, Wil
liam McDougall and Marlon Cobh
as literary and local editors.
S. K. Macomber, jeweler, removed
to the Alfred Murry store.
William Sansom entered the em
ploy of Thorndike & Hix as book

|

stantly that corn stops hurting, then
shortly you lift it right oil' with
lingers.
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of
"Freezone” for a few cents, sufficient
to remove every htird corn, soft corn,
or corn between the toes, and the foot
'■alluses, without soreness or irrita
tion.

i

i
i

A trans-continental road to lie
called "Wilson Highway" in honor of
the World War President has been]
proposed by 11. J. Carswell, com-]
mander of Ware County Post of thel
American Legion "in Waycross, Ca.
The highway, as proposed, won hl
run from Washington, I). C„ to Los
Angeles, California, along an extreme

southern route passing through Au
gusta Georgia, childhood borne of
Mr. Wilson, cn through Valdosta.
Georgia, where the “Woodrow Wilson College" is to be located. Ware
County Post hopes to get the co
operation of posts along the route
in working ou; the plan. Endorse
ment hy the state nnd national de
partments of the Legion is being
sought fi r the proposed highway,
s ♦ • •
Appropt 1.itioi s and grants of relief
totaling $426,9X7.750 for the benefit of
World War veterans, particularly for
the disabled, were made by the re
cent session of Congress, according
to a report received at national

Unsurpassed for Flavor

"SALADA"
H629
I

is uniformly pure, fresh and
delicious. Try it once and you
will use no other. Say “Salada”.

Two Glenwoods that were first lighted
when Cleveland
was President—
“ I ARLY in the fall
2—> purchased two

• * « •

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
TEL.

333.

ROCKLAND

The marriages for the three weeks
were:
Rockport, March 15, Arthur Berry
and Miss Lizzie Harriman.
Sargentville, March —, Rebecca C.
Shepard and Jasper H. Eaton, both
of Deer Isle.
Appleton, March 13, Albert H.
Moody and Miss Lizzie Pitman.
Rockland, March 19, Frank W.
Fuller and Miss Grace Cobb An
drews.
I Rockland, March 22, Edward E.
I Ferry and Miss Lunetta Webster.
I Everett, Washington, March 11, L.
• Schuyler Duryee of Everett, Wash-

of 1885, I
Glenwood

stoves — one for cooking and the
x other for heating. I am still( 1925)
running both stoves—the cook

stove all year round and the heat
ing stove from early fall to late
spring.
“None of the iron of the cook stove

is warped or even twisted and the

seams have held well.
“I cannot imagine how a better

running stove could be made than

the Glenwood. My two have given

Model “C”
for Coal or Wood

perfeet satisfaction for over 39

In pearl-gray or glossy black
enamel which eliminates stove
blacking forever. Also in the
standard black finish. With or
without a reservoir for hot
water.

years.”

This unsolicited testimonial from
Charles W.

Powers, Spencer,

Mass., is only one of thousands

which tell, in their own way, of
the place which Glenwood
Ranges hold in the hearts of their

users everywhere.

Glenwood
RANGES
• Make Cooking Easy

keeper.

The overseers of the poor organ
ized with R. C. Hall as chairman and
E. Mont Berry as secretary.
George Blethen was elected pres
ident of the Rockland
Military
Band, with William Sansom as vice
president, secretary and treasurer.
Arthur W- Hall was’leader and man
ager.
The City Government elected these
officials: City Marshal. Joseph Hook
er Clough; assessor, A. H, Newbert:
city physician. Dr. Benjamin Wil
liams; city solicitor, C. M. Walker;
chief of fire department,’ John A.
Karl; city clerk, Enoch Davies;
treasurer, Edwin Sprague; road commissloner.Samuel Derby; overseer of
poor, It C. Hall; tax collector T. E.
Simonton.
Supreme Court was iin session, with
Chief Justice Andrew B. Wiswell
presiding. William B. Bradford of
Thomaston and Andrew J. Small of
Rockland were foremen of the trav
erse Juries..
Farrand Spear & Co., sold their
quarrv property to the Rockland A
Rockport 1-hne Co, for $30,000. The
Williams heirs also sold to the new
corporation, receiving $55,000
A. F. Crockett was elected presi
dent of the Rockland Trust Co., with
E. A. Butler as vice president and
C. Nfc Kalloch as treasurer.
Willis A. Adams of Spruce Head
was appointed commissioner of ship
wrecks and shipwrecked goods.
Edward A. Sherman, former jani
tor of the Court House, died at the
age of 38 years.
Tho Methebesec dub was advocat
ing a curfew law for Rockland.
• • * *
These births were reoorded:
■Rockport, March 14, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Upham, a daughter.
Warren, March 12, to Mr. anil Mrs.
Stanford B. Watts, a daughter.
Deer Isle, March 10, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Ellis, a daughter.
Rockland, March 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. William A. Kennedy, a son.
Edgewood, R. I., March 15, to Mr.
and llrs. Charles S. Hall, a daugh
ter—Nettie Mildred.
Union, March 17, to Mr. and Mrs.
Urban Trask, a daughter.
Warren, March 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Rokes. a son.
Roc.kland, March 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Hemingway, a
daughter.
Stoqington, March 16, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin A. Dunham, a son.
Rockland, March 24, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles B. Huntley, a son.
Appleton, March 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Bennett, a daughter.

Page Five
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Burpee Furniture Co., Roddand’M,inc
NATIONAL GLENWOOD WEEK, APRIL I 1 to 18—Come in and see the nevz models
ington, anil Mias Alice McFarland,
formerly of Thomaston.
Rockland, March 17, Henry W.
Ryder of Quincy, Mass., and Miss
Frances E. CummingS of Rockland.
Rockland, March 20, William King
and Eleanor Maries.
Rockland, March 25, Harry Delan
ey and Josie E. Crocker.
Boston, March 28, Horace Cornwall
Blackington of Boston and Miss Min
nie Ella Palmer of Rockland.
North Haven, March 28, Ix-ander I’.Smith of Vinalhaven and Mrs. Aldana
C. Thomas of North Haven.
Rockland, March 26, James P. Aylward anil Annie Moore.
Rockland, April 2. William M.
CrockcW, and Mary A. Matthews.
Cushing, March 31, Willie G. Malo
ney and Miss Flora I,. Grover.
Union, April 2, Allie Barrows and
Pearl Oakes.
....
I., W. Snilith was elected president
of the Fox Island Granite Co. at Vin
alhaven.
•
The Friendship Band, under the
leadership of Ulysses Wallace, was
giving much satisfaction in local
concerts.
William D. Carleton died in Rock
port, aged GO years.
‘Schooner Malcolm Baxter Jr. was
launched from H. M. Bean’s yard in
Camden.
Amos Barrett, aged 81, died in

manded li.v Capt. E. L. llichborn of
Stockton Springs.
Camden town meeting: Moderator,
Reuel Robinson; clerk, Charles C.
Wood; selectmen, Frank II. Wilbur,
Jasiali Hobbs anil E, N. Duffy; treas
urer, T. Jenness French; road commissii ner, C. F. Payson; night watch
A. W. Magee; auditor, Freil I.
Coombs.
Washington town meeting; Select
men, F. Light, F. A. Calderwood, and
Minot Lenfest; superintendent of
schools, O. R. Johnston; treasurer, P.
(!. Ingalls; collector, W. E. Overlook.
C. A. Leafc was elected foreman of
the Vinalhaven tire company with
lTeem .il Roberta as assistant fore
man.
J.oliis Filler was elected president of
the Baptist Y. P. U. in Thomaston.
Apple: in town meeting: Selectmen,
Daniel G. Wentworth, Frank S. Hull
anil Charles F. Newbert: clerk, J. T.
MeCorrison; treasurer, 11. S. Keene;
tax collector, Jesse Wentworth.
The S. E. & H. L. Shepherd Co.
bought the McljaughUn lot adjoining
their store in Rockport and made
lilans fur a store 75x50 feet.
Union town meeting: Selectmen,
Fred E. Burkett, F. E. Littlehule and
C. M. Lucas; clerk, H. E. Messer;
treasurer, Ardennis Shuman, collec
tor, O. N. Butler.

Rockport.

Mrs. Carrie Philbrook is working
for M. H. Scammon in RocklandD. A. Whitmore and Leonard Ames
ot Rockport called on relatives in
town Saturday.
Vivian Babb, who has been sick, Is
able to be out again.
Robert St. Clair was in town Sun
day.
Miss Maggie Young visited her
mother in Rockland last week.
Mr- and Mrs. Levi Ijeadbetter were
given a surprise party last Friday
night.
Mrs. Florence Dyer and little
daughter visited recently her aunt,
Mrs. Kenney in Rockland.
Master Warner E St. Clair Is vis
iting bis hunt at Crescent Beach.

E. R. Moody bought the store a*
Malcolm's Corner, Warren, which had
been occupied for a number of years
liy L. B. McIntyre.
Benjamin Ware bought the under
taking business of the late 1. W. John
son in Washington.
Thomaston town meeting elected
these officers; Moderator, W. E. Vlnal; town clerk, T. A. Carr; selectmen,
W. E. Vinal, S. J. Starrett, and Ed-1
ward McNamara; assessors. C. D.
l’ayson, It. O. Elliot and Gardner
Thompson; superintendent of schools,
Dr. G. L. Crockett; road commissioner
I,. W. Creamer; treasurer, J. A. An
drews; auditor, J. C. Levensaler;
chief of police, B. H. Simmons; chief
of fire department, John T. Beverage.
The total of appropriations was
$20,500.
>
C- Sidney Smith, treasurer of the
Thomaston Savings Bank and a di
rector of the Georges National Bank,
died at the age of 48 years.
Rockport town meeting: Selectmen
F. W. Andrews, John W. Shibles and
Daniel F. Kellar; clerk, W. !■’. Dil
lingham; treasurer, C. Fred Knight;
auditor A. I). Champney.
St. George town meeting: Select
men, William L. Alien, L. W. Seavey
and C. W. Teel; clerk, David S.
Seavey, treasurer, George E. Allen;
collector, John S. Smalley; auditor,
Franklin Trusseli.
Washburn Bros, of Thomaston
launched the four-masted schooner
John E. Devlin, which was to be com

OWL'S HEAD

Many
subordinate
Granges
throughout the country are equipping
their balls with radio receiving sets,
following the installation of moving
picture outfits which have long been
a feature in many Grange halls

THORND1KEVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Al Mrl^-an of Rockport and
Mrs Loul .c Dunbar of Vamdcn were Sun
day callers at A. W. Thorvidlke'a.
Isaac Vptiain and son Ix»wLs are working in
Camden.
John Pualiaw started working Monday for
W H Wentworth at East Union doing car
penter work.
'Mrs. Lester Merrill spent the weekend In
Warren guest of her sister, Mrs. Josephine
Davis.
Lester Merrill attended court last week.
He had as ills guest James Webster of VIoalhuven.
Linley Merrifield’s house caiiirht on fire rerently, doing hut IIMle damage.
E. W Lassell visited relatives over the
weekend In Camden.
Harry 1‘ushaw and mother were Sunday
xuesis of relatives hi Camden.
Walter Carver and Mi Bohndell of Cam
den were callers at A. W. Thorndike’s Sun
day.
Jiwisle Dunbar of Camden was a guest
at Sidney tVabtree’s Saturday and Sunday.
Mr ami Mrs. Larkin Thorndike were guests
of relatives in Loncolnvllle Sunday.

SPORTING NEWS
In the Boston Daily
And Sunday Globe

BLANCHE

BOUCHER,

of Auburn, Me., who says the
Karnak treatment has completely
restored her to vigorous health af
ter almost a lifetime of suffering.

EAST WASHINGTON
/Mr and Mrs W. M. Prescott were visitors
Sunday at the home of Mr. and .Mrs. Ralph
Hibbert of Kazonille
Allan Ripley has been working the past
week for C. 0. Ludwig of Liberty.
K’. E Overlook and Buniell Overlook at
tended the dance at North Waldoboro Sat
urday evening
Eugene Cunningham of South Jefferson who
has been visiting at the homes of C. E.
Overlook and W M. Prescott during the past
week, returned home Saturday.
’Elvln Fitch attended Easter services at tho
village church Sunday.
Mr and Mrs W. i.M. Prescott, Eugene
Cunningham and Sanford Cargill visited in
Augusta last week, Wednesday.
Friends of Miss Esther Cargill, who has
been' stopping with her aunt, Mrs. Lottie
Prescott for ihe past year, will be sorry t »
learn that she was taken very ill Iu Augusta
where she was visiting friends and Is in
tho City Hospital for treatment.
*
E. Burnell Overlock was the guest Frldty
evening of friends iu Appleton.

NORTH WASHINGTON
F W. Cunningham has removed the sky
light from his photo studio and will do no
more portrait work, but will continue out-ofdoor commercial work and finishing
H. M. Lenfest was home from Augusta ov‘>r
Sunday and W. A Palmer and Mr. and Mrs.
F. W CUnningham were at Augusta Satur
day on business
Elbridge Lenfest was confined to the houac
List went wi ll the grippe
M. W. Lenfest is repairing his garage.
Mr. and Mrs F. W Cunningham and W.
A Palmer called on relatives and friends iu
Searsmont last Sunday
Mrs Harry Lenfest and Mrs. Peter Lenfesi are sick with the prevailing epidemic.
J. F Booker of Somerville was here on
business Monday.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

ALL OF THE

jyjRS.

"I am certainly glad I took my
neitchbiir's advice and got Karnak,
for this grand medicine has restored
me to perfect health," states Mrs.
Blanche Boucher, 43 Hampshire St..
Au-fitirn, Me., wha, like thousands of
other. Maine citizens, has received
suih remarkable benefits from this
famous new treatment.
"Before I got Karnak I had suf
fered most all my Hfe with stom
ach trouble and Indigestion, and now
that I can sit down and eat anything
1 want without a ixirticle of trouble
afterwards. Why, 1 just can’t praise
this wonderful medicine epough,”
continued Mrs. Boucher.
"I was in sue*-, terrible condition I
could hardly eat enough to keep
body ami soul together, and suffered
terrible front ga-’ pains, heartburn,
biliousness, headaches and dizziness.
Eve ntite lightest kind of food caused
me no end of misery, and I also had
spells of chills and fever.
"But Karrak has ended all them
troubles fcr me, has Built I me tip, in
weight, and has made me feel
splendid in every way. I know there
must lie thousands of suffering peoplel today who would be only too
glad to find out about Karnak, and I
want to broadcast the news of what
it did for me to everybody. Karnak
is just grand.”
Karnak ls sold In Rockland exclu
sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall
Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
Co.; and by the leading druggist la

•Mrs. Ella Wallace spent the weekend with
her sister. .Mrs Osler of Rockland.
Mrs. Fmnk Pitcher was on a business trip
to R o< k I and Monday.
Mrs Gertrude Burns gave a party April 7
in honor of her birthday
A strange coin
cldence was the fact that four of the invited
guests had birthdays during the week.
Two
tables were set and cards were played, after
which a gift was presented Mrs. Burns by
Bessie Wallace In behalf of the assemblage. ,
Sanford Winchenbach was iu Rockland
Saturday.
A number* from this nectloi) attended the
Easter service at the Baptist church ill the
every city.—adv.
village Sunday.

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

GOOD LUCK IN
THIS FREE SAMPLE

CAMDEN

{

Col. E. A- Robbins lias bought aBuick coach|
Mr. and Mrs. L M. Chandler arc
spending a couple of days in Port- '
land this week, guests of Mr. and'
II. X. McDougall, Lafayette
Only a Little Bottle, But It Mrs.
Hotel.
Walker Fifteld. was a day guest
Saved Much Suffering,
at J. W. Brewster's, Tuesday.
F. E. Mbrrow left for Boston Tues
day night on a short business trip.
and Money.
A few lucky ones continue to pull
some good catches at Lake MeguntiMartin Young, farmer of Wytoplt- eook. Robert Campbell of Saco is
lock. Me., writes the Priest Drug the last with a 27 inch salmon
Co.. Bangor, Me.;
weighing around six pounds.
"The free sample I got of you
The Masonic Assembly scheduled
some time ago worked very good.1 for this Thursday evening is post
Of course a free sample oould not be poned until next week.
expected to effect a cure for indiges
"Billy
Dean‘the
andRockllnd'
his players
furtion, but I never have needed any | nis
"^u-',^
Co'untry

Mrs. Marie Sin<er and son John
left for Boston Wednesday morning
for the purixrse of having John take
another physical examination.
Capt. Harris Kalloeh came home
yesterday for two weeks. He has
had a position as watchman in Bos
ton through the winter.
Dr. Oliver Cushing arrived Mon
day with three truck loads of house
hold and office goods and equipment.
He will settle an ltis odd home on
Elliot street. After years of practic
ing his profession in Boston the doc
tor returns to his native town
where his knowledge and experience
gained in a large city will be mad#
available to the community.
Dr.
Cushing will be warmly welcomed as
a highly desirable addition to our
more as I have not needed any since I p|ul) tonight
community.
The "Beta Alpha Society elected the have used the sample. I think that
Miss Edith Herrington is having a
following officers at their meeting anybody troubled with indigestion vacation from her duties at the Cam
Monday evening: President, Mrs. would do wetl to give the remedy 0 den National Bank.
Dlanche l’ease: vice president. Mrs. fair trial.’’
___
Robert Jamieson is driving a new
Edith Kilbonn; secretary, Mrs. E. Ma
_ ,
_
.
,
,
sport model Dodge touring car
Priest s Powder for Indigestion..
gteven80n and Miss phylIis
rie Singer; treasurer, Mrs. A. /J.
Lineken. These officers -will serve Sour, Sick Stomach, Car sickness., Litt, fl ,d have been chosen for the
and General Hyperacidity
t
t
\t.»d
for a six months' term. Miss Alcada Heartburn
ctnntonh
leads in the American Legion MusiHall, the retiring president, was pre
All drugZts. 59c and 11.50. The
"Kathleen" to be staged
sented with a pretty bar pin. The
$1.50 size holds five (5) times as
<-’•
Beta Alpha Society has shown itself much
as the 50c size.
The Camden Rotary Club tact for
to be a very useful organization and
Priest’s Regulators, the ideal tonic iluncheon Tuesday .icon and enthus.its benef/ctions have covered a wide
laxative for chronic constipation 25c) asm is running high as this new orrange.
progresses.
Services at St. John’s Episdspal and 75c. If your dealer does not ganization
Col. Cecil Stewart, retired, of
church for the octave of Easter or carry them in stock have him order
has taken Sea more for the
Low Sunday will be; church school for you or send direct to Priest Drug B°ston. Col. and Mrs. Stewart have
post pre- reason,
at 6 p. m., evening song and sermon Co., Bangor, Me. Parcel No
eitra 1 9Pent several seasons in Camden
at 7.30 p. m. The Easter music will paid to any address.
guests at Whitehall. They will arhe repeated, including a tenor solo charge.—advt.
_________ rive about May 1.
by Stanley' R. Cushing. The Guild
Mrs. H. C. Small of Glencove was
will meet Tuesday afternoon at 2
the guest of Mrs- Fred D. Aldus
ROCKPORT
o’clock wiih Miss Jennie Rider.
Tuesday
Traffic officers were in town Tues
Mrs Mary Whitman is spending a few days
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tripp have
day. They found a number of of in Boston and vicinity
moved to Rockland where they have
F
W.
Copeland
is
confined
to
his
home
liy
fenders against automobile laws. To
taken apartments in
the Blake
judge from appearance several re illness.
Mrs. Eliza Jones was the guest of her son block.
ceived severe lectures.
Charles Jones and family in Thomaston
The regular meeting of Joel Keyes
Mrs. B. F. Frye is having a new Sunday.
Grant Circle. Ladies’ of the Grand
The
Mah
Jong
Club
was
very
pleasantly
dining room builtl at her residence on entertained by Mrs. Veda McKenney Bvwwa Army of the Republic, will be held
Gleason street. Mrs. Erye is plan in Rockland Wednesday evening.
Refresh tomorrow evening.
There will be
ning to run a tea room the coming ments wpre served
work for the sewing circle in the
W.
F.
Andrews
left
Monday
for
A
’
.
lston.
season.
Mass., where he will remain for an indefinite j afternoon, The workers will take a
Albert Mank has moved his fantily period.
picnic lunch. A special program has
into the Lucy Wood house on BeechMr. and Mrs. diaries Cliadwlck of Calais been prepared for the evening.
and 'Mrs. Gilman Seabury of Bath are guests
woods street.
William Coid of Clark Island has
Mr and Mrs Fred Eddy.
Thomas Wallace is reported to be of Mr.
and Mrs. Fritz Sjogren of Winthrop, been the guest of his mother, Mrs.
among the sick ones.
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Sjogren’s parents. A. L. Decker.
William
Rice is convalescing Mr. and Mrs Edgar Smith
The Philathea Class will meet
The cast of “Cheer Up. (’had." Mrs Mabei
rapidly.
Crone, Miss Helen Small and Miss Effle R<»- this week with Mrs. William Mc
Capt. John Brown is ill with the barts were entertained Tuesday evening a:
Aliley, Sea street.
grippe.
the home of Miss Clara Walker, which was
Tuesday evening about 8.30 a fire
very enjoyable occasion.
Refreshments
Ladies' night of the Community
of unknown origin destroyed an old
served
Brotherhood was successfully ob were
Mrs. E. H St. Clair of Owl’s Head is the barn belonging to the Tremaine esserved at the Congregational vestry gue&t of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. D.
tate on High street. The building
Tuesday evening. After the serving Whit more
Joseph Young and Ralph Wentworth are was formerly owned by the late Dick
of a fine supper to a large number erecting
a garage at Highland Square
Martz. Common talk credits the
an hour of music and readings was
Tomorrow night at 6.30 there will be a
spent. The Brotherhood meetings for banquet for the members of the cast of the blaze to tramps.
Capt. A W. Rich and Leslie Con
the season have been interesting and Rockport Benefit Minstrels in Masonic ha!!.
Following the banquet there will be a dance ery, steward of the yacht Lydonia,
instructive.
given in the new town hall
All members
The Pythian Sisters will have their of the cast are invited to the banquet and have been guests of their families
regular meeting Friday evening, with members of St. Paul's Lodge and Harbor in Camden.
F. E. Morrow is giving a fine rod
Chapter, O. E. S., are invited to the
supper at 6 o'clock. There will be Light
dance
for the largest and a reel for the
work in the evening with two candi
! second largest fish to be eaught In
dates.
1 any lake or pond in Knox County
UNION
At the Methodist church Sunday
between now and August 1. So far
evening the choir presented "The Vic
Services in die MetliodUt churrh Sunday I the 55/ pound salmon from Lake
tor of Bozrah” the Easter story in morning and eTening will be the last before ,,
..
ti.,r..i,i
song. The young iteople’s orchestra conference and the pastor hopes (hat everv Megunticook brought in bj Harold
was directed by Prof. Claffv of Rock members of tlie church will be present. In Grindle, Arthur Dougherty and Ikie
tite nroming tlie pastor will preach from , Barker is the largest with a five
land. with Gladys Long at the organ John
4:35, “The Whitening Harvest," andvoocht l.v Pohert
and Helen Poland at the piano. It in the evening front John 20:28, ' Doubting i Pound salmon caught b> ltobeit
Tlie young people's choir will Campbell of Saco next.
was a program of merit, with effective Thomas.”
' An unusually interesting meeting
solo and quartet parts. Preceding sing at both services
Tonight at Town Hall, picture fans will
f h w c T i; was held Tuesday
this a group of the children sweetly welcome Mary Pickford, screen queen. 111 ; ,
...
0.___
sang their own Easter songs. With "Tess of tiie Storm Country," also Pathe afternoon with Mrs. Leo r. Strong
1 An excellent paper on "Neal Dow”
the blooming plants and evergreen News and Fables.
----------------- *—
* was read by Miss Alena L. Young of
around the altar rail were Easter
"AUDACIOUS PANSY”
Rockland, the county
president
lilies given in loving memory.
This was followed by an informal
Manager Prescott’s selection for
Friday’s feature picture at Watts She's the New Queen of Ayshire question box and tea was served
Milk Producers—See What She
The friends in town of Miss Edna
Hall is Mary Pickford in “Tess of
Ate.
St. Vincent Millay Boissevain will
the Storm Country." a superb screen
be interested to know that she will
gem in an entirely new setting. Pre
Hail the new queen of the two- take part in the program of the lit
senting “the world’s sweetheart” in
erary institute to be held at Bow
her own brand new version of a world year-old Ayrshire milk producers.
classic the whole world loves—the
Audacious Pansy, owned by Mid doin College in May. This was re
cently announced by the Longfellowre-creation of a masterpiece—a pic
ture that fascinates by its. simplicity, dlesex Meadows Farm, South Lin Hathorne Centennial Committee of
captivates by its beauty. The beau coln, Mass , with her production of Bowdoin.
Mr- and Mrs. Robert Campbell of
tiful Mary Pickford as a girl again— 18,320 pounds of 3.81 percent milk.
in rags and tatters and rubber boots 698.83 pounds of butter fat, is cred Saco are guests this week' of Mrs.
—but always smiling her impish child ited with the highest milk flow re Campbell’s mother,
Mrs. E. M
smile, always tossing her golden curls corded for her age. She misses set Clark.
as the lovable Tess who brings glad ting a new high mark in a combina
Camden citizens are rather proud
tears and joyous smiles to all who tion of milk and fat credits by only to see the Boston papers credit Dr.
see her. So gripping that it hurts— 26 points.
She is a steady producer, Douglas A. Thom with being one of
so superb that it awes. Xot an old averaging 43 pounds the last nine the country's foremost authorities
scene in tlie whole film. Also News days of her record
During the test on mental diseases. He has been a
and Fables.
she led her class four months an 1 prominent figure in -the battle over
♦ • » •
stood second a like number of times the sanity of Boston’s "Lone Wolf'
bandit. Dr. Thom is a former Cam
Mrs. Sarah K. Feyler
in the 50-pound list.
Mrs. Sarah K. Feyler, who died
The record of Pansy is of greater den boy, son of iMrs. Agnes Thom.
April 13 at the home of Mrs. Sarah importance from the viewpoint of
F: ster. where she had lived since the profit when economy of produc
WARREN
last December, had been in ill health tion is concerned. She consumed:
Mr. and Mr«. Stephen Burrows of South
for a long time. She was born in
*4.380 pounds Dairymen's
Best. Waldoboro were guests of .Mr. and -Mrs E
j Cook Sunday.
Warren, May 7. 1843. a daughter of $120 45.
Fred Miller hat Isen appointed road com
John and Olive Dunbar Newcomlbe.
2.920 Bibby Feed, $87.60.
missioner lor PK5 by the selectmen
She lived one year in the family of
Alfred Sheldon who has been employed at
2,500 Dried Beet Pulp, $60.
the Essex sanitorium in Massachusetts, re
an uncle in Kingston. Mp.ss. After
1,130 Mangels. $8.63.
turned home Saturday.
she was married to James L. FeyHer
3,000 pounds Alfalfa. $52.50.
Miss Nina Mathews of Camden was a week
they lived a year in Boston, then
3.000 pounds Green Feed, $15.
end guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Teague
Tlie following amounts have been added to
came to Maine and settled upon the
Total feed cost, $344.18.
the sum already subscribed for repairs to the
Feyler homestead on the Georges
Her milk sold for 12 cents par Engine hall: T. N. Kobinson, SI: O. T
river road. In October they moved quart, or $1,022 52, returning a profit Hart. $2; 1’earl Hilton, $1, and Edward Da
to Thomaston where the husband died above feed cost of $678.34.
vis. $1.
May fti. 1924. Mrs. Feyler was a
worthy member of the Baptist church,
being one of 'its oldest members. She
No. 890. Reserve District No. 1
is survived by a brother, George Newcorttbe of Warren; two nieces, Mrs.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
Helen Whitfemore of Roxbury, Mass.,
and Mrs. Rowb of Warren; and sev
—OF THE—
eral cousins, among them Mrs. Mary
Waldo of Thomaston. The funeral
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
will be held Friday at 2 p. in. at
Bowes & Crozier undertaking rooms At Thomaston, in the State of Maine, at the clase of business Apr. 6, 1925.
in Rockland. ' Burial will be at
HESOUBCES
Thomaston.
121,117 00
CAMDEN GARDEN CLUB

The Gulden Club of Cmiden y-rnt
nut circulars calling attention to the
ufTor made last full to award casli
prizes for the best kept lawn and the
best flower garden for the coming
summer. These prizes are made pos
sible by the generosity and public
spirit of Mr. and Mrs. Bdw. Bok.
There arc two prizes of $100 and $50
for each class. This offer presents an
opportunity not only to have an at
tractive garden and lawn but also
to be well paid for one’s efforts.

MINSTRELS
WATTS HALL
THOMASTON
Benefit

School Building Fund

Loans and discounts .................................. ..............................................
Overdrafts, unsecured ...............................................................................
I'. S. Government securities owned:
Deposited to secure circulation (U S. bonds par value ..........
All other United States Government securities (including pre
miums, if any) ............................................. ...................................

50,000 00

Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc:: .....................•• • • . ...................
Banking House, $9,000; Furniture and fixtures. $«,->00 ..............
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.....................................
Cash in vault and amount due from national banks ........
Amount due from State banks, bankers, and trust companies in
tlie United States (other than included in Items 8 and 10.
Total of two next preceding Items..................................
d ecks and drafts on banks (including Federal Reserve Bank)
located outside of city or town of reporting bank ................
Miscellaneous cash Items .......................... ............. ..............
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due
from U. H.
Treasurer ................................................................................................

78,707 43

Tickets on sale Monday,
April 20, at McDonald’s.

60,709 00

lio.7li!i
610,350
16.500
30.066
42,307

00
50
00
:9
35

36,100
2.272 36
3,869 20

6,141
2,500

$ 978.240 64

Total
LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid In ...............................................................................
Surplus fund ................................................................................................
56.128 21
Undivided profits .......... .............................................................................
15.154 03
Less current expenses paid .....................................................................
Circulatiiys notes outstanding ...............................................................
Certified checks outstanding ...................................................................
Demand deposits (other than bank deposita) subject to Reserve
(deposits payable within 30 days) :
Individual deposits subject to check .....................................................
Dividends unpaid .......................................................................................
Total of demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to
1524123 33
Reserve............................................. ........................................................
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable al ter 30 days or subject
to 30 days or more notice, and postal sa vings) :
Other time deposits ....................................................................................

Total

M 21-22

139 07

......................................................................................................

50,000 00
20.000 00
I'M,71

|,

49.000 00
11 39

$ 979.210 61

State of Maine. County of Knox, ss
1. r H Jordan, t ishbr "f the ab-te n»n^dJ>ank, On lolemnly swear^ that <rhei ah',v«
R H. JORDAN, Cashier.
Btatenrent ts true to best of my knowledge an" belief.

14th day of April, 1925.
Sitbserlbed and sworn to before me thin
[Seal]
W. P. STROM;, Notary Public,
Correct—Attest: W. G. WASHBURN,
T. B WYLUE,
T. S. SINGER,

Directors.

FRANK 0. HASKELL
ROCKLAND

41 OCEAN STREET

CASH GROCERY

To settle Estate of the Late Edwin D. Wiley

1 POWER DORY

TELEPHONE AND MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED

1 DOUBLE ENDER

CASH PRICES FOR FRIDAY. SATURDAY AND MONDAY

1 SMALL WHERRY

TELEPHONES

316 AND

317

1 SKIFF

14 pounds Fine Granulated Sugar $1.00 Grape Fruit, 3 for.................................. 25c
15 pounds Brown Sugar................. $1.00 Lemons, 6 for............................................ 25c

LOBSTER POTS, POT HEADS, BAIT BAGS,
And a lot of material used in lobster fishing
Apply to

Mince Meat, 2 pounds................... .. 25c

Marshmallows, pound................... .. ..35c

ALLISON M. PIERSON
—AT—

Quart Bottles Olives, each............ % .. 50c

Potatoes, peck .... 18c; bushel .....70c
New Onions, 3 pounds................... ..25c

WHEELER’S BAY, MAINE
Who has full authority to cell and collect for the same

Fresh Eggs, dozen.................................. 38c
Fores of Lamb, pound................... .. 20c Water Glass, can.....................................20c

ARTHUR E. KELLAR, 100 Prospect Street,
Woodfords, Me., Executor
46-lt

Spinach, peck.................................... .. 20c Gem Nut Butterine, pound................. 24c
Turnips, peck..: ■ 25c; bushel .... 90c Fangy Creamery Butter, pound..........52c
Summer Cottages and Board

Pure Lard, pound................................ \ 21c Pea Beans, quart...............
Compound Lard, pound...................... 17c Yellow Eye Beans, quart
Salt Pork, pound.................................... 25c Kidney Beans, quart ....

Raisins, Seeded, pkg................................... 10c Matches, 6 boxes...................................... 35c
3 packages..............................................25c Cream Tartar, % lb. pkgs........................ 10c
Three Minute Rolled Oats, pkg......... 25c .. 1 pound packages . ............................... 35c
Splendid Brand Coffee, pound.......... 45c Dates, 2 pounds.............................. .*.
25c
(Fresh Ground)
Figs, pound....................................... ..
28c
Prunes, 2 pounds..................................... 25c Swieback, 2 pkgs..................................... 25c
Jelly Monge, package................................ 5c
Formosa Ooloqg Tea, pound................ 35c
. . 6 packages.............................................. 25c
. .3 pounds............................................ $1.00
Fruit Salad, can......................................... 30c Cocoa, 3 pounds...............................
25c
Canned Com, Peai, Tomatoes, can . . 18c
3 ran«.................................................................... 50*.'Bananas, 2 pounds
........................... 25c
Campbell’s Tomato Soup, 3 cans . . 25c Sunbrite Cleaner, 3 cans........................ 10c
Laundry Soap, 7 bars............................. 25c
Finnan Haddies, pound........................... 15c
New Alewives, 3 for................................ 25c Parsnips and Carrots, 3 lbs.................. 25c
Sauer Kraut, 3 pounds........................... 25c Beets, 6 pounds....................................... 25c

ALL ORDERS

FREE

DELIVERY
CUT

IN

GIVEN

OWL’S

PROMPT

ATTENTION

HEAD WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

PRICES ON EVERYTHING

SALE DAYS

AT HASKELL’S

WANTED—American man and wife want
position on farm or other permanent work.
Have good references.* B. W. JAMESON,
Blake block. Main street.
46*4S

Eggs and Chicks

WANTED—A girl for general office work.
State particulars in first letter.
Address
T. E M.. care Courier-Gazette
46-tf
' WANTED—Hustler to sell Lincoin gear
slilfts for Ford cars
Sells for $5.
Gp-»d
commission.
Will give exclusive mghis
to producer. Answer right away. See MR.
HOWE at Hotel Rockland, before Saturday.
46*lt

FOR SALE—R. I. RED CHICKENS, will
hatch April 22.
TRUMAN SAWYER.
Thomaston.* Tel 114-3._______ ____ l’-U
’"EBBS”AND CHICKS—Barred I’Auioith
Rock bahj chicks and hatching'tggs for sa’*.
From trap»ne*ttd stock.
E. A. WOTTON.
175 Rankin
41 46
FOR SALE-Swon-I lumi •
Ivn.i.ll .»
Whitney eK cues at a bargain
I'ERIIY’S
MARKET.
PINECREST ORCHARD 5TRAIN S. C.
RED Baby Chicks and hatching eggs fr in
high producing stock, raised on free range,
milk* fed, good color and type
State ac
credited.
May prices, chicks $20: hundred
eggs $8 00.
SPIRING BROOK POULTRY
FARM, Waldoboro. Me.________________43_48
FDR SALE- Two good hen houses
It 1'
CLARK. 386 Broadway.
Tel 81G-R
41 tf

BABY CHICKS S C R I REDS
heavy laying strain.
April, 22c each,
and June 20c
Hatihlng eggs
per
BERTHA TEAGUE, Warren, Me.

THE ARMY ABROAD

OUR GRANGE CORNER1

A LOT OF US

Pleasant Valley Grange, which is Population Of United State* Wilt Be
Salvationists Do World Wide soon
113,500,000 By July It Is Esti
to celebrate its fortieth anniWork Financed By Self versary. beid "Past Masters" plight mated.
April 7. when the various posts were
Denial Week.
Unofficial figures completed in
filled by past officers. Since the
Grange was ' rganized there have Washington by arithmetical calcula
A 'report just received by Capt. been 19 masters, five of whom have tion indicate that the population of
George Simons in charge of the local died—Charles Allen. Charles Sylves the United States will be 113,500,000
corps of The Salvation Army, de ter. A. J. Tulrau\ Elkanah Spear by July.
scribes the growth of the organiza and B. S. Tin rndike. Of the 14 liv
This represents an 8,000,000 intion throughout the world during 1924 ing ~
Post Master Sidney Ames and
since the 1920 census, when
and lays particular emphasis upon Sister Ames, Past Master Prank 105,710,620 persons were living in thh
the rapid spread of its missionary Post and Sister Post, and Past Master country
work in many distant fields.
Of this growth in population, near
AdeLIa Veazie. were prevented from
This work, maintained almost en being present by illness.
ly 2.000.000 are credited as immi
tirely by an annual week ot selfThe offices were filled as follows: 1 grants, the remaining 6,000,000 being
denial on the part of Salvationists Master, Past State Master O. Gard- native born,
throughout the world, which occurs her; overseer. Past State Master P.
The natural increase of birth over
this year in the Eastern Territory of A. Blacking:on; lecturer, Past Lee- deaths shows an apparent decline i
the United States from March 29th fUrcr Phyllis Morse; Steward Past ^e unofficial figures, and the excess
to April 5th. represents one of the faster Ellis SpragMfc; assistant stew- of immigrants over emigrants als..
greatest advances of the year
This ar(j
Master Sheridan Bartlett; has a tendency downward.
The
work is flourishing now in 4,174 een- chaplain. Past Master Sister Corinna Census Bureau expects the new imters. in ten widely separated fields
Gardner; treasurer, Past Secre- migration restrictions to be a material
of activity, under the supervision of tary Willis Snow; secretary. Past factor ifi the country’s population in
2,750 commissioned officers who have Master Ix'e Morse; gate keeper, Past 193°dedicated their lives to consecrated Master J. A. Tolman; Cores, Sister--------------------work far from their own homes. In
Rowley; Pomona, Sister MilHead Bui pee’s Club Plan on page 2
addition to the evangelical work The dred Sprague; Flora, Sister Sus.e *
Army program includes Industrial s^ovv; lady assistant. Sister Ad-die
To Let
Schools for native boys and girls, Bartlett. Auxiliary degree staff—Earl
homes for lepers rand1 tuberculars,
Bai*tlett
Bened'ct Wlnchenhauirh
ta lej
>
«
in,
«
«XILWII,
ntiiru.it
»» iih neiiiHtuKii.
tq
—Seven-room
house,
all modem
hospitals, shelters, food depots, pns- Carroll Boardrrrtn. Sheridan Bartlett, Inquire of NEW YORK TAILOR, cor Summer
oner-aid service, emergency relief Clarence Wylie. Donald' Small. Wal- and Ma*n streets______________________ 46 »f
stations, rescue work among native ter Connon, I ester (Sherer, Tlazel
TO LET—May 1st. 2 rooms, kitchcnet'e
girls agricultural schools and a score Mank, Xlaryonl Blaekington, Doiwthv a*'d bath. Apply at CUrLER-( OOK CO.
of other social service and educa- Blackington, Virginia Winchenhaugh, --------!L__1
tional activities.
| Alice Wylie, L<|is J. Boss. Ethel Con- ^Tk°ni5T“"Furnlil,,ed roon,s at 3S
The largest Army missionary pro- non,
Evangeline
Winchenbaugh. ------------------------------------------ ------- *♦>*!«
gram is carried on in India, where pianist. Bessie Sullivan.
The third . T0. LET—Light housekeeping apartnrnt u
Laurie Annex.
Apply at the COPPER
there are 1.381 commissioned officers, j and fourth degrees were conferred in the
kottek"*1
43-47
many of them of American origin, at full
“ “ form
‘
in ci moet impro.-wivc and i
----------work in 3,334 centers in all parts of dignified manner, each officer li-ing roo“a nJ^hed'°fLr
that vast country, which iji itself has expert in the rendition » f his part. Summer Street, also 2-car garage.
Apply
been divided into live complete ter The appearance of the auxiliary de- URIE'S (HIT SHOP__
45*47
ritories for purposes of administra gree staff was a great surprise to
TO LET—Furnished apartment
14 MA
SONIC
ST
tion.
Widespread floods in South moKt of the members who were un
42-tl
TO LET—Room for light housekeeping,
India during the year—also in China aware of the formation of any such
modern
conveniences.
Apply
at
12
ELM
ST
—taxed all the resources of the offi team. Their work was splendidly
cers and called for large grants of executed with the precision and uni ______________________________ 41 -if
TO LET—Furnished room.
DR REUTER.
money from the International Self- formity.
38 Sumner St
37-tf
Denial Fund. The next largest field
Pleasant Valley Grange congratuTO LET—Rooms with bath at 14 MAAIs Japan, where there . are 292 officers lates itself in having such a team to SOMU ST.
in 1-0 centers ot activity, and then sustain and embellish its degree work
TO LET—Office, steam heated.
Inquire ot
comes China, with 218 officers in 62 i ln the fuhlre. T!J
Ethel VESPER A LEACH
33-tf
centers.
. Conn-on. has already made herself
TO LET—Tenement at 1»4 North Main St.
The other fields are represented in i very i>opula.r by her efficiency and
modern conveniences.
P. L. HAVENER
the report as follows;
146-tf
tact. Every member is reidy to re- Tel. 792-R
Ceylon, 167, officers in 150 cen- ; spond to her call nt all times. One
ters; Dutch East Indies. 164 officers
the pleasing features whs t’he
Used Cars
in^l20 centers; Korea, 182 officers in presentation by the sifters, of a beauFORD TON TRUCK, 1918—For sale rea151 centers; South Africa, 185 offi- tiful tbouqiiet to Sister Crrlnna A. souable
173 1 *LEASANT ST.
44*46
cers in loO centers: South America, Gardner as a tribute of tbfi afTection
CLEVELAND CAR. 1922. good condition.
118 officers in 62 centers, Nigeria, 33 with which she is held by member? Sold cheap
EDWIN EitB'KBON. Rockport.
officers in 12 centers; and Kenya, in of the order all over Maine. No
Central Afiica, 10 officers in 7 cen* Grange audience in Maine needs any
SNOWMAN, TEL. 672*R does all kinds of
1l*tf
ters’
introduction to Past State Master Trucking and Movina
Gardner. His record of constructive
TRUCKING. MOVING AND
ERRANDS
LAMONT IS BANQUETED
Work during his term as State Master.1 ,looe promptly.
Go anywhere.
C. O. HAR
Tel. 156-M or 629-J.
1-tf
when more members were added in ADEN.
Thomas W. Lamont, of J. p. Mor- Maine than was ever added before or
gan & Co., who often spends his since, topeaks for itself.
summers at North Haven was the
The degree finished with the usual m
chief guest Tuesday night at a ban- “Harvest Feast” splendidly prepare<l
quet given by the Italian-American ,in(i served. On account of 'the latechamber of Commerce in Rome, ness of the hour but a short proWe give regularly until
The banquet was attended also by gram was given by visiting and loci I
Frank W. Stearns of Boston, close members with singing by Brother M< further
notice 20 PER
lriend of Piesident Coolidge.
Intosh. Vlsitons were present from
i Penobecot View and Mt. Pleasant
SENT OFF the marked
$1.00 weekly is the Club dues in t Granges. This Grange is in excellent
Burpees Oil Stove Club.
condition, peid’ect harmony prevails
selling price on every
among the members who are doing
article
in our store, includ
the work, and a larger perqen*t of the
memlxr.-s are Viking an active part in
ing Stoves.
, the work than for many years.

For the
Baseball News
Read the
Boston Globe

Michigan Grange’ members and
their families will go on another automobile summer excursion this year,
to cover several hundred miles and
numberless points of interest. State
Master A. B .Cook will Conduct the
1 party arid many prominent Michigan
Grange members will be included.
I
•
i
•

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS
313-319 MAIN 8T.

TEL. 745-J

In Everybody’s Column

IF YOU have a cottage to tel or desire .
Advertisements In this column not to exsummer boarders, advertise tlie fart in this , cee(j three li/ea inserted once for-25 cent*,
paper where thousands will jy»d of It
times for 50 cents.
Additional lines
FOR SALE—Vamp *11 tufnhhel near Lily cents each for one time, 10 cents for three
times
Six
words
make
a
line.
Pond.
Could have -use of laid for garden,
if wanted.
FRED C. ROBINSON, Union
St., Rockport.
43-~ '
Lost and Found
TO LET—For the summer season, six room
FOUND—Masonic watch charm
Call a>t
cottage, all furnished at Chictw^a'ikie Lake,
THE (OURIER-GAZE7TTE.
Rockland.
MRS JOHN RANLETT. Rock
44 46
ville. Me
Tel 352-14
*2-tf
FOUND—At FulIer-Cobb-DavLs store, clus
ter
of
light
bracelets.
Owner
apply
ro
SUMMER BOARDERS—Accommodations for
46-48
eight, fine shore privilege in (’mdi'n:. MIKS STROIT.
Maine. Address EMERY B HART. Thomas
ton, Me
4o-tf
Wanted

from
Mav
I'm
! 'I

BABY CHIX—Wyllit’s S. (’. Reds raised
on free range, trap nested and bred for type
and coh/u State accredited for white diarr
hoea.
Price May 22 cents ea<h, June 20
•ents eaeh, postpaid
Safe arrival guaran
teed. " F. H' WYLLtE. Thomaston Mr . R'.
1
Tel .199-6.
' ..........
38 7!’

BABY CHICKS
Pute bred. Inspected and cuPed
100
Varieties
$16 50
Rliod ■ bland Reds ....
16.00
Barred Mocks.................
14.00
Wh , Bra.. B’ff L’gh’ns
18 00
White Wyandot e» ....
Get catalog.
Prices on 500 and 1 »00 lots,
postpaid.
Consult us before ordering else
where
H n. STOVER & CO .
1169 Forest Ave , Portland

34-69

Miscellaneous
IF THE PERSON who wan aten taking th
automdblte (Ire and rim from my car about
a week ago, while I was attending a dan • ■
at I'lea’ant Valley Grange hall, will Jeav
same on niv premises no further steps will
be taken.
MtSS SHIRLEY DOHERTY, it
Columbia Ave.
46-IS
HARVEY’S F4JBLIC AUTO—All dol’d
•
and no where <o go.
TEL. 3»5-.l
lfl-48
CRIMSON RAMBLER ROSE BUSHES.
years old $1 each ; snow ball hydrangeas, 5i» •
each: mixed phlox, field grown 2’»c • ach
C. M. THOMAS. Maverick Sq.
Tel. 225-M.
45-47
EARN MONEY weekly spare time, home
iiddressing. mailing, music circulars
MAN
T1ATTAN MUSIC CO.. 1367 Broadway. New
York
45-47

WANTED—Girl for general housework, one
who can cook.
MRS MARY BURKETT. 75
Broad St. Tel. W9-M
45-tf
WANTED—Assistant salesman for Rockland
and vicinity.
L. B BERRY, National Cash
Register Co . care Thorndike Hotel, giving
• phtoe numb r.
45* ir
WANTED—Local and long distance furni| turv novlnu; trucking of all kinds, day or
"Wit
I’rirm Teuonjbie.
^erlenred
furniture handlers, DEMVTH AND WEB45-47
BFR
Tel. 818.
WANTED—Woman wants work by hour.
Price right. Address 7 MYRTLE ST.
41*46
WANTED—Young man, invalid, wants
board, room and some care
Write ‘‘B. It ”
care of Courier-Gazette office.
43*45

WANTED—Awning maker—at once. Apply
IMM’KLAND AWNING <X) . P. O. Box 441.
Uoc kland.______________________________ 43*
WANTED—Plain sewing, hemstitching, em
broidery and mending.
MISS LOTTIE 8K1NN'ER.
Limerock St
Tel 786-W.
43-48
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
kittens
Highest prices paid
TEL 352-14.
JOHN S. RANLETT. Rockville. Me.
42 f
WANTED—Kitchen girl at the WLNDSOR
HOUSE, Myrtle
40 tf

WANTED—Will all persons having In Yheir
possession pieces of the inside finish of the
Knox Mansion—moulding, cornice, pilasters,
etc . or any other details of finish—kindly
« iinmunlcate with the SC’ERETARV GENKNOX CHA1TKK, D A R.. Thomaston. Me
It is desired to examine these details with
view to the architect's exact reproduction of
them in the proposed Knox Memorial 4<>tf
WANTED—Row boat or yacht tender 9 to
12 feet
Must be first class condition and
cheap. JOHN O. STEVENS, Burj>e« Furni
ture Co.. Rockland.
22*tf

For Sale
FOR SALE All kinds of hard wood; dry
fitted wood $15 per cord. MIK KO LOFMAN.
IU F P . Qty.
Tel 263-11._________46 51
FOR SALE—Good hay $10 and $12 a ton
MIKKO LOFM.VN, IU F D.. City. Tel 26311.
46-48
FOR SALE House and lot, good central
location.
TEL. 563-M.
46-13’

FOR SALE—In Thomaston
Tlie Mrs. S.
W. Ma .-ter 7-roorn house on Flukcr street
R U. UOLLINS. Real Estate Agency, 375,
Ma n street, Rockland.
Telephone 77.
FOR SALE- New and second hand National
cash registers
L. B BERRY, Room 18, Au
gusta Trust Bldg., Augusta, Me.
<5*47FOR SALE—Five rooms, newly papered and.,
painted, with bath, hot and cold water.
Call ,
at 91 NORTH MAIN KT. Tel. 760
45-47
FOR SALE—House with barn and 10 acres land; two double houses, one sold cheap,
two seven-room houses; house with lm-’*
provements. barn and land.
ANNLE F. ■
HAHN, 67 Rankin St.
>45*17 -

I 00 ANYTHING Hi the cleaning Ihi
Offices, windows, barns, carpets, cellars and
garages
ARTHUR SULLIVAN. 21 Holmes
ft
Tel. 833-J.
|5<47
FOR SALE—Farm situated at font
uf
Pond, Lincolnville, around 100
ORDER YOUR STRAWBERRY. RHUBARB Coleman's
acres
land,
well
timbered.
Cuts
about
15
and horse radish plants now.
GLKN('(>VE
hay, 9 acres cleared blueberry land, l’j
STRAWBERRY NURSEItrLS, R. IL. Rock tons
house, shed and barn.
Inquire at 10
land
4
45-tf story
SEA ST., Camden.
Tel. 1^-5,
44G9
PAPERHANGING AND PAINTING.
For
FOR SALE—1200 lobster sills, loot) cross
such work phone 349-M or call at 16 Pleasant
street. Rockland C (’. JOHNSTON.
45*56 sills and 400 pot limbs—spruce, cut this win-,
ter
H. B. KHAW, Thomaston.
Tel.
IF MARGARET L. McFARLAND. known 157-12.
\
44*49
as Margaret L Wellman of Rockport. Maine,
FOR SALE- Raspberry plants, extra flue
will correspond witJi her fath r. Charles U
McFarland, watchman of the Standard Oil bushes. OVERNHSH 8ARKE6IAN. 157 Mid*die
Kt
Tel 568-W.
43-48'
Co of 194 Freeport St . Dorchester. Mass.. It
wifi be .to her advantage
43-48
FOR SALE—Handturned coffee mill; also
YOUNG’S FISH MAR
WOOD. LUM8ER, delivered in Rockland. 2 swarms of bees.
41-’f
Thomaston. Camden, Rockport.
Pry fitted KET, 237 Main Street.
$15; green $11: fitted limbs $12: 4-ft. wood
FOR SALE—3 blueberry farms In city; very
$10. T J CARROLL. P. O. Thomaston. T-l handy to trains and boats.
BOX 227, City.
263-21 Rockland
43-tl
42
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
FOR SALE—45 houses, prices $1,550 to
he Rockland Hair Store. 3^6 Main St. Mail $16.ooo
We also have many goxl trades in
irdera aoUclted.
HELKN C. RHODES
single, 2 family, 3 and 6-flat houses, busi
l-tf
ness. garages and investment property in
CONTRACTORS ANO ARCHITECTS at Portland
BOX 227. City
42 If
tention: We can furnisii wash sand, gravel,
FOR SALE—Large barn to lie torn down,
atone, and roofing pebbles in any quantity
at reasonable rates.
Let us bid on y«»u: In u.lre of L 8. HENDERSON, 67 Cnniden
io tf
next job. BOX 22£. Uity
42 tf SL. Vci 165-M.
FOR SALE—Cut flowers, hardy plants,
DIVER—<8ubmarifie work - of all /kinds
wharfs and piling apecial
Prices or terms bulbs, hardy lilMcs, floral sprays, pillows,
on reqtiest.
P. A WOOD. South Brewer. wreaths made up at very reasonable prices.
Free delivery any
Me
Tel. 329!)-R.
'4n**5l Expert workmanship.
where in Knox Cbunty. CLARK'S FLOWER
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered
rcpalreU. KHOI’. 3«2- .Main Kt opposite Tliomdike Hu-46*48 and paper hanging, ceilings whitened ,l‘l. Rockland
Painting
Tel. 1036-W
38 tf
▼el. 538-3.
L. C. FIELDS, 19 McLOUD,KT.
FOR SALE—Stanley House—Has 16 rooms,
39 ;f
2 batli rooms, hot water heat and all modern
LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU on Dia improvements: one of the best locations in
mond Tires and Tubes, Weed Chains and the city; in first class condition throughout.
Spark Plugs; also five used cars from $85 ( all nr TELEPHONE 237-J, 28 SPRING ST.
up o $360
JOSEPH E. CLOUGH, 174 Rockland, Me
36-tf
Pleasant St.. Rogkland
14-tf
FOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, in good.
MACHINE HEMStlTCHiN67~~pi7m' dee
L.
Fr
•overed buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOL cultivation, real money maker.
‘ BASE. 45 Middle Kt.
Tel. 665 2
36-tf
MAN MORSE. 359 Main St Tel. 868 M
-tf
FOR SALE—House and lot 56 Grace Atrect;
House and % acre of land, 186 Camden Kt.,
Rockland; 5% acre field directly acrons tlie
For Sale
street from 186 Camden street running
through to Waldo Avenue. Nice house lots in
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic. (Swan'i both streets TEL 289-W, Rockland; 238-11,
Island,) 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; slghtlj Camden.
28-tf
location close by shore.’ Garage ami out
buildings, water In house
Acre and ball
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several
of laid.
Fine place for summer home.
A’ used upright pianos, good condition. L. F.
4 bargain.
Address DR 1. B GAGE. At CHASE, 45 Middle street. Tel. 665-2
Untie Me
B7*tf
____ _______________________
23 tf
FOR SALE—Player Plano Q. R. 8. music
FOR SALE
rolls, wide range of choice.
While they last
REAL BARGAINS IN THOMASTON
25 cents each. V. F. 8TUDLET, INC.,
1. THE NEWHALL PLACE—M-ncre field only
.Music Department.
9-tff
35-acre woodlot
Buildings in excellent re
p.nr
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 5
2. THE WHITNEY FARM, Beechwoods M»le St.
Apply to MRS. F. H. SANBORN.
Ktre*t. 96 acres.
Large farm buildings
So Pleasant Kt.
Tel 903 W
5-tr
3. THE WOODCOCK HOUSE on Main Kt.
FOR SALE—Residence -ot the late Capt.
Flue location.
AR
4. BUNKER BLACKSMITH SHOP, "fcretn Charles E. Hall, Middle St Heights.
THUR L. ORNE, 417 Main St.. Rockland.
street—would make a good garage.
27-tf
5. FLINT FARM, 12 acres.
6. 6-R00M HOUSE on Beechwoods Street
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heat
SMALL HOME at Oyster Rivpr. nn cement cellar; modern Improvements; larn
State Road.
DR A W. PEABODY,
Main garden.
New grocery business well
* ‘

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 16, 1925.

Had soldier guests

Social Circles

Fuller-Cqpb-Davis

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrirnls, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly recalled.
TELEPHONE ......................................... 770

—O DEPARTMENT STORE o—
SYNDICATE BUILDING

Maynard S. Bird of Portland was
a visitor at his former Rockland
home Sunday.

DIRECTORS

Rockland, Maine,
April 14, 1925.

XBLHON B. COBB. I'rct.
ERNEST C DAVIS. Treat.

FRANK W. FULbEJJ

■Miss Helen Q. Decoste and Miss
iLela V. Hills, graduates from the
Sllsby Hospital are In Augusta, and
while there they will take their State
board examinations to become regis
tered nurses In Maine.

Dear Girl Graduate: x
■Supt. William Reid of the Consoli
dated Baking Co., has returned from
Florida.

.Mrs. iW. G. Butman has returned
from Winchester, Mass., where she
has been spending the winter With
her daughter, Mrs. IF. C- Howe.
Many of the smart tailored suits
now shown in New York are devel
oped in mannish mixtures, says the
Dry Goods Economist.
Invisible
stripes and checks are represented
among them, while the dark greys
are In strong favor. With the gray
suit, brown accessories are worn
which brings to mind that the com
bination of brown and gray appeal s
to be exceedingly good Many nat
ural kasha (blege) suits of tailored
genre are worn with gray silk
blouses. This gray that is worn
with brown tones is not, however, a
clear, blue gray, but is a warm
gray, so that it blends harmoniously
with the tans and browns. Blouses
of silk which match the tailleur and
the small felt hat of the same shade
stress the enseipble colop vogue in
the mannish mode.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kenney left
Tuesday night on the boat enroute
for New London, Conn., to visit their
son, C. H- Cphles.

We appreciate the fact that you are soon
to be graduated - and to be graduated is one of the events

of your life.

We want to assist you and make this climax

of your school days vivid in your remembrance, as you

will always remember what you wore on this oepasiom.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tripp o( Cam
den are occupying apartments in
Blake block.

s-

graduating garments, will be rightly dressed.

for graduation (with the exception of shoes.)
Our opening of Graduation, Banquet and

Evening Gowns and accessories, will take place

TUESDAY, APRIL 14, to SATURDAY, MAY 2

If you cannot oome to our shop - we will
send our shop to you.

Express your desires by mail or

'phone and you will receive your outfit.
’

Yours for a suooessful graduation
FULLER - COBB - DAVIS

Girls__ You are cordially invited to visit our dress department as often as you like during
the next two weeks. Bring your friends—try on the dresses—we have been weeks as
sembling these hundred or more dresses for your graduation.
White canton and georgette dresses.................................... $12.50, $15.00, $18.50 and up

Georgette and silk evening dresses...................... $18.50, $25.00, $29.50, $35.00 and up

Sleeveless dinner dresses in silks and georgettes $15.00, $18.50, $25.00, $29.50 and up
All new bright colors

Mrs. H. B. Fales leaves for Port
land tomorrow morning for several
weeks stay.
Mrs- A. J. Huston of Portland is
the guest of 'Mrs. Leola Rose. As
is always the case when she visits
her former home city Mrs. Huston is
the object of many social attentions.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. S|>ear ar
rived home Tuesday night from
their Western trip, which covered a
period of 11 weeks. They went by
the way of New Orleans, in which
city they were well pleased to over
take Dr. F (B. Adams and enjoy a
hit of sightseeing together. Their
paths again crossed in Pasadena,
and they made the ascent of Mt.
Low, which is not without its thrills
If the passenger is inclined at all to
giddiness. In Pasadena the Spears
were guests of Mr. find Mrs. A. W.
Fenner, and in Los Angeles they
were with Mrs. Annie Keizer. At
the outset of their vacation trip
they encountered some inclement
weather, but thereafter it was al
most uniformly pleasant. Mr. Sj>ear
reports that there is considerably
less real estate activity in the West
than there was on the occasion of
his previous visit, and the people
appeared to be much exercised over
the damaging reports which had
gone out concerning the prevalence
of a plague and the hoof and mouth
disease. On their return trip the
Spears made stops in Salt Lake City,
Denver, Omaha, Chicago, Rochester,
N. Y„ and Boston- Mr. Spear had
the pleasure of attending Rotary
meeting* in Boston, New York, San
Diego, Pasadena, Ixjs Angeles, San
Francisco and Omaiha.
A district
convention was in progress in
Omaha, and the Spears would have
been unable to get hotel aecomodatlone but for Mr. Bpear’j affiliation

HIGH SCHOOL CHAT
Assembly was held for the first
j time in the new auditorium yester1 day much to the joy of all concerned.
J This marked, several changes in the
routine of the school. Classes now
■ arc run on their former schedule
' beginning at 8.30 and ending at
11.50. The afternoon session begins
at 1.15 and closes at 3.30
Confu
sion in changing classes is avoided
by passing in one direction only,
! from north to southa • a a
The Sophomore Class expects to
1 dazzle friends and foes gllke in the
, near future when they blossom out
with their new spring jewelry—
namely class rings and pins.
• • • •
The R. H, S. boys made them. selves useful and greatly improved
! the athletic field last week by clear
ing the field of stones.
• • • •
Work on the building ts progress
Qrube Cornish, Secretary of State
Charities and Corrections Who Will ing as steadily as ever. Thi last
Address the Woman's Educational class room has been finished. The
Club in the Methodist Vestry To- “gym" floor is being cemented and
the walls paneled. Class rooms, au
morow Evening.
ditorium and halls have been fresh
ly painted and electric lights have
CLAIM RETURNS UNFAIR
been Installed everywhere except in
The Farmers National Council esti- | tho auditorium. This room, which
mated in a statement Tuesday that j will be used for a study hall, will be
American farmers realised on the ! equipped immediately.
sale of their products last year {
The Sophomore girls who were
$5,144,000 less- than a fair return
which their labor would have given winners of the intcr-class cham
them.
Department of Agriculture pionship cup, had their pictures
ligures on the failure of the crop and taken at Pillsbury's studio Tuesday.
• « • »
livestock productions for the year ]
Tryouts for the Senior Class play,
were cited as showing that the aver
age farm family received for its 'The Charm School," took place
labor $671.93. The total deRcit was Thursday and Friday after school.
figured on a basis of $1500 as a fair Miss Norton and Mr. Phillips as
sisted 'Miss Black by acting as
average return for such labor.
Judges. Many students tried out for
the 20 parts, bringing a great deal
WATERHOUSE RESIGNS
of dramatic talent to light. The cast
Elmer H. Waterhouse, former will be announced within two days.
» » • •
warden of the State Prison, now
Miss Irene Murray, a student ai
serving his second term as Chief of
the Portland Police Department has Bangor High School and a sister ol
tendered his resignation because of I Mrs. Phil Jones, lentithc Juniors a
ill health.
\ I helping hand in the Inter-class
The City Manager said that hie re series 'in which their team was badly
gretted the necessary retirement of crlptfled- The junior team Is grate
the police chief, but that his resig ful not only for her skillful playing
nation, in view of the conditions, but also for her good sportsmanship.
• • * •
would be accepted.
ijjiss Evelyn '(Perry is responsible
for the latin mottoes which decorate
' SPRINGTIME-UP IN MAINE
the blackboards in Miss Howard’s
By Beulah S. Oaten
Haw east wind end fog end sheet.
Bare, brown fields and snowdrifts meet,
lee in river, pond and stream.
Frozen tattors white as steam.
Not a bird or blade of green.
Hint of leaf or blossom seen-Tbat's one way tlie springtime eonies
‘ Up in Maine.
Then again there conics a year
When the prospect's not so drear.
Wlien the days are warm and briglit.
With occasional balmy nigiit,
Thou, almost before you know.
Snowflakes fall and north winds I,lotv;
Bol tlie son peeps not ones more
And It's warmer than before—
That's another kind of spring.
Up in Maine.
But some years It's vastly better.
fiVarm.soutli winds tlie snowflakes scatter,
Streams a-sparkle danee and ehatter;
All the fields eaOh day grow greener;
'Willow, elder, birch and maple,
-Each has donned Its new apparel:
in the sunshine bees are bumming,
From the southland birds returning.
Wooly fonts and tpisker-lsdles,
Adder's tongue and saxafrages.
Arbutus and dandelion,
Bloom on bloom-in gay profusion,
Clouds of ntlst and veils of rrln,
AU the world made young again —
That's the rare, oat fashioned spring

Up in Maine

Mrs. Ruth
of the school
lotte Browne
bered among
week.

a boost as a summer vacationing
center.
Twenty-live men. all from Maine
litre lioosting their state’s attrac
tions in the Independent today.
Among themselves they purchased
a full page ad wherein they tell of
the many pleasures to be encoun
tered in the Pine Tree state during
the summer.
Their story is of lakes and hills,
of unparalleled golf courses, of
camps beside rushing streams, of
motoring over fine roads, and rest
ing at hotels equal to the best. Out
of their own money, they have
made this boost for their state, di
rectlng inquiring minds to the pub
licity bureau which will furnish
them with the information they want
Mother; Yes, dear your father and
I first met at a dance.
Boy: Oh. that’s why he’s always
telling me to keep away from dance
halls.—The Progressive Grocer.

Join the Oil Stove Club,at Bur
pee's.
,

VALUE

TURNING THE TABLES

Thirteen gray-haired warriors, who
fpughl gallantly for the preservation
of the Union in 1861-65, were special
guests of the Baptist Men’s League
last night and received one of the
most enthusiastic ovations that has
ever been accorded to them since
their return from the Southern bat
tlefields. Eloquent tongues sang anew
their praises, and with such sin
cerity that the veterans could not
but feel a new thrill of pride over the
part they had played toward nicking
a world democracy possible.
Another distinguished guest Iasi
night was Associate Justice Guy H.
Sturgis, whose term of Supreme
Court in Knox County had just Itecn
brought to a close.
His tribute to
the guests of honor contributed an
important chapter to the history of
the Baptist Men's league.
Judge
Sturgis' stenographer, William II.
Comforth of Auburn was also pres
The home furnished with our handsome Overstuffed Suites cannot but be com
ent.
pletely satisfying. In sheer beauty—perfect proportion, fine-workmanship
The Grand Army veterans were es
corted into the bunquet hall by the
and excellence of material—our sets are unsurpassed.
president of the League. J. N South
ard. and to the music of fife and
PLAIN VELOUR .. $80.00. GENUINE MOHAIR .. $140.00 and $180.00
drum, played
by
William
F.
Tibbetts,
Wesley
Wasgatt
and
Genuine Mohair, reversible cushions, all webb construction.............. $240.00
Arthur Orne.
Their appearance at
the head of the stairway.was the sig
These Suites Supplied In AU Colors Desired
nal for an outburst of applause with
all of the members of the League
SEE OUR WINDOWS
standing. And this ovation con
tinued until the last guest was seated
Scores of small flags were used for
table decorations and large flags
were draped on the wall behind the
speaker.
There was the usual abundance of
ROCKLAND
283 Main St.
Tel. 713.
supper, and of tempting viands with
no hint of the difficulties experienced
by the handful of housekeepers in
housecleaning time.
In the course of the brief business
meeting which followed Everett E.
F Libby was admitted to member
KNOX COUNTY HEADQUARTERS FOR
ship and Phil Jones, R. V. Stevenson
and Ernest E. Hager yere appointed
a committee to arrange for the an
nual strawberry supper in May.
We are all set in our new store for our annual
• • • •
Seed
Business. Don’t buy your seeds without
The League’s greeting to the Grand
giving us a call? We have all kinds of seeds in
Army men was extended by W. O.
Fuller. Out of childhood recollection
different varieties.
the speaker was able to look back
Five different varieties of Certified Aroostook
upon the period when these men were
Choc. Mai. Fudge, lb. 40c
winning glory, and he could recall the
Seed
Potatoes.
sight which they presented when
Choc. Wal. Fudge, lb. 40c
AH
kinds of Fertilizer. Try our Plant Beautithey marched^down Middle street hill
Maple Wal. Fudge, lb. 40c
fropi Camp Knox to help save the
fier. Our own mixture.
nation for us.
“We recognize the
xx
Boxes for shipping b^by chicks. B-K, the best
things you have done,” said Mr. Ful
AT THE FOUNTAIN
ler, and we realize that you helped
germ killer on the market, for all household pur
Fresh Orange Juice •
place this nation on a sound founda
poses. Dolge Weed Killer. Sure death to weeds.
tion."
10c glass
SPECIAL ORDERS FILLED ON VERY SHORT NOTICE
lAial then came an interlude in
IF YOU NEED ANY FARM IMPLEMENTS, GIVE US A CALL.
which two of the old war songs were
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
sqng—“Marching Through Georgia,’
BUY YOUR SEEDS FROM US, WHERE, IF YOU WISH, YOU
and “Tenting on the Old Camp
CAN GET PRACTICAL ADVICE AS TO PLANTING, ETC.
ground.”
The singing was directed
by Philip A. Jones, athletic director
of the public schools, with Mrs Jones
at the piano.
The amount of pep
NEW BICKNELL BLOCK, 507 MAIN STREET.
they injected into this par; of the
TEL, 380
Opposite Waiting Room
evening’s entertainment was a source
ROCKLAND. ------ MAINE
of.wonderment to the guests of honor.
President Southard recalled at this
juncture thut a nominating commit
tee must be appointed lo select oili
cers for the coming year. He named
on thut committee, M. M. Griffin, .).
A. Richan, A P Blaisdell, George W.
Huberts and Frank H. Ingraham.
• • • •
Ladies’ New Style Ribbon, Strap and Gore Pumps
Everybody arose when Judge Stur
gis was introduced, and he too, was
in Patent Leather and the New Light Tan
given a wonderful greeting.
He
said that his memory did not car
‘
$1.98, $2.98, $3.95, $5.00
TODAY
ry him back to Civil War days, but
✓
that he was the son of a veteran, and
that the Grand Army veterans h id
(The Best Values In Town)
always been a part of his life.
He
was in New Tork when Teddy Roose
-And—<
velt, came back from tlie Spanish
A Big Assortment of Misses’ and Children’s Dress
War with his Rough Riders, and one
of the things thut appealed to him
Shoes and Pumps, together with a Big Line of
most was a darkey regiment.
\
—In—
"The glamour of the late conflict
Play Shoes.............................................. 98c to $2.50
is still so fresh,’’ said .Judge Sturgi“that we are apt to realize too little
what the Civil War veterans’ strug
gle was.
The service rendered was
Men's Oxfords, Crepe Sole, Plain Toe an<3 the
not less in '61 than it was in '17, and
the sacrifice was not less than that
New Broad Toe in Light Tan and Gun Metal.
Here are some views as to en
which was made across the water
In those days the surgery was rough,
gagements made—and broken.
$2.98, $3.95, $5.00, $7.50
anaesthetics were unknown and dis
ease worked havoc through lack ot
sanitation. The suffering was equal
(2) Friday-Saturday (2)
Men’s Work Shoes, Scout Pattern............. $1.98
to that of the late war, even with the
ingenuity of the devil involved.
Moccasin Type $2.98; with Crepe Sole $3.95
Both forces equally served and suf
fered. The mists gather in my eyes
—In—
as 1 see the ranks thinning.
Their
Boys’ Basketball Shoes..................... 98c to $1.98
service will be carried in the mem
ory of generations to come. The de
Also High Kicks with Baseball FREE
mand today is for strong, Stalwart
A brand new idea in a Western
citizenship..
The backbone of law
feature
and order must be in the substantial
—And—
citizens who have the interest of the
government at heart.”
Upon motion of George W. Roberts
it was voted to send a word of appre
ciation to those veterans who could
278 MAIN STREET
—In—
ROCKLAND, MAINE
not be present.
Adjournment was made to the au
ditorium where there were flags, and
more flags, and where the odor of
Easter lilies permeated the atmos
^\ \
I LI
MONDAY-TUESDAY
phere.
,
The speaker of the evening was
RIN-TIN-TIN
Rev, H I Holt of Camden, who has
Afo—
delivered the Memorial Day oration
before Edwin Libby Post on at least
“Tl 2 Lighthouse
THE THEATRE AROUND
two recent occasions.
He took for
THE CORNER
his subject "Democracy's Debt to the
F v the Sea”
Veterans of 1861-1865.”
With all
her boasted democracy, he said, tlie
TODAY
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30. PRICES—10c, 15c, 20c
country does not appreciate yet the
Richard
Barthelmes
obligation she owes to the old veter
—In—
ans. The speaker discussed some ol
LA8TTIME
the issues of slavery and gave a
I
“THE BOND BOY”
graphic picture of the famous cyclor»ma of the Battle of Gettysburg.
Added Feature:
"When any man tells me there is
“LET WOMAN ALONE’
any body of soldiers superior to the
COMEDY
FABLES
NEWS
veterans of'6I to '65 in efficiency
—With—
or bravery,” said Mr. Holt, “I say to
PAT O’MALLEY
him: you're another. Do we realize
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
what was actually accomplished by
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
these men? Do we realize that de
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
mocracy would have been dead for a
77
thousand years if this Union had not
been saved?”
—in—
Mr. Holt said he had some sympa
thy for the Bolshevists of Russia, lieFEATURING:
cause their real struggle is for de
Adapted from the play by
mocracy and has a tendency to ap
William J. Hurlburt
proximate American ideals.
Event
Love in the Tropicz—Where the Strongest Man Wins the Woman
ually their program will lie modified
“
The
Strange Woman”
immensely.
ADDED FEATURE
Mr. Holt recently delivered a very
“
THE
RIDDLE
RIDER
”
JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD’S
strong anti-Klun lecture in Camden,
Number 12
GREAT NOVEL
and while Kian was not nientlortel
last night there were Several refer
“
THE
HUNTED
WOMAN”
ences which did not go unheeded
The Grand Army guests last night H. Blake. Henry R. Huntley. Allen
Featuring SEENA OWEN
were William P. Hurley, William II. Kelley, Charles A Jamesnu, Albert
COMING—' NEW LIVES FOR OLD," with BETTY COMPSON
Ma.-tcy,. Janes J. Woodsum, J?ugene Mather, A W.-Lamb, E, J. Paasa,and

V. F. Studley Inc.

CANDY SPECIAL
FOR SATURDAY
SPECIAL
CHOCOLATES

THE PAYSON COMPANY
SEEDS

36c LB.

THE PAYSON COMPANY

STRIND

PRETTY SHOES FOR SPRING

Marjorie Daw
Lou Tellegen

“Greater
t Than Marriage”

“WESTBOUND”

Kenneth McDonald

BOSTON SHOE STORE

“Yankee Speed”

EMPIRE

NORMA TALMADGE

TODAY

These fine Lampe—mahogany or
polychrome bases, silk shades. The
BEST BRipGE .LAMP VALUfc
EVER
OFFERED
IN
THIS
CITY.

Florida Has Levied On Maine, and
Maine Now 8olieite Florida.

Says the St. Petersburg (Fla.) In
dependent:
Hundreds of St. Petersburg folks
who stay here during the winters
go north for a vacation In the sum
mer and take advantage of Oppor
tunities offered to boost St. Petesburg. Now the tables are turned
Maine residents who winter in the
Sunshine City are taking advantage

Completely Satisfying

J. B. Warner

Eilingwood. a member
board, and iMiss Char
of Bangor were num
our visitors for last

• • • •
Emma Dovgan, Winifred Coughlin,
Lucy March and Lillian Berliawsky
visited school while here for theii
Easter vacation.

Statable Meeting of Men’s
League Last Night—Judge
Sturgis Present.

CHISHOLM BROS.

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

Harry Wing of Boston has joined
the staff of Hotel Rockland in the
capacity of head waiter.

"Which arc my pet little econo
mies? What are the queer ones my
neighbor practices? Which ones are
wise, which foolish? Shall I attempt
to live my neighbor’s life for hint
and to spend his money more Judici
ously for him? Which is the penny
wise and pound foolish thrift we and
others practice?" The preceding
questions will furnish the subject for
discussion at ithe meeting of the
Woman's Educational Club Fridayevening. Only the few who never
practice economies should Im> excused
for volunteering in this heart to
heart informal discussiom This sea
son's discussions are thought-pro
voking. Indeed, and greatly enjoyed.
•'From the mistakes of others a wise
woman corrects her own." Club
members beHeve with the famous
poet and philosopher that “the
greatest study of mankind is man”
and have concentrated attention
upon his virtues, faults and foibles
with surprising results. They be
lieve that “ideas rule life and in the
long run sway the world," so united
ly resist the sleeping sickness of
the mind which is even worse than
sleeping sickness of the body and
absolutely
fatal
to
intellectual
growth.

We have made

an especial effort this year to furni'sh your every need

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Larrabee, who
have been spending the winter in
New Jersey, are now visiting in
Marlboro, Mass., on their way to
occupy their cottage in Cushing for
the summer.

Mrs. Doris Damon, Mrs. Bernice
Havener and Mrs. Catherine Fol
lett will be hostesses at the auction
party of the B- A P. W. Club Fri
day night. Exceptional attractions
may be expected

Our

business is to see that all who will let us furnish their
i

Miss Lenore Benner, stenographer
for the Chamber of Commerce, is
confined to her home with the grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Plummer of Old
Town returned home yesterday after
several days spent at the Beech
Street home of their daughter, iMrs.
L. B. Cook. Their Rockland visit
was the only break in the motor trip
from St. Petersburg, Fla., where
they passed the winter. They were
seven days on the road.

Page Seven

SHIRLEY MASON

“That French Lady”

“SECRETS”

“AS MAN DESIRES

MILTON SILLS and VIOLA DANA

STONINGTON
0).

Page Eight
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MEMORIES OF AN ACTIVE LIFE

Women, Be Well!

0/ superfine quality in a neu) BLUE package

“Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.

A

At the time when negotiations fot
the formation of the V. S. Stee
Company had been initiated, I hap
pened in at the Morgan office, ar.d
Robert Iiaeon, one of the partners
knowing that Carnegie and 1 had
been colleagues in the first Interna
tional American Conference, asked
me to call on Carnegie and get the
lay of the land in regard to the steel
situation, which apparently was in a
state of flux at that time. I immedi
ately went to Carnegie’s home on
Fifty-third Street.
I approached this serious matter in
a humorous way.
“How difficult it must have been,”
I said, "for Judge Moore to have kept
up a smile when he sat opposite you
at dinner at my home, having so
recently kissed goodbye to a million
dollar*. as the option which he had
purchased on your steel properties
had expired ’’
“Under the circumstances,” said
CarnPgie, "it was certainly much
easier for me to smile than for the
Judge, but that option which I gave
him was cheap at a million dollars;
I wouldn’t renew it now for ten milliens.”
And Carnegie smiled again.
He then spent several hours de
scribing to me his plans for increas
ing his production and fabrication
of steel; Carnegie knowing my pleas
ant relations with J- P. Morgan A
Co. may have shrewdly divined that
1 was gathering information in their
interest. I cannot explain in any
other way why he gave me so much
detailed information about his busi
ness.
• # * *
He told me that by building a rail
road from Pittsburgh to Connaught
he would not only save money on
freight but would also be able to give
the railroad sufficient freight both
ways to insure it as a paying proposi
tion. Jlesaid that his reason for estab
lishing a plant at Connaught was
that he could make use of cheap
water transportation, not only for
bringing in scrap and other raw ma
terials but for the distribution of bis
products.
The proposed plant that he de
scribed was a gigantic one.—on
alMJUt the same scale as the present
United States Steel plant at Gary
He indicated the location of differ
ent sections, explaining how steel
tubes could be produced at a lower
price than they could he manufact
ured by the National Tube Co.; a
structural steel at a lower price than
it could otherwise be produced,
which would enable him to undersell
the American Bridge Co.; and steel
and wire manufactured at a lowei
cost than it could be produced by
the American Steel & Wire consoli
dation.
The three industrials mentioned
had been organized by Morgan and
were successful, but they hud never
had to meet «U’h competition as
would inevitably have resulted if
Carnegie’s Connaught plant had
been constructed. This was the
Scotchman's way of convincing the
Morgan interests of the benefits of
consolidation.
After he had finished, I said:
"Mr. Carnegie, what you have told
me in regard to the proposed expan
sion of your business, I have found
intensely interesting and it natur
ally would be interesting to others
but I will not repeat one word of
what you have said to me unless it
meets with your approval.’’
"What I have talked to you about.”
Carnegie answered, "is a matter of
national interest, and you are free to
repeat anything that I have said”
* * • • »
flome time after the great consoli
dation had been accomplished, when
the common shares of the United
States Steel*Corporation were sell
ing at about 15, I happened to call
on Carnegie. I entered his library,
a small room, and my eye was im
mediately caught by a double page
coloured picture from Puck, which
was set on the mantel above the
open fireplace. It was a burlesque
of the great Verestchagin’s painting
Napolean’s Retreat from Moscow, in
which Morgan and his associates were
pictured trudging through the snow—
Morgan in the costume of Napoleon
Bonaparte surrounded by his genei
als among whom were Charles M.
Schwab and John W- Gates. Som
of the leaser lights tramped forlorn
ly behind the leaders, while others,
utterly exhausted, had fallen in the
snow to perish from cold and hunger
Carnegie made no comments on the
cartoon. At that time there were
rumors that Carnegie, in view of the
low price of United States Steel
shares was likely to get back h's
properties through the foreclosure of
his United States Steel bonds.
The appearance of Morgan as Na
poleon must have been amusing to
Carnegie; but he laughs loudest who
laughs last, and the Morgans by

Keep Watch for the
“Feverish Coldj”
If you are “run down” or out
of condition, if sluggish bow
els have allowed poisonous im
purities to accumulate in your
system, you are certain to
suffer severely from “feverish”
colds.

Dr.TruesElixir
will ward off or lessen these at
tacks, because Dr. True’s Elixir
is made of tested herbs of pure
quality that put the system in
good condition, and relieves
constipation.

'oncentratlng their great ability on
:!ie administration of the United
States Steel Corporation, caused the
shares to advance over 500%. It was
the shareholders’ turn to laugh.
Why have the Scotch such a keen
lense of. humor?
Because it’s a
gift !
At.other traditional characteristic
of the Scotch is their thrift, and Hr.
Schwab once told me that Carnegie
never forgot the importance of this
virtue. One day the steelmaster
said to Schwab: “I have observed
that you tire in the habit of permit
ting a call to remain at my door for
a long time at considerable expense.”
At that time Mr. Schwab was par
ticularly anxious to please Carnegie,
and taking this hint he resolved to
he very careful not to have such evi
dence of extravagance occur again.
But not long after. Mr. Schwab made
an early morning call on Carnegie
to persuade him to render him a
service. Schwab was absorbed in
the presentation of his case and was
making very good headway when
the bullet- intruded on the conversa
tion to announce; "The cabman has
been waiting for Mr. Schwab since
eight o'clock this morning. It is nowthree o'clock and he wants his pay
so thut he can go and get something
to eat."
• • • •
At a dinner at my home during the
Wilson administration the idea was
suggested that Mr. Schwab, with his
superior knowledge of industrial
conditions, should see President
Wilson and give him the benefit of
his advice. Delancey Nichol remark
ed that Schwab would not meet with
success, upon which I. as host, said
that that remark seemed to he a re
flection upon the persuasive gifts of
my guest; that I would not under
take to defend Mr. Schwab in general
terms, hut would be content to re
count one incident which Illustrated
Mr- Schwab’s persuasive art. The
Bethlehem Steel Company sent its
Vice-President to see a farmer for
the purpose of obtaining some land
that it was very important fo-- the
company to secure. The Vice-Presi
dent came back without the land,
hut with the farmer.
President Grace and other officers
of the Bethlehem Company all tried
to get the landowner to sell his prop
erty hut without success. Then Mr.
Schwab e-ntered and the situation
was explained to him. He asked the
farmer to sit tlown with him on the
sofa. After half an hour the old farmer
threw up his hands, exclaiming:
"Mr. Schwab—you may have my
land, hut 1 thank God I'm not a wo
man !”
In advocating the appointment of
Schwab for Secretary of the Navy
in a cabinet to he appointed with the
paramount idea of securing the
highest efficiency I wrote that he
was r.ot only an aide executive but
that he knew more about armor plate,
irdnance, submarines, and war ves
sels generally than any other man in
the world; and I emphasized my
advocacy by stating that.he had re
ceived more money for brains than
any other man who ever lived. Irvin
Col.b, on hearing the letter read, re
marked: “I don't agree with you;
Secretary of War Newton Baker re
ceived more,—relatively to what he
delivered."
But to return to fishing in other
waters than those of business. In
ail of my fishing experience 1 had
never enjoyed the highest refinement
of fly-fishing until I fished the River
Test, one of the chalk streams oi
southern England. 1 had cast my
flies on the (spring water ponds and
streams of long Island, the stream
at Gataehina near Petrograd, but the
clearest water of all was that of the
River Test. That river Is hir,toric In
the annals of fishermen; it was fre
quented by Frederick M. Halford
the father of .dry fly fishing, and by
all the famous fishermen of England,
including G. E. M. Skues, the author
of Chalk Stream Angling and Thi
Way of a Trout with a Fly.
We know that all trout become
educated; there is a difference be
tween the way they take the artificial
fly the first week of the season and
during the weeks thereafter; hut it
seemed to me that the education of
the trout of the Test had been cumu
lative- They do not deign to rise to
the ordinary American cast. The
large size of the American flies
frightens them. It is not even worth
while to cast down stream with
drawn leader and small flies. You
must cast up stream and then if you
draw on the water a wet fly or even
a nymph, not one of the many trout
you see so distinctly in front of you
will rise. You must wait till you set
a trout take a natural fly; then you
put on a fly to match the one that
the fish is feeding on. After which
you apply a solution that helps -the
fly to float After drying each succeed
ing cast by several rapid false casts
hack and forth in the air, and caus
ing your fly to drop lightly on the
water a foot or so ahead of where
the fish was taking the natural fly,
your patience may he encouraged
by a rise as your fly floats down
stream. If this is not- successful,
you must allow your fly to float sev
eral feet below -the fish so as not
to frighten it and then retrieve for
another cast.
After this highly refined operation,
you may have caught only a brace
of trout during the morning. You go
to the cluh much embarrassed by
what you suppose to he a very small
catch, having in mind the big
catches which you bragged about
the night before with so much pride
and conceit. But you are aston
isliul anil relieved from your ,em
barra-ssir.ent when
your
English
friends hearing of your catch, con
gratulate you on being “high line"
I To Be Continuedl

ORANGE
pekoe

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
KATHLEEN M. SNOW ............. LIBRARIAN

Week days: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays: 3 p. ni. to 6 p. m.

6a
SaP^

TEAS

There is no frigate like a book, to
FANCY ORANGE PEKOE
(oarry you miles av.ay. Bnilly DicltI inson.
• • • •
SUPERBA FANCY ORANGE PEKOE TEA
Consider the hock jacket. Solo
mon in all his glory could not out
is the very finest selected quality that you can buy.
shine the modern jackets that clothe
our Spring books.
Il might he in
Your Grocer has it in a new BLUE package
teresting to follow, briefly, the evolu
at 45 cents for the half pound.
tion of the book JacketThe orignal use of this wrapper was
to protect the book while it remained
Medium Grade in RED Package at 40 cents per half pound.
MRS. WM. POPE
on the bookseller's shelf. Ordinary
"While bringing up my family I de nianila paper was used and often an
veloped such a terribly rundown and oval aperture was cut so the title
weakened state of healtii that I could und author's name oil the shelf-back
scarcely get around to do my house of the book could he read. The next
work. I doctored but did not seem to step was to print the title and
There are 99 Superba Products
ain in health until I took Dr. Pierce’s writer's name on the jacket, and bet
avorite Prescription. For several ter paper was used.
Then it was
- superb in flavor superior in quality
years I took this tonic and nervine at decided that the jacket would serve
times for I found that it not only as an advertising medium and allure
strengthened me but it relieved me of patrons who were browsing around
backaches and other pains. I have the iHiokshop seeking an interesting
been in such good health ever since novel This is still its chief use in
tiiat 1 have no hesitancy in recommend the library today, to make attractive some time. The Mystery in Red, by
STRAND THEATRE
ing Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription the Bulletin hoard and call attention another Williams, is very good, too.
“Greater Than Marriage," today's
■to every woman who haq inward weak io tiie newest additions to the collec Mr. Fortune’s Practice, The Loring
Mystery, by Jeffery Farnol, men feature, is from the Louis Joseph
ness, nervousness, backaches or pains,
because I belie; e it will put an end to tion.' To return to the publisher’s' tioned last week are excellent tales. Vance novel, "Joan Thursday." The
ideas
—
the
"blurb
”
was
the
outcome
• • * •
all of these ailments if taken as di
greatest story of an internationally
rected.’’—Mrs. Win. Pope, 248 Walnut of the advertising mi the jacket and
Lovers of Dickens will be glad to
has
come
hl
for
a
lot
ot
criticism.
celebrated novelist
A cast that
Kt., Trenton, N. J.
know that libraries and bookshops all
Do not fail to take Dr. Pierce’s Fav About the same time, colored paper over the country are finding an in conics close to justifying the oftInternational Tailoring Line
orite Prescription in liquid or tablets. was frequently used and then th** creased interest and demand for hia abused description, “All-Star.” A
Send 10c to Dr.Pierce’s in Buffalo,N. Y., “pretty girl" covers appeared with books and will feel that it is a producer and direotor who is a writer
for trial pkg. and write for free advice pictures in four colors liy such popu healthy reaction to the great bulk of as well, who anticipates the wants
Ed. V. Price & Co. Line
lar artists as Harrison Fisher and
of the public—and supplies them; a
second-rate writing that is rushing
Christy.
master of exploitation who studies
from the presses these days.
It is
ATTENTION STAR GAZERS!
’And a good line of Woolens and Worsteds in
tho problems of the exhibitor—and
• • • *
also refreshing to see the revival of
helps to solve th-m. This is the ex
Today
the
poster
treatment
presome of the good old things of the
Saturn To Be Interesting Study Soon
stock. Suits all prices and styles
Ibsen, Congreve, Gilbert and traordinary, the happy combination
—Small Telescope Will Show Rings . vails with the motive or the locale of stage.
the story illustrated on the jacket, Sullivan and many others who wrote in "Greater Than Marriage." Every
thing that Louis Joseph Vance ever
and done by the best artists. A short
Saturn with his three rings, bright synopsis of the story on the inside for the theatre, and wrote well, are wrote has sold itself to the American
again finding large audienceser than at any other time of the year, flap of the wrapper is cut out, in
public—literally.
And among ull his
will open the summer star gazing the library, and pasted into the book,
widely-read novels, “Joan Thurs
KEEP DOGS TIED
season May 2.
Saturn will be found so that the borrower may have some
day" (to use the original title of
442 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND
in Virgo lit the east between Virgo idea as to the style of the storyBreeding Season For Birds and Ani “Greater Than Marriage") probably
and Libra.
Saturn conies into op
ranks
first
as
a
best-seller.
• • • •
mals Is On—Secretary MacDon
position with the sun on that date,
Manager Dondls will close tho
ald’s Caution.
Frank Stockbridge in co-operation
a bulletin front the American Nature
week with a double header—featurwith the American Library Associa
Association says, and does some
Under date of April 7 Secretary E i lnE J' B Warner ln ’ Westbound, ’
tion gives this interesting list of the
things opposed to what the earth
books most in demand in public li W. MacDonald of th- Knox Countv and Kenneth McD.nald In "Yankee
does
Fish A Game Association, issued to,
To say "Westbound" is up
By opposition is meant that the braries throughout the country; tiie members th- following circular to date is putting It mildly.
The
Ann Douglas Sedgwick’s The Little
earth will be between the planet and
pioneers crossed tha Continental DiFrench Girl still heads* the list and letterthe sun.
Saturn will he nearer the
"Feilow Sportsman:—The breed- i vide in covered wagons, ’midst man;
• the following books, in the order
earth on May 2 than at any other
ing season for our game birds and ' danKers' an<* most Easterners still
time during the year.
The planet 1 given, are in demand—The WhPe animals is now on and your directors heiieie these ,dangers exist in this
Monkey; So Big; Enchanted Hill,
will {ise at sunset, lie on the meridian
Westbound
two New
Green Hat; Rugged Water; Thun feel that the members of this As-|
due south at midnight and set at
Our Spring and Summer Goods are now nearly all
dering Herd. Rose of the World; The sociation should use every effort to York ladies cover the same trails
sunrise.
i
automobile,
Old Ladies; A Passage to India; In see to it that every protection poe- • westward bound by
in. Whether it rains, snows or the sun shines we
Although one of the more distant
a Shantung Garden; Peacock Feath sible is afforded them during this One of the ladies, a Broadway flapper,
planets, Saturn will be just a little
was
unafraid,
but
her
aunt
was
are prepared to serve you. The colors are beau
critical
period,
that
they,
and
we,
ers.
Nothing could better illustrate
matter of 821,340,000 miles away on
the catholicity of the public taste may benefit thereby. To this end fearful of the terrible Indians and the
tiful and the materials are good. Just come in.
May 2.
Uranus and Neptune are
than the diversified characters of, we urge that dogs be kept tied or muchly-discussed bandits of the
still more distant. Neptune is nearly The Thundering Herd and In a ‘ enclosed during the breeding sea West.
True enough, they encoun
3,000,000,000 miles from the sun,
BOYS’
Shantung Garden, both o’n the same son; that each member guard care tered many obstacles, but the flapper
MEN'S
Uranus can be picked up as a fair.t
fully his own dog and use his influ won herself a rich cowboy hus
list
Blouses, English Broadcloth. ..
Shirts,
with
soft
collars
.............
sixth magnitude star if you know just
This romantic tale unfolds
ence with his neighbor not only to band.
..................................... $1.00, $1.50
......................... $1.C0, $2.00, $2.50
where to look, "but you can never
Mystery stories still come in for a do likewise but also to join our As one of the most delightful stories
Shirts, English Broadcloth
find Neptune without a telescope large share of popularity.
ever
told
on
the
screen
Dress
Shirts
$1.00.
$1.75,
$2..
$2-50
Of the sociation and cooperate with us and
............ .............. $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
The sh<Av Saturn puts on will con new ones that have been added to the with Warden Smallwood for better
“Yankee Speed” is Just as rapid
Work Shirts, all colors
$1.00 Union Suits, all kinds .... 75c $1.00
tinue In the evening all summer.
It
as
the
title
sounds.
—
adv.
library, the writer found in The game conditions in Knox County.”
Dress Pants ....... $3.50, $4, $5, $8 School or Dress Pants ...............
does not take a large telescope to Thing in the Woods, by Sydney wil- 1
--------------------......................... $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
Khaki Pants ........................... $1.98
see the rings. They will he inclined l:am:\ one of the cleverest plots as ! Anyone needing a new oil stove
Golf Pants .................. $3.00, $3.50
PARK THEATRE
to the earth at high angle, so they well as a baffling mystery that has * this summer should read Burpee’s ad.
Overalls ............. $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 Golf Hose ..........
50c, $1.00
Amidst settings of miil-Victorian
can be seen to excellent advantage.
tickled his lather jaded interest in ion page 2.
Work Suits, wear like iron $7.50 Wash Suits $1, $1.50, $2, $2.50. $3
splendor, Norma Talmadge scores a
Rain Coats .... $6.00, $7.00, $10.00 Play Suits................................$1.00, $1.25
great triumph in "Secret*," now
Fancy Sweaters ............. $5, $6, $7 School Suits ................................
showing at the Park Theatre. Nor
............. 5.00, $7.50, $10.00, $12.00
ma's latest picture is a story of Lon
Golf Hose ......... $1.00, $2.00, $3.00 Cloth Blouses........................ $5.00
don and the American far West in
Hats and Caps .... $1, $2, $3, $4.50 Sweaters ...................... $3.50, $5.00
the days just following the Civil
War.
Our spring line of Children’s Wash Suits have just arrived.
"As Man Desires,” featuring MilThey are beauties—the handsomest *we ever had. Prices are
ton Rills and Viola Dana and "The
reasonable. And the Ladies' Silk Stockings—the Pigeon Brand—
Hunted iWoman," a story by James
are selling like hot cakes. There's a reason—it's the quality and
Oliver Curwood. will be the attrac
price ............................. ..).............................................. ....................... $1.50
tion at the Park Theatre on Friday
and 'Saturday.
“As Man Desires" will
make
American women glad they are
American women.
The picture
adapted from Gene Wright’s novel.
"Pandora La Croix," is a stirring
yarn of the South Sea Isles and In
dia.
Sills, z famed for his ’’Sea
Hawk" portrayal, is shown as a fe
rocious, woman-hating captain of a
average
one tenth
pearl fishing schooner, while Viola,
of
all
grocery
sales
There
are
many
garbed tantalizlngly In but one yard
of calico, appears as an alluring na
canned
foods
of
course
but
..wanting
HIS is the time when there is pleasure in motoring that can
tive dancer of Tahiti.
the best is getting the best when you
"The Hunted Woman.” one of the
be obtained only in an open car. And among open-type
most powerful stories of the frozen
insist upon—
North ever penned by James Oliver
cars, there is one that stands out above all others — the new
Curwood. the famed chronicler of
Studebaker Big Six 7-Passenger Duplex-Phaeton, with its ex
that rugged land where dog sledges
are rapid transit.
clusive roller side enclosures which provide instant protection.
Herilded as one of 4he most am
bitious Alaskan pictures ever to is
It can be compared only with cars much higher in price.
sue from its studios, this virile, pic
turesque story is said to have in
Studebaker builds seven times as many cars as any manu
volved
tremendous
hardships.
facturer having a car in the Big Six class. The small overhead
Seven of the principal members of
the cast spent twenty-one days amid
per car, plus the savings of complete manufacture, explain its
snowy wastes where the thermome
ter ranged from 12 to 32 degrees be
low price. Come in—see this new Studebaker before you buy.
low zero.—adv
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MADE TO MEASURE CLOTHES

C. A. HAMILTON

AYER’S

The New

STUDEBAKER
‘Bzg

WILLIS AYER

Six ^Duplex-Phaeton

Canned foods

nearly

T

HATCHET BRAND
CANNED FOODS
150 Kinds

*18751
e2O.B.e3a<‘lory

V

EMPIRE THEATRE

The price of the new Studebaker Biff Six Duplex-Phaeton
includes an extra balloon tire, tube and tire cover. Bumpers,
front and rear. Motomcter. Safety lighting control. Automatic spark control. One-piece windshield, sun visor, auto
matic windshield cleaner, rear-view mirror. Cowl and dome
lights, extension lamp and stop-and-tail light. Clock and
gasoline gauge grouped under glass with other instruments.
Biggest balloon tires used on any automobile.

Today will be the last opportuniiy
to see Richard Barthelmess in "The
Bond Boy" and "Let Woman Alone,"
featuring Pat O'Malley. Wanda Haw
ley and Wallace Beery.
Both are
very good pictures and are well worth
seeing.
Shirley Mason's latest starring
photoplay, "That French
Uidy,'
which comes to the Empire .Theatre
Friday for a two-days run, was di
rected b)’ Edmund Mortimer and is
said to be one of the best pictures
over which Mr. Mortimer has presid
ed. The cast Includes Theodore Von
Eltz, Harold Goodwin; Charles Cole
man and Kate Lester.—adv.
CHARLES ROSS TAGGART

Noted Humorous Entertainer It To
Make a Rockland Appearance.

SOUTHERN CROQUETTES

one cup grated pimento cheese
two cups boiled rice, one egg, one
cup milk, one-fourth cup butter, onehadf cup flour; salt, pepper. Blend a
The True Family Laxative white sauce of the butter, flour and
milk, add cheese and stir until melt
Economical family size $1.20;
ed. Season, mix with rice and cool;
other sizes 60c and 40c.
.A
shape in small rolls or pyramids, roll
Successfully used over 75 years in very fine sifted crumbs, dip in
beaten egg. again in crumbs, and fry
in deep fat. Serve with thin tomato

sauce.—The Designer-

■

Superba

(By Charles R. Flint)

[Continued—.Began Feb. 26]
Chapter XI—Continued

Every-Other-Day

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO., Distributors
r

Park Street, Rockland.

THIS

IS

Telephone 700

STUDEBAKER

YEAR

Tho KnickerbockerClass of the Universalist church is to present to the
' public on the evening of April 22,
an entertainer so unique and skilful
, that it seems a privilege on my part
| to call the attention of the public to
Mr. Taggart and the evening's re
freshing fun which he will furnish.
1 There is no one else just like this
“Man from Vermont.” His evening's
entertainment so wholesome and so
surprising, has furnishedfunfor thou
sands the country over and we arc
fortunate to secure him for Rockland.
Our expense is high and we are put
ting the price of the tickets low that
none may be kept away on that ac
count
It is a pleasure to me to
heartily endorse Mr. Taggart and his
' entertainment.
C. A. Knickerbocker.

It will save both time and money

to buy Hatchet Brand by the case-

150 YEARS AGO TODAY
School children and school teachers all over New
England are using a popular day-by-day account of
the early days of the Revolution right here in this
section of the country, appearing every day

I

IN THE BOSTON GLOBE

A great chance to recall the great days of 1775.
Read the thrills of 1775 in the

BOSTON GLOBE
DAILY AND SUNDAY

